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FOREWORD

ESSAYS ON STRATEGY VIII BEGINS WITH A STUDY ADDRESSING
the need for a shift in emph.isis within the US intelligence com-
munity away from purely defense-related matters toward in-
creasingly more important issues of international economics and
commerce. If changes in the world continue at the current pace
and extent, they could require such 3n unprecedented reorienta-
tion in national strategy.

The other essays ii, this anthology also examine aspects of
the changing international environment. Three of them-each of
which was recognized for excellence in the Strategy Essay Com-
petition sponsored by the Chairman of the joint Chiefs of Staff-
analyze the requirements of US policy toward post-Noriega Pan-
ama, options for relocating US military facilities displaced or
soon to be displaced from the Philippines, and whether, if
adopted, the resurrected "Open Skies" proposal would benefit
the United States. The final essay, an especially thoughtful and
wide-ranging one, explores the relationship of national public
policy to differing cultural concepts of the nature of man.

Written by students at the nation's Senior Service Colleges,
this collection of essays exemplifies the kind of innovative, long-
range thinking that will be more important than ever in the final
decade of the twer.tieth century.

J. A. BALDWIN
Vice Admiral, US Navy
President, National Defense University
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1

INTELLIGENCE AND
ECONOMIC SECURITY

JEFFREY W. WRIGHT

SHOULD THE US GOVERNMENT ASSIST BUSINESS ACTIVITIES IN

competing for foreign markets and protect domestic mar-
kets from unfair competition? This question is a fair one to
raise today as the Cold War fades and the Cold War econ-
omy of the United States faces fundamental changes.
These changes can come willy-nilly, driven by the desire to
cash in on the "peace dividend" that some say will burst
forth from major reductions in the defense budget. Or they
can be orchestrated by careful, innovative planning that
recognizes the strategic importance of a powerful, secure,
growing US economy.

Surely, the national interest now requires a fresh look
at how much the government should involve itself in the
marketplace at home and overseas. The government's role
in nurturing and protecting commerce and business will be
rigorously debated in the 1990s as a new economic order
develops following the collapse of communism in Eastern
Europe, the stunning US-led defeat of Iraq, the continued

Jeffrey W. Wright, Lieutenant Colonel, US Army, wrote this essay while
assigned as a National Defense University Research Fellow and student
at the National War College.
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JEFFREY W. WRIGHT

rise of the Pacific Rim nations, and the maiden voyage of
the European Community beginning in 1992.

An issue central to this coming debate is to what ex-
tent intelligence resources, especially those of the Depart-
ment of Defense, should be used to support and protect
commerce.

Intelligence in Support of Commerce
The idea of using intelligence to support commerce cer-
tainly tests moral, political, and practical waters. William
Safire, writing in The New York Times, has raised the central
issue:

In the bipolar thaw, allies will be spying on us: should we
be spying on them? For example, is it in America's interest
to know the status of Japan's investment in biotech, as To-
kyo hires scores of consultants to learn ours-or is this a
form of industrial policy we should declare immoral and
illegal?'

If we assume that Japan, Britain, France, the USSR,
and other nations will not hesitate to marshal the full as-
sets of their governments, including intelligence assets, to
support their national economic vitality, should the United
States not do likewise? Espionage and intelligence collec-
tion are primary tools in the economic portfolios of many
nations, both friends and foes. According to Senator David
Boren, chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelli-
gence, economic espionage is on the rise:

If you doubt that we are shifting from military competition
primarily to economic competition, look at the targets for
foreign intelligence operations. It's very interesting, but as
the arms race is winding down, the spy race is heating up.
And where is the growth .-- in this espion'ge activity? Not
by foreign companies, but by foreign governments. It's
against private commercial targets in the United States.
More and more the increase in espionage is to steal our

4



INTELLIGENCE AND ECONOMIC SECURITY

commercial secrets for the sake of national economic pur-
poses, as opposed to the theft of military secrets to build
military strengths relatively in other countries.2

Let us further assume that the promotion of commerce
as well as the control of commerce is a government func-
tion. Government ought, therefore, to apply all legally
available resources to the end of promoting commerce; it
would be in the national interest to do so. The authors of
Megatrends 2000 dearly make that assumption, writing, "In
the Global Economy, economic considerations almost al-
ways transcend political considerations." And they con-
clude, "It is now clear that the 1980s was the decade when
economics became more important than ideologies." 3 So-
viet President Gorbachev must be numbered among those
who endorse such a "global economy."

As the world economic order changes, countries such
as Japan are competing economically under different rules
than the United States follows while competing on the
same field. A totally level playing field or 'free market' in
world commerce is mythical. Each nation tries to tilt the
playing field in its favor. Japan had a $49 billion dollar
trade surplus with the United States in 1989-some of it
the result of playing by different economic rules interna-
tionally and keeping its economy relatively closed nation-
ally.4 Because the United Staces has not yet begun playing
by Japanese rules, US industries are failing to keep pace
with Japanese in product innovations, productivity, and
quality, especially in the automobile industry. This failure
contributes further to the trade imbalance.

Japan is nonetheless a friendly country and a very
important ally. It has reacted to just criticism of its markets
being closed to foreign products, of documented cases of
product dumping, and of predatory business practices by
reaching a 1990 trade agreement with the United States,
which if honored will be a major step toward improving
trade between the key Pacific trade partners.5 Because
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Japan and the Unitc 1 States are the linchpins of the world
economy, a trade war could only damage the health of that
economy. Japan also plays a key role in foreign aid and
economic assistance to developing nations. For all these
reasons, the US governme-it should monitor and analyze
the economic and corns, :rcial activities of Japan in the
1990s with the thor'" 6hness and diligence with which it
monitored the Soviet Union in the 1970s and 1980s.

In the case of Japan, the United States certainly must
question whether, as a nation, it has competed smartly. By
du-iping products and using other predatory practices in
the United States while keeping its domestic markets
closed to many segments of US commerce, Japan has not
competed fairly. But how does the United States make up
for this disadvantage in smartness and competitive fair-
ness? Improved worker and manager productvity, quality
control of products, and improved domestic savings and
investment rates all help, but an additional way to level the
playing field, or perhaps tilt it in favor of the United States,
is to increase the use of intelligence assets to monitor for-
eign economic activities and research and development ini-
tiatives. CIA Director William Webster recognized that the
United States will need to take to the playing field as both
referee and competitor:

It is the job of intelligence to examine what is occurring, the
forces at play, and the ways that actions taken abroad can
affect our national security interests. With a clear under-
standing of the playing field, policymakers can better deter-
mine whether or not it is level as far as US interests are
concerned. And understanding the capabilities and inten-
tions of competitors will assist our policymakers in deciding
how our nation will play. I think it is very important for us
to recognize that other countries may not be playing by
rules we would necessarily advance. The better we under-
stand this, the better position we will be in. This may not
affect our own rules of play, or our own standards, but it
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INTELLIGENCE AND ECONOMIC SECURITY

certainly affects the stakes, the outcome, and even the deci-
sion of whether to play in that particular economic area.6

Furthermore, the United States has been lax in efforts
to control industrial espionage and market crimes by
agents of foreign governments and foreign companies. One
of the best recent examples of intelligence supporting the
detection of a market crime came in the 1987 revelations
that the Toshiba Corporation had sold to the Soviet Union
equipment and technology to help make submarines run
more quietly. 7 Even though the intelligence did not head
off the Japanese initiative, it allowed the United States to
take sensible measures afterward.

A debate over the use of governmental intelligence for
commerce has started. In an April 1990 speech, CIA Direc-
tor Webster made one position in that debate clear: "There
is now universal recognition that economic strength is key
to global influence and power. . . . Throughout the next

decade, we will continue to see an increased emphasis on
economic competitiveness as an intelligence issue."' Sena-
tor Boren agreed:

When you look at the targets for intelligence against the
United States-[foreign] government intelligence services
shifting to economic sources-we're going to have to de-
velop economic skills within the intelligence community.
We're going to have to know about intentions about oil
production levels and exchange rates and trade policy.
We're going to have to protect our own commercial enter-
prises against the theft of commercial secrets. We're going to
have to begin to think about the role that we want our own
intelligence services to play in terms of protecting America's
economic and commercial interests around the world.9

These two statements indicate unambiguously to other in-
dustrialized nations that, though the United States may
lack a national industrial policy and a governmentally
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JEFFREY W. WRIGHT

managed economy, US policymakers are prepared to pro-
tect and promote the nation's economic interests.

NATIONAL SECURITY IMPLICATIONS
OF WORLD ECONOMIC CHANGES

US policymakers today face a growing range of issues with
national security implications-technology transfers, espi-
onage against US businesses, problems of trade balance,
control of debt, sophisticated and newly integrated finan-
cal markets, and multinational ownership of business,
commerce, and industry. These all pose difficult problems
that require the full attention of the government in a global
economy, but perhaps the most serious relate to integrated
markets and multinational ownership. Director Webster
recognized the instability these problems generate:

Traditional distinctions have been blurred between domes-
tic and international markets, between the different kinds of
financial transactions, and even between who is a market
participant and who is not. The transformation of interna-
tional financial markets is clear when you look at the num-
bers: foreign exchange transactions now exceed 300 billion
dollars per day, and one week of funds transferred on the
international market is larger than the size of the third
world debt. The number of international banks is now in the
hundreds, up from just a handful in the 1970s; and new
financial instruments, such as currency and interest rate
swaps, are growing in the market faster than either the
traders or f'ie regulators can fully understand them. 10

The realitieý of the global economy have spurred com-
panies to become international or sign agreements with
similar companies in other countries to gain access to ad-
vanced technologies, gain a foothold in foreign markets
such as EC 92, and spread financing risks and costs. A
recent example is Boeing Aircraft's working closely with
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INTELLIGENCE AND ECONOMIC SECURITY

Japanese industry to produce a new generation of airliners,
the 767-X. Japanese industry will hold about a 10 percent
share-the greatest percentage of participation that Boeing
ever has allowed another entity, particularly a foreign en-
tity, in a commercial transport effort."I Another example is
the agreement between Mitsubishi, the largest industry
group in Japan, and West German industrial giant Daimler-
Benz on cooperative aerospace research ventures. Such
linkups of large, privately held corporations puts particular
pressure on nationalized companies such as France's Aer-
ospatiale, which are more constrained in seeking interna-
tional business agreements.12 It also puts more pressure on
(in the case of Aerospatiale) the French government to find
ways to keep the company competitive against interna-
tional conglomerates.

For all of the benefits of the giobal economy, there are
also negative aspects with national security implications.
One example is Japan's penchant for trying to buy and
control US semiconductor toolmaking firms such as
Perkin--Elmer and Semi-Gas. Semiconductors are critical
components of high-technology computer, military, and
telecommunication systems. US defense interests would
clearly be at stake if Japan or any other foreign government
or multinational corporation were to gain control of the
semiconductor industry.13 Another example is the poten-
tially adverse effect on the United Staies of the unification
of West German and East German currencies. US policy-
makers were concerned about the generosity of the ex-
change. An increase in the German money supply would
cause inflation in the united Germany-along with a corre-
sponding rise in German interest rates-making it harder
for the US Federal Reserve to lower US interest rates. 14

Such uncertainty was motivation enough for President
Bush, Secretary of State Baker, Commerce Secretary Mos-
bacher, and Director Webster to seek economic intelligence
about potential damage to the US economy from German
currency unification.
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Economic or political developments in one country,
one region, or one industry have quickly transmitted,
worldwide implications. Such developments-even ru-
mors of such developments-can send financial markets
on a roller coaster ride. In late 1989 Director Webster re-
marked,

Just a few years ago, a rumor spread though the market that
there would be an emergency 'Group of Five' meeting to
stabilize the US dollar. Within 30 minutes the deutsche
mark and the yen dropped more than two percent against
the dollar. Given the size of outstanding foreign exchange
positions, the drop represented a shift in wealth of about 1
billion dollars on the market. Sudden shifts in exchange
rates as a result of political events can stimulate further
speculative attacks on a country's currency-quickly drain-
ing foreign exchange reserves if a government chooses to
insulate itself from currency changes. 15

Clearly, groups and governments are now capable of
using international financial markets for their own ends-
ends that may destabilize the global economy and threaten
US national security interests. It is becoming much harder
to determine the national identities of companies in many
important industries and on many important projects. It is
also becoming much harder to tie national interests to cor-
porate interests and the directions of global markets. Add
to this uncertainty the implications of Third World debt,
narco-dollars, gray arms purchases, international lending
to rebuild Eastern Europe, trade imbalances, the relentless
quest for technologies-especially nuclear technologies-
by hook or crook, and declining US market shares in many
industries, and it is easy to understand the concerns ex-
pressed by William Webster.

President Bush, himself a former director of the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency, recognizes the need to keep an
eye on economic rivals as well as military adversaries.
Clearly, economic intelligence is one of the measures that
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US policymakers will use to protect national interests
where economic matters are of strategic importance. How
the United States responds to the reality of a rival's ability
to capture and control markets will be as important as the
nation's efforts in arms reductions and defense.

PROMOTING AND PROTECTING THE ECONOMY
IN A CHANGING WORLD

For the last 50 years the United States has focused princi-
pally on military adversaries. Although the country has
prevailed in these struggles, many have said that the
United States lost the peace to Japan and Germany. Now,
having prevailed in the Cold War and war in the Middle
East, might we expect to hear the same derogatory claim
repeated about the peace in the 1990s? As Megatrends 2000
notes, "Among the world's forty-four richest countries
there has been no war since 1945."16 That is, none of those
richest countries was directly at war with another rich
country. While superpowers tested each other in places like
Southeast Asia, many of these rich countries were free to
develop economically. Because of alliances with the United
States and the security of a US nuclear umbrella, many of
these rich countries did not need massive defense estab-
lishments, freeing capital and energy for commercial ad-
vancement. Military power in the 1990s may play an even
smaller role in promoting, protecting, and enhancing the
security of nations. The battlefield of the f.-:eseeable future
is becoming economic, and possibly environmental, rather
than military. Because the United States has devoted so
much to the defense effort, the nation needs to marshal
resources to improve education, basic scientific research,
industrial development, resource conservation, and intelli-
gence collection and dissemination to prepare for the mar-
ketplace that is today's and tomorrow's battlefield.

The United States enters the 1990s with an enormous
national debt, a serious trade imbalance, a low individual
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savings rate, a deficient public education system, a
profound drug problem, the lowest level of voter participa-
tion among the democracies, and defense and intelligence
establishments rooted solidly in the past rather than the
needs of the future. In the words of Senator Boren,

Where do we stand in terms of the economic strength of this
country? In a very different position than we stood in 1950
at the beginning of the Cold War, when we had nine of the
largest banks in the world-now we have none of the top
20 banks in the world-when we had 70 percent share of
world assets and world markets, now we're down in the 18
and 19 percent range. And so we have an urgent need to
repair the economic strength of this country if we're going
to play a role in the next century-a leadership role-[and
have] as great an impact on the world as we've [had] in the
last century. 17

The European Community, a united Germany, Japan,
and the Four Dragons of the Pacific Rim-Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Singapore, and Korea-will be the chief economic
threats or rivals to the United States. To help meet the
challenge, the United States has a capability of great poten-
tial that has never been fully utilized-vast and powerful
resources in information and intelligence.

The nation's intelligence sources, methods, and orga-
nizations were critical to the containment of the Soviet
Union and the furthering of peace and democracy during
the past four decades. The information and intelligence
available to US leaders affected decisions about selling
grain to the USSR or pursuing disarmament. These re-
sources now can affect US economic prosperity in the next
four decades of keen competition between Japan, the Four
Dragons, the European Community, and the United States.
The strategy of containment is giving way to a strategy of
successful economic competition.

12
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INFORMATION AND INTELLIGENCE

Few nations have a more comprehensive information in-
dustry than the United States. Both public- and private-
sector information and research industries (news media,
trade groups, interest groups, and research services) are
international in scope and enormous in scale. The govern-
ment has a massive investment in collecting and analyzing
data and in disseminating information, some of it produced
by the various agencies of the intelligence community. But
much of the information useful to business and commercial
activities is not routinely or readily available to those activ-
ities. US business and commerce rely almost exclusively on
information gleaned from the information "marketplace" of
the private sector. Though quality information is available
from this marketplace, it is neither as complete nor as
timely as that developed by, for instance, Japan's Ministry
of International Trade and Industry or by the intelligence
services of many other nations.

Another problem is that the excellent information
processed by the United States is, in a sense, one of the
country's most valuable "crops." As Michelle Van Cleave of
the Office of Science and Technology Policy put it, "While
technology proliferation has made information more avail-
able, it has also made information more vulnerable."1 8 Nu-
merous foreign governments, international businesses,
criminal cartels, and terrorist organizations have within
their reach sophisticated tools for manipulating federal and
private-sector data bases. Furthermore, in such countries as
Japan and France the government appears to freely funnel
information-unclassified, proprietary, and even classified
information-to businesses for the greater national good.
Van Cleave continued, "Hostile intelligence interests are
not limited to national security and foreign policy secrets,
but increasingly encompass business and financial data as
well. Nor are the East Bloc countries the only powers that
seek American business data. What many may not realize

13
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is that other nations frequently share this data with their
private businesses both formally and informally-competi-
tors of US commerce and industry."19 The role of the Japa-
nese Ministry of International Trade and Industry in foster-
ing economic activities, encouraging market research, and
pursuing markets has no real equal in the United States. 20

Japanese diplomacy is likewise centered on economics,
whereas US diplomacy is focused on politics and defense
issues. In this respect the United States is significantly be-
hind Japan.

The Bush administration did take steps to help AT&T
in the company's effort to win an Indonesian telecommuni-
cation contract against NEC of Japan. The administration
entered the competition when it learned that the Japanese
government was exerting strong pressure on behalf of NEC
with the Indonesian government. In the words of Com-
merce Under Secretary J. Michael Farren, "In every other
country, you see heads of government actively engaged in
commercial activities for their companies. If the US govern-
ment doesn't show an interest [in] making sure the game is
played fairly, our firms are at a distinct disadvantage given
the way world trade operates today."21 But the policy of
government support for business will be a success only if
the goal is to help all US commercial and business activities
overseas, not just Fortune 500 companies like AT&T. Revi-
talizing this policy can begin within the Department of
State. Senator Boren suggests why:

It is extremely important that we begin to bring people into
the Foreign Service who have capability in the economic
areas; who have degrees, for example, in business; who
have experience in business; who understand the impor-
tance of using our embassies to develop economic opportu-
nities and economic relationships for our country in the
future. . . . We have to change the attitude in our embas-
sies. We can no longer regard the commercial section as
something that ought to be in the basement or preferably in
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an annex that really shouldn't be at the embassy at all. It
becomes part and parcel to the total operation and the skill
base needed in any kind of diplomatic mission in any coun-
try round the world if we're going to spread American influ-
ence and have political influence in the future.22

SHARING THE CROWN JEWELS:
GIVING INTELLIGENCE TO BUSINESS

Japan's embassies provide extraordinary support to the Jap-
anese business community. US embassies are infamous for
the low level and quality of support provided to US busi-
nesses trying to compete for oversea markets.23 The De-
partment of State has taken only minor steps to remedy
this shortcoming. The US government needs to decide
which agency (State, Treasury, or Commerce, for instance)
is responsible, accountable, and first among equals for fos-
tering US economic interests and competitiveness in the
global economy.

Recognized inside and outside the government is the
tremendous influence that media outlets such as Cable
News Network (CNN) exert on American and foreign lead-
ers. CNN's coverage of the events centered on Tienanmen
Square did a lot to influence public and congressional sen-
timents regarding China. Likewise, it brought the day-to-
day, even hour-to-hour events of the Persian Gulf war to
Saddam Hussein, the Pentagon, and the world community.
The CNN signal is now available to key leaders in the
Kremlin as well as most key offices in Washington. It is an
example of the growth and maturity of information media
that now work so very well outside of government-con-
trolled press releases and the constraints of foreign censor-
ship. In a sense CNN operates as a private-sector intelli-
gence agency, providing key business and government
leaders with "instant" access to news that might influence
markets and economic decisions. LANDSAT and French
SPOT satellite imagery have made "spy" satellite products
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available on a commercial basis to governments as well as
businesses and non-profit groups. It was difficult, for ex-
ample, for the Kremlin to cover up the Chernobyl disaster
when news organizations and environmental groups had
satellite imagery of the burning facility.

Intelligence contributes to the viability of many goods
and services considered in computing the Gross National
Product. Certainly the analysis of world crops, markets,
and economies helps improve agricultural planning, eco-
nomic forecasting, and market decisions such as whether to
sell grain to the USSR. The US government can detect
when the Soviet Union's wheat production appears to be
far below Soviet projections-and it can pass such infor-
mation more rapidly to farmers, giving them better plan-
ning intelligence. The government should also make avail-
able sooner information on environmental pollution, such
as the dumping of toxic wastes, and earth resources treaty
violations, such as the illegal fishing activities of foreign
fishing fleets. For example, people along the Gulf Coast
need to know of toxic waste discharges into the Caribbean
Sea or Gulf of Mexico by Cuba or Mexico. The nation in
general needs to be advised when Japan exceeds treaty
limits on the catching, killing, or importation of endan-
gered species, and the US fishing industry has a crucial
interest in knowing of the intentions or actions of foreign
fleets such as Poland's or Korea's to violate international
agreements on catch limits.

It is time to offer the government's remote sensing and
imagery systems for use by industry, universities, and pri-
vate businesses. To do so is no more shocking than .f-
lowing corporations to launch rockets and orbit satellites or
to dev¢elop and test private space launch vehicles. The suc-
cessful launch of the privately developed Pegasus vehicle
and two satellites on 5 April 1990 was a major advance in
the commercialization of space and launching of satel-
lites. 24 Giving remote sensing and imaging systems to busi-
ness is no more shocking than the proposed Open Skies
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treaty between NATO and Warsaw Pact countries that, if
ratified, will allow 23 nations surveillance rights over Eu-
rope, North America, and the USSR. Serious consideration
should be given to also using remote sensing technology to
foster commerce and ecL,..omic activities. 25 To do so would
not be an immoral linking of government and industry that
runs counter to US free market principals. What I propose
is that US industries have access through user fees to many
forms of intelligence currently withheld from them. The
US government needs to provide the same high-quality
support that other governments, such as the Japanese and
French, provide to their industries. Japan will undoubtedly
have remote sensing or intelligence collection satellites in
orbit before the century ends. Is there any doubt that they
will be used to enhance Japan Inc?

Improved intelligence on friendly nations such as Ja-
pan and the members of the European Community will
become as important in the 1990s as knowledge of what
was going on within the Soviet Union was in the 1980s.
Shifting the emphasis of the intelligence community away
from an exclusive emphasis on defense and politics to a
balanced approach concerning economics, politics, and de-
fense will be difficult. But the worldwide information ex-
plosion means that much of the information needed to
drive political and economic decisions will be available
from open sources in the 1990s. Information gathering and
intelligence collection and analysis by non-governmental
activities will increase, particularly in scientific, economic,
environmental, and cultural areas. News services such as
the Associated Press, financial research organizations such
as those that are parts of international banks, trade groups
such as the US Automobile Manufactures Association, and
environmental organizations such as Greenpeace will for
the most part overtly gain and analyze information. This
information can become a greater basis for both govern-
ment and non-governmental decisionmaking and, in con-
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cert with government intelligence, contribute to US secu-
rity and prosperity.

A DOD ROLE IN ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE

Spies, satellites, listening posts, overt collection, covert col-
lection, and intelligence analysis will remain major factors
in the relations of the superpowers and most of the other
nations of the world. In fact, they may surpass the defense
forces of the United States and the USSR in importance in
"winning the peace." But in the 1990s these capabilities will
be or should be targeted against different aspects of super-
power relationships than they were in the 1980s. In the
1990s US security and national interests will require intelli-
gence on emerging technologies in countries such as Japan
or Czechoslovakia, the political leanings of ethnic groups
in Yugoslavia or Thailand, the direction of extremist or
fundamental religious groups in Iran or Indonesia, and the
locations where the French or Estonians are dumping toxic
or radioactive waste-as well as knowledge of the Soviet
Strategic Rocket Forces. The US intelligence community-
whose resources, agencies, and heritages are dominated by
work on the armed forces, government, and economy of
the Soviet Union-recognizes that there is a greater world
out there filled with challenges and opportunities for the
United States that require a new view of intelligence. The
community is capable of meeting the challenge. CIA Direc-
tor Webster, as head of the US intelligence community,
recognized this capability and has put together a task force
on international economic competition. 26 It is probable that
the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board will
also delve into the same issue.

The reconnaissance, surveillance, signals intelligence,
photographic intelligence, and human intelligence re-
sources of DOD are useful in a variety of missions from
tracking earth resources to the activities of foreign eco-
nomic activities. A majority of the US intelligence man-
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power and technical collection means are within the De-
partment of Defense in the National Security Agency, the
Defense Intelligence Agency, the intelligence elements of
the military services, and other DOD offices for collection
of specialized national foreign intelligence. 27 These re-
sources are already supporting the nation's war on drugs.
In essence DOD is already working against commercial
and business uctivity-the production, transportation, and
distribution of illegal drugs. After a long battle with Con-
gress over getting invol-ved in the drug war, DOD has
committed its multifaceted assets to this national priority.
These intelligence assets are equally available to informa-
tion gathering on other economic activities posing threats
to the nation.

COUNTERINTELLIGENCIF

While US decisionmakers are only beginning to debate the
idea of using US intelligence to economic advantage, other
countries are already heavily involved in intelligence col-
lection to support their economies. Truly, the growth in
size and sophistication of the foreign intelligence threat to
US public institutions and the business sector represents a
strategic threat significant to US economic vitality. The
most pervasive intelligence threat continues to be the KGB.
We can expect KGB collection efforts to increase as ex-
changes, business contacts, and technology transfer be-
tween the USSR and the United States increase-particu-
larly since President Bush and President Gorbachev signed
a trade agreement during their 1990 summit meeting in
Washington. 28 Vladimir Kryuchkov, head of the KGB and a
member of the Communist Party's ruling Politburo, has
said quite clearly that Soviet business firms will be helped
by the KGB:

Western companies have many years of experience of com-
mercial operations. Many of them have their own intelli-
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gence !nd counterintelligence services. They were forced to
introduce them by competition. Our companies that are
gaining access to the external market do not have such
services, and since they have little experience they are vul-
nerable. I believe the KGB must help them acquire appropri-
ate experience. 29

Particularly vulnerable to exploitation is the extensive
use of computers and telephones, especially cellular tele-
phones, by US businesses. Tapping into such systems is
not a sophisticated undertaking. The Soviet Union contin-
ues to improve the telecommunication intercept capabili-
ties of its embassies and the very active communication
intercept facilities in Cuba. Precise measurement of the
economic harm caused by such foreign intercepts is diffi-
cult, but without question the dollar value and effect on US
economic viability-considerable now-will increase.

According to Federal Bureau of Investigation Director
William S. Sessions, glasnost and perestrokia have not in
any way decreased Sovia espionage activities against the
United States:

While current US-Soviet relations represent an unprece-
dented climate of cooperation, the FBI has documented the
reality that the Soviet intelligence operations have increased
in sophistication, scope, and number, and it is our assess-
ment that Soviet espionage activity will continue to increase
in the future. However, there is an inaccurate public percep-
tion that events in the Soviet Union equate to a decreasing
intelligence threat to our nation. Accordingly, this has cre-
ated an environment in which intelligence operations are
easier for the Soviets to initiate, harder for the FBI to iden-
tify and neutralize, and increasingly more difficult for the
FBI to explain to the public and some sectors of government
the threat of Soviet intelligence activities. 30

Much work remains to create a counterintelligence ef-
fort that protects government, scientific, and business
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secrets from exploitation by foreign governments and busi-
nesses. The fall of the Berlin Wall has substantially altered
the spy game between the USSR and the West. Alex
Leamas would not have a wall to climb if John Le Carrý's
The Spy Who Came In From the Cold were set in the 1990s,
but colleagues of Leamas would be serving both govern-
ments and businesses. The United States should anticipate
that the KGB will step up its already high level of espio-
nage to obtain technology and economic information that
will aid in the rebuilding of the Soviet economy. A major
alteration to the spy game is that the USSR may no longer
control and direct the efforts of the intelligence services of
the East European countries. 31

One of the more pressing problems facing the United
States is the espionage threat posed by the explosion in
foreign visitors and immigrants. Now that the Cold War is
over, there is an additional flood of people entering the
United States as visitors from Eastern Europe and the
USSR. A major portion of the burden of protecting US
businesses and commerce from espionage falls on the
shoulders of the FBI, but the number of FBI agents is inade-
quate to handle the counterintelligence threat posed by this
increase in the number of foreign government officials,
businessmen, and tourists entering the country. Since 1980
the number of FBI agents has increased only 24 percent-
from 7,885 to 9,801.32 This increase in personnel over the
last decade is dwarfed by the increase in the number of
foreign visitors entering the United States during the same
period-11.7 million nonimmigrants in 1981 increased 54
percent to an estimated 18 million in 1990. What is impor-
tant is knowing which of the millions are engaged in espio-
nage. With its agents sprc.:! thin by work on its six priority
programs (organized crime, drug enforcement, counterter-
rorism, white-collar crime, crimes of violence, and counter-
intelligence), the Bureau is hard-pressed to track those mil-
lions.33 Furthermore, growing competition in the global
economy may well make white-collar crime and foreign
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counterintelligence even greater priorities for the FBI in the
years ahead. Likewise the counterintelligence assets within
DOD and the armed services are not keeping pace with the
expanded numbers and technical capabilities of foreign in-
telligence personnel. 34 It is safe to assume that the counter-
intelligence efforts of industry are likewise in serious need
of overhaul and upgrade.

In 1988 the Soviet Union issued 27,592 visas for travel
to the United States. For 1989 that figure had increased to
more than 50,000. Add to this increase the possibility of up
to 70,500 emigres from the Soviet Union, and you can
appreciate the explosion in the number of aliens from the
USSR that the FBI has to be concerned about. 35 The Peo-
ple's Republic of China also uses nonimmigrants and im-
migrants for espionage. The number of PRC nationals in
the United States in 1989 exceeded the number of Soviets.
The PRC had more than 2,600 diplomatic and commercial
officials in the United States, more than 8,000 delegations
with about 25,000 members, 40,000 students and scholars,
plus the up to 20,000 PRC emigres allowed to enter the
United States each year. In the words of the FBI director,
"This large presence of PRC nationals creates a tremendous
need for a counterintelligence response as the FBI has doc-
umented the widespread use of these PRC nationals by the
PRC government for intelligence collection." 36 We can as-
sume that the PRC will find fertile ground in the United
States for obtaining industrial, technological, and commer-
cial secrets from US and foreign businessmen and firms
operating on US soil. China probably cannot resist the
opportunity to gain information from US, Japanese, and
European firms competing in the economically rich but
security poor United States.

THE FUTURE

As the United States reduces the size of its military de-
fenses, particularly those tied to land warfare in Europe,
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US decisionmakers should look seriously at increasing the
ranks of the FBI. Bear in mind recent espionage such as the
Walker spy case that resulted in serious strategic damage to
US national security. FBI Director Sessions believes, "This
damage effectively nullified the benefits of huge expendi-
tures in defense and intelligence collection programs and
will require massive additional expenditures if these losses
are to be rectified."37 In the 1990s there will probably be
more John Walkers, Jerry Whitworths, and Jonathan Pol-
lards trading America's secrets for money. But in this dec-
ade they will most likely trade industrial, commercial, and
technological secrets as well as defense secrets. The recipi-
ents of this information will not be just the USSR or Israel
but other nations who are economic rivals-as well as mul-
tinational companies whose allegiances are at times hard to
determine.

It would be prudent for the US government and US
industrnes to thwart or neutralize this threat. A strategic
advantage will go to the nation that most rapidly adjusts to
the economic challenges of the future rather than continu-
ing the Cold War. The Executive Branch and Congress-
despite continuing deliberations on the federal budget, the
so-called "peace dividend,' and major revisions to the
armed forces-ought not to forget the debate on intelli-
gence amid the clamor over base closings, budget deficits,
apartheid, abortion, Lithuania, elections, and political and
economic uncertainties in Europe.

As a nation we must decide what contributes more to
our well-being during the next decade: another aircraft car-
rier or combat division, or an increase in our diplomatic,
intelligence, and internal security forces? In the 1980s we
chose aircraft carriers and combat divisions, but in the
1990s the best choice might be to devote resources to ag-
gressive diplomatic, scientific, economic, and intelligence
programs. A few more diplomats in Europe, Africa, Asia,
and the Americas, a few more FBI agents in Silicon Valley,
a few more CIA agents in the Middle East, and a few more
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customs agents in Miami are alternatives that should be
explored.

The world is changing quickly. We need a leaner and
meaner defenise establishment that frees up resources for
pursuits that improve our economic well-being as well as
the environment. We also need an intelligence and infor-
mation gathering apparatus that supports economic activity
as well as defense and political needs. The second, in fact,
supports the first. In other words, a billion dollars worth of
FBI, NSA, and CIA manpower might add more to our
security than a billion dollars worth of weapons. That
much money would buy the nation only a few weapons,
but it could buy an entire "corps" of men and women to
work the complex intelligence, counterintelligence, and
counternarcotics programs critically important to US secu-
rity and growth. In essence, the nation must recognize and
get to work on its greatest problem-economic competi-
tiveness. A well-financed, high-quality intelligence pro-
gram aimed at economic competitiveness might be the
most important new development in US national security
for the years ahead.
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OPEN SKIES
DEJA VU

WITH A NEW ENDING?

ADAM B. SIEGEL
and

THOMAS J. WILLIAMS

IN THE IMMORTAL WORDS OF YOGI BERRA, "IT WAS DtJA VU ALL
over again," as President Bush resurrected the Open Skies
proposal originally conceived by the Eisenhower adminis-
tration in 1955. Unlike the earlier Eisenhower-Khrushchev
face-off in Geneva, today the Open Skies proposal seems
to be rushing toward completion as another in a long list of
arms control agreements and CSBMs (confidence- and
security-building measures) that are likely to be imple-
mented in the coming years.

The Open Skies proposal being negotiated by the War-
saw Pact and NATO nations would, in essence, "open the

Adam B. Siegel and Captain Thomas J. Williams, US Navy, were stu-
dents at the Naval War College when they wrote this essay, which won
recognition in the 1990 Chairman, JCS, Strategy Essay Competition.
Despite remarkable US and Soviet arms reduction initiatives and the
dissolution of first the Eastern bloc and then the Soviet Union itself-all
having taken place since this essay was written-the substance of the
arguments presented here remains relevant. Nuclear arsenals and large
armed forces remain around the world, much of the 'new world order'
is still to be determined, and experience should have taught the United
States not to neglect or dismantle too soon after a war is won the
mechanisms that led to victory. This essay's consideration of how or
whether an 'Open Skies' regime would serve US interests raises issues
still important in US national security decisionmaking.
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skies" of each bloc to inspection flights by aircraft from the
other bloc. Its purpose is to improve each side's confidence
that the other side is not secretly preparing for war and,
proponents expect, thus lead to lower tensions between
East and West.

Acknowledging that the political issues and benefits
would be paramount in an Open Skies treaty, in this essay
we are focusing primarily on rather limited and somewhat
technical aspects of the proposals-mainly in regard to the
intelligence communities. More specifically, this essay ex-
amines the Open Skies CSBM proposal from five different
perspectives:

1. What the historical parallels and dissimilarities are
between the circumstances of the Eisenhower pro-
posal and the Bush proposal.

2. How US and Soviet' concerns and hopes mirror
each other about the possible ramifications of the
treaty and intelligence opportunities that the treaty
might provide.

3. How one can use a bureaucratic analysis of the two
nations' Open Skies proposals to achieve a greater
understanding of national decisionmaking and the
differing balances of power between competing ele-
ments of each nation's intelligence interests. (Es-
sentially, we are concerned with two general
groups: intelligence gatherers and counterintel-
ligence forces-in other words, the "collectors" and
the "protectors.")

4. Why we think that it is not in the US interest to
pursue such a treaty.

5. Why, if the US government continues to pursue a
treaty, a compromise position composed of ele-
ments from both the Soviet and US positions will
better serve US interests than the current NATO
proposal.
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We work from each of these five perspectives, in or-
der, with each analysis building upon the previous ones.2

HISTORICAL PARALLELS

Just days after Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney
urged him to do so, President Bush proposed a modified
version of President Eisenhower's 1955 Open Skies plan to
a receptive audience at Texas A&M's 1989 commencement
ceremony.3 Unlike 1955, this time the concept fell upon
receptive ears and rapidly gained support. 4 (See table I for
an Open Skies chronology.)

Despite the enormous changes that have occurred in
the world over the past 35 years, in examining the two
proposals one quickly is struck by the parallels between
both the milieus in which the proposals were made and the
rationales behind the decisions to make the proposals. In
addition to discussing these commonalities, this section
will conclude with some of the differences that have led to
the positive reception the proposal has received in 1989-90
as opposed to 1955.

Similarities
From the US perspective, there are four basic similarities
between the two periods: change in central Europe; a
changing and, at least potentially, reform-minded Soviet
leadership; a perception that the Soviet Union was gaining
in the battle for favorable world public opinion; and a
perception that the United States-as an open society-
suffered in comparison to the Soviet Union-a closed soci-
ety-in intelligence collection possibilities.

Thirty-five years ago, Europe-especially Central Eu-
rope-was in the midst of significant change. The
Bundeswehr was formed in 1955 as the Federal Republic of
Germany joined NATO. In response, the Warsaw Treaty
Organization (WTO) was formed. On a more peaceful note,
the Soviets acceded to the Austrian State Treaty, in which
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TABLE 1: A CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

21 July 1955 Eisenhower presents Open Ski•s at Four
Power Summit Meeting in Geneva; Soviets
quickly reject proposal

4 May 1989 Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney,
during discussions in Washington, urges
President Bush to re-propose Open Skies

12 May Bush proposes modified Open Skies plan at
Texas A & M commencement address

21 September Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevard-
nadze indicates Soviet willingness to discuss
Open Skies

24 September Canada offers to act as host to an Open
Skies Conference

6 January 1990 A Canadian Air Force Hercules transport
aircraft makes a test flight over Hungary
(carrying no sensor package)

30 January-1 Preparatory meeting in Budapest, Hungary
February

12-28 Feb Conference in Ottawa, Canada. First three
days were attended by Foreign Ministers,
expert meetings followed

23 April-12 Scheduled follow-on meeting in Budapest;
May initial plans called for a 12 May signing of a

treaty

they agreed to remove their forces from the eastern half of
Austria in return for similar US withdrawal from Austria
and guarantees of future Austrian neutrality. The Soviet
leadership itself was in the midst of change-two years
earlier, Stalin had died after decades as the Soviet Union's
absolute leader and, over the next two years, the West had
been unable to decipher the politics of the triumvirate that
replaced Stalin at the helm of power in the Soviet Union.
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There was, however, a common perception that Stalin's
death was a good thing for the West and that new leader-
ship would be more accommodating to proposals for
peaceful relations between the two superpowers. There
were a number of concerns in the West about this leader-
ship, and one of them was, simply, that the NATO nations
did not know who was truly in charge.

In 1989, when President Bush made his proposal,
there were similar winds of change in Europe. In many
Eastern bloc nations, there was an easing of internal con-
trols, exemplified most by the growing role of the Solidar-
ity Union movement in the Polish government and the
economic reforms being pursued by the Hungarian govern-
ment.5 The Soviet leadership itself had changed greatly as
well. After two decades of stagnation under 1rezhnev and
his geriatric successors, Gorbachev had been testing the
fabric of Soviet society for four years with one new reform
idea after another. In the two months before Bush's pro-
posal, the Soviet Union had held its first (partially) free
elections in more than 70 years. Among the many issues
that the Bush administration faced in dealing with the So-
viet Union was a fear that Gorbachev had a tenuous hold
on power and that the drive for reform depended solely on
his continuation in power-which many of Bush's advisors
considered uncertain.

Just as there are similarities in the two eras, there are
similarities between the two administrations' stated and
implied reasons for proposing Open Skies. Amidst the
preparations for the Geneva summit in 1955, there were a
number of concerns paramount among Eisenhower's advi-
sors-two of which led directly to the proposal, one of
which was resolved by the Soviet reaction to the proposal. 6

In their deliberations, Eisenhower's advisors, most impor-
tantly his special assistant Nelson A. Rockefeller, 7 searched
for a means to test Soviet sincerity on arms control. The
administration also sought to counter the increasing Soviet
propaganda successes.
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Following the Austrian State Treaty agreement, the
Soviets had indicated a willingness to adopt verification
measures that seemed very appealing. The most important
of these was a 10 May Soviet proposal for intrusive on-site
verification facilities for monitoring the movement of
forces. 8 This proposal would have established fixed sites
for the monitoring stations, which were considered unac-
ceptable by the Eisenhower administration based on the
experiences in Korea and Indochina with similar agree-
ments. (In Korea, for example, Chinese forces had simply
moved around established truce monitoring stations.) Ei-
senhower's advisors believed that the Soviets would be
able (and more than willing) to 'vade the intent of such an
agreement in a similar manner.

Thus, Eisenhower's advisors looked elsewhere for a
proposal to test Soviet intentions. 9 In their deliberations
they aimed for a wide range of proposals, from the extreme
end of the earlier-proposed Atoms for Peace concept to a
series of cultural exchanges that they viewed as essentially
meaningless. The intellectual genesis of the Open Skies
proposal can be found in the administration's search for a
proposal that fell between these extremes. The proposal
quickly gained favor within the administration because it
would solve both dilemmas-it was a moderate proposal
for testing the Soviets that would also help in the battle for
world public opinion. In addition, they believed it had a
number of essential additional benefits if accepted. For ex-
ample, Open Skies would fill in an important intelligence
gap because it was generally agreed that the United States
(and NATO) suffered in comparison to the Soviet Union in
its ability to gather inteiligence information. Additionally, a
successful Open Skies treaty could have led to lower de-
fense budgets through a lowered risk of a bolt-from-the-
blue attack into Western Europe.

President Eisenhower proposed Open Skies in a rather
dramatic fashion at the Geneva summit. Several days into
the summit, Eisenhower put forward his concept of a bilat-
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eral program for aerial inspections. At the close of his state-
ment, as Eisenhower describes,

Without warning, and simultaneous with my closing words,
the loudest clap of thunder I have have ever heard roared
into the room, and the conference was plunged into Stygian
darkness. . . . For a moment there was stunned silence.
Then I remarked that I had not dreamed I was so eloquent
as to put the lights out.2 0

At first, the Soviet response was positive; Chairman
Nikolai Bulganin spoke encouragingly of the possibilities
of the treaty. The optimism was short-lived, however, as
Khrushchev soon told Eisenhower that he did not agree
with Bul~anin. Khrushchev's rejection of the proposal,
however, solved one of Eisenhower's most serious dilem-
mas-he now knew who was in charge in the Soviet
Union. Khrushchev revealed his status as the true holder of
power by his emphatic rejection of Eisenhower's proposal
so shortly after Bulganin's public comments. Thus, Open
Skies was quickly put to rest. As one Soviet commentator
recently noted,

It was originally proposed by American President Eisen-
hower during a Geneva summit meeting. . However,
the condition of relations between the East and the West at
that period did not permit the implementation of the idea.
In the following years both superpowers developed effec-
tive means of receiving information about one another. At
first high-altitude reconnaissance aircraft were used, and
later complex spy satellites. As a result everyone, it seems,
forgot about the Geneva proposal.' 1

Someone, however, did remember, and 34 years after
the original proposal was developed, President Bush
echoed many of the Eisenhower themes when he re-pro-
posed Open Skies. It is worth quoting extensively from the
President's statement:
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Thirty-four years ago, President Eisenhower met in Geneva
with Soviet leaders who, after the death of Stalin, promised
a new approach toward the West. He proposed a plan called
Open Skies, which would allow unarmed aircraft from the
United States and the Soviet Union to fly over the territory
of the other country. This would open up military activities
to regular scrutiny and, as President Eisenhower put it,
.convince the world that we are lessening danger and re-
laxing tension." President Eisenhower's suggestion tested
the Soviet readiness to open their society. And the Kremlin
failed that test. Now, let us again-explore that proposal, but
on a broader, more intrusive and radical basis, one which I
hope would include allies on both sides. We suggest that
those countries that wish to examine this proposal meet
soon to work out the necessary operational details, sepa-
rately from other arms control negotiations. Such surveil-
lance flights, complementing satellites, would provide regu-
lar scrutiny for both sides. Such unprecedented territorial
access would show the world the true meaning of the con-
cept of openness. The very Sovie. willingness to embrace
such a concept would reveal their commitment to change.' 2

As one can surmise from President Bush's remarks, the
stated motivations for the proposal were the same in 1989
as they were in 1955: to test Soviet willingness to accede to
measures that would truly lead to a more peaceful and
safer world. The unstated motivations remained much the
same as weil. Despite the advent of satellites and their
impressive capabilities, the US national security commu-
nity remains convinced that because the United States is an
open society it suffers in relation to the Soviet Union in its
ability to gather information. Therefore, some US officials
believe that Soviet agreement to Open Skies would allow
the United States to, in a paraphrasing of Winston Chur-
chill, peel one more laver frcm the onion that represents
the enigma of the Soviet Union to the West. Also, just as in
1955, the White Hodse was concerned about the Soviet
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TABLE 2: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO ERAS

1955 1989

No Arms Control INF treaty implemented; de-
cades of experience in arms
control (SALT, Test Ban
Treaty, for example) and trea-
ties being negotiated (START
and CFE)

No surveillance coverage of Satellite coverage: provides
Soviet Union; no strategic both strategic warning and
warning capability, little in- intelligence capability on So-
telligence gathering capabil- viet strategic forces
ity against Soviet strategic
forces

Soviet intentions unknown; Arms control progressing in
seriousness of desire to par- many forums; little to no
ticipate in arms control could need seen for test of Soviet
not be fathomed good faith

Eisenhower administration No such good faith measure
looking forward to deploy- needed; 'Open Space' al-
ment of U-2 spy aircraft and ready exists
satellites-wanted to estab-
lish good faith by offering
equal access to both sides

leadership's favorable public opinion poll results in West-
ern Europe. Open Skies was turned to as a means of re-
versing this trend.

Differences
Despite these similarities, there are a number of differences
between the periods that are worth considering (see table
2). In essence, the principal differences are these:

1. In 1955, there had been no attempts at arms control
between the two superpowers, no ongoing negotia-
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tions nor working precedents, and therefore Open
Skies was useful for testing the water between the
two superpowers-in 1989 the two superpowers
had 30 years of experience in superpower arms
control and had both working treaties and suitably
progressing treaty negotiations.

2. Perhaps more important, in 1955 the United States
had no reliable intelligence coverage of Soviet terri-
tory, thus no accurate information on Soviet strate-
gic forces. In 1989 both superpowers had extensive
satellite networks providing both early warning ca-
pabilities and information on deployments and
numbers of the other side's strategic forces.

In addition to these factors, in 1955 the Eisenhower
administration was looking forward to a number of pro-
grams that would allow the United States unilateral sur-
veillance coverage of Soviet territory. Part of the intent
behind the Open Skies proposal was for the United States
to seize the moral high ground. If the Soviets acceded to
Open Skies, then the balloon, U-2, and satellite programs
would be less of a priority.13 If, on the other hand, the
Soviets rejected Open Skies, the United States would have
demonstrated a willingness to grant surveillance access
when it began to utilize its unilateral capabilities. Today,
obviously, no such demonstration is needed. Mutual accep-
tance of satellite overflight is more than 30 years old and
no such propaganda demonstration is needed.

In the mid-1950s, US defense planners feared that the
Soviet Union was quickly gaining on the United States in
technology and feared that the Soviets might surpass the
United States in important areas (such as rocketry, as Sput-
nik later graphically displayed). Eisenhower viewed Open
Skies as a means to monitor Soviet defense programs to
lower the possibility of any such breakthrough. By mid-
1989, on the other hand, it was clear that the Soviet econ-
omy was in dire straits and the military was being re-
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trenched to some degree. Fears of a Soviet breakout, per-
haps prominent in the early 1980s, had by the end of the
decade become peripheral for US defense planning.

Assessing the Historical Parallel
When one considers the Open Skies proposal, in many
ways it does seem like d4j4 vu. It was not just random
timing that facilitated a reintroduction of the proposal 34
years later by President Bush. There are a surprising num-
ber of similarities between the two eras-change in Eastern
Europe, economic problems in the Soviet Union and tur-
moil amidst the Soviet leadership, and a feeling that the
Soviets are winning the war for world public opinion. At
the same time, there are significant differences-the exis-
tence of arms control treaties and progressing negotiations,
and sophisticated satellite coverage by both sides in 1989
among the most important. The one difference, however,
which has led to the differing fates of the proposal is, in
our opinion, simply the major change in the attitude of the
Soviet leadership to arms control and to relations with the
West. In the words of a senior Soviet military officer,

[In 1955] the cold war was at its height and the concept
could not be implemented. It was rejected by the Soviet side
virtually without discussion. But the years have passed and
our approaches to many problems-including security and
secrecy-have altered. Therefore, when President Bush pro-
posed . . . that the subject be discussed again, the seed, as
they say, fell on fertile ground.14

MIRROR IMAGING

Americans frequently engage in mirror imaging, projecting
one's own way of thinking onto another party, when at-
tempting to fathom Soviet decisionmaking. This is almost
always dangerous and misleading. This case, though,
might prove an exception. Mirror imaging can be useful in
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improving one's understanding of Open Skies issues. With
this in mind, the following section examines the intelli-
gence issues1 5 involved in an Open Skies treaty using mir-
ror imaging techniques.

In essence, we have separated the intelligence issues
for both sides into two categories: potential gains through
the overflights that the treaty will allow, and risks created
by agreement to overflights. Thus, one creates a four-sector
box analysis: 1. US gains, 2. US risks, 3. Soviet gains, and
4. Soviet risks (see table 3).

Though somewhat simplistic, table 3 captures the es-
sence of the intelligence issues for both the Soviet Union
and the United States in the consideration of an Open
Skies treaty. Essentially, bcth sides have similar potential
gains if allowed to fly surveillance aircraft, at short notice,
over the territory of the other. As noted in Sector 1, the
potential intelligence windfall includes very-high-resolu-
tion photography (useful, for example, for cruise missile
guidance), an ability to acquire low-altitude photographs of
sites that information derived from other national techni-
cal means indicates require inspection, a potential for sur-
prising normally hidden activities because of the short-
notice nature of the flights, a possibility for gaining intelli-
gence on mobile strategic forces (and other high-value,
secretive items), and an ability to conduct analysis of a
target with many different collection tools simultaneously.
After examining potential US gains, one quickly comes to
the realization that potential threats are virtually identi-
cal-with priorities somewhat modified (for example, the
high US fear that the Soviets would cheat by collecting
SIGINT against the low possibility that the United States
would cheat in a similar fashion). The potential Soviet
gains and threats from an Open Skies treaty seem very
similar to those of the United States.

Thus, when considering the issue of potential gains
and risks from entering into this treaty, one need only
consider one of the four sectors to gain a reasonable first-
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TABLE 3: MIRROR IMAGING OF OPEN SKIES
INTELLIGENCE ISSUES

Sector 1: US Gains Sector 2: Threats to United States

High-resolution, low-level photogra- High-resolution, low-level Soviet
phy (could be useful for intelligence photography (threat of intelligence
collection and improved cruise mis- collection and use for guidance of
sile targeting, for example) Soviet missiles)

Increased flexibility of aircraft vs. Risk that Soviets will surprise tests,
satellites means potential surprise etc. in overflights; many tests or exer-
viewing of Soviet targuts and capa- uises .kely to bt danceleo due to So-
bilities (and also might ease demands viet overflights (at high monetary
on other national technical means cost)

Multi-spectral analysis of targets Soviet multi-spectral analysis of
targets

Greater intelligence on Soviet forces, Soviet ability to gather information
especially mobile strategic forces on such US capabilities as stealth air-

craft and future mobile strategic
forces

Tremendous SIGINT potential (if US Greater fear that Soviets will cheat
cheats, which seems unlikely); over- and install SIGINT capabilities on
flight access, at short notice, to closed aircraft the Soviets use for overflight,
Soviet territory for high-resolution at short notice, of restricted US air-
photography based on satellite cuing space

Improved knowledge of Soviet capa- Technology transfer of surveillance
bilities through inspection of hard- capabilities (either direct through li-
ware during pre-flight check of So- censed export of sensors or indirect
viet overflight aircraft through Soviet inspection of Western

hardware)

Potential for espionage by Soviet
personnel sent to the United States to
support treaty

Sector 3: Soviet Gains Sector 4: Threats to Soviet Union

Essentially the same as US gains; Essentially a mirror of US gains and
most important, multi-spectral analy- essentially the same as Sector 2; in
sis of US sites. In addition: addition:

Technology transfer (either direct or New mind-set required: opening of a
through inspection of Western hard- traditionally closed society
ware)

Potential for espionage through in- Psychological fear of German (i.e.,
creased Soviet presence in the United Luftwaffe) aircraft flying over Soviet
States and other Western countries territory again (issue often raised by

Soviets)
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order understanding of the benefits and problems that will
be highlighted in the other three.

Mirror imaging remains useful, however, only for the
first step; it is not an answer by itself. But it is a viable tool
for gaining a greater understanding of the range of Soviet
and US concerns about the implications of Open Skies. As
one examines the issues more closely, it can be seen that
priorities and possibilities differ in degree and scope. For
example, it seems certain that both the Soviet and US intel-
ligence communities desire the higher resolution photogra-
phy that would result from an Open Skies regime. It also
seems certain that the Soviets would have a vast improve-
ment in their imagery because their satellite capabilities are
far less advanced than those of the West according to open-
source analyses. Thus, in this area, the treaty would benefit
the Soviet Union much more than the United States.

Despite the degree of differences that one finds upon
detailed analysis, the usually dangerous analytical tool of
mirror imaging seems surprisingly useful in the search for a
basic outlining of the potential intelligence benefits and
counter-intelligence fears of both the United States and the
Soviet Union in deliberations over the Open Skies
proposal.

BUREAUCRATIC ANALYSIS

Another interesting way to look at the Open Skies propos-
als is to compare the potential gains and risks identified in
the preceding analysis to some of the differences between
the two sides' proposals. This comparison can be used to
gain insight into the relative strength of various sections of
the intelligence community in each nation. Essentially, we
can determine who had the greatest influence on the treaty
proposals: those concerned with intelligence collection (the
"gatherers") or those concerned with counterintelligence
(the "protectors").
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TABLE 4: AREAS OF DISAGREEMENT IN
OPEN SKIES PROPOSALS

United States Soviet Union

1. Each party responsible for 1. Either all parties share
providing its own aircraft common airframes or in-
for an overflight; inspected spected nation provides
party would have the right airframe
to inspect the aircraft

2. Data collected is property 2. Shared data bank, with all
of collecting party parties having access to all

collected data

3. Overflights of all territory 3. Overflight areas to be re-
except where air safety stricted
precludes them

4. Each nation should pro- 4. A common sensor suite
vide its own sensor suite should be made available

to all parties

5. Sensor package should be 5. Sensor package should be
all-weather, including op- optical only
tical, electro-optical, infra-
red, and synthetic aperture
radar

6. Many flights a month over 6. Minimal number of flights,
a large country (such as e.g., 15 a year over the
the USSR) USSR

7. Flight duration based on 7. Minimal flight duration,
country size (over USSR perhaps just 3 hours
perhaps 20 hours)

This examination is based on a simple concept: if the
treaty proposals put forward by one side seem to maximize
the intelligence gathering capability of Open Skies aircraft,
then the "gatherers" dominated the intelligence commu-
nity's input into the decisionmaking for that party; if, on
the other hand, the proposals seem to minimize the intelli-
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gence capability of Open Skies flights, the "protectors"
likely dominated the intelligence input to the decision-
making process. The seven differences highlighted in table
4 provide the basis for just such an analysis. 16

In essence, the US or NATO position is that each na-
tion should provide its own aircraft, have proprietary con-
trol of all data collected by its inspection flight, provide its
own sensor package (essentially only SIGINT excluded), be
able to fly over all territory with virtually no exceptions, be
able to conduct numerous flights a month, and establish
flight durations long enough so that a large perceitaage of
territory could be covered by each flight.

The NATO position seems to be one aimed at maxi-
mizing the intelligence-gathering opportunities under the
treaty. With each nation supplyitig its own aircraft there is
an increased opportunity for SIGINT capability to be co-
vertly built into the airframe. An extensive sensor package
would obviously lead to greater information flow which, if
the data are proprietary, would prevent the inspected party
from reacting to intelligence leaks (and thus cutting the
flow of information). The requirement that all territory be
open to overflight, the large number of flights, and the long
duration of flights would also serve to increase the infor-
mation flow.

The Soviet proposal would, in brief, have all the na-
tions involved share a pool of aircraft (or have the in-
spected party provide an airframe), and implies common,
very limited sensor packages (optics only)17 with all col-
lected data stored in a common data bank. The Soviets
would also introduce restricted areas where Open Skies
flights would not be allowed, and would allow just a token
number of flights each year (perhaps one or two a month
over Soviet territory).

The Soviet position seems to be one aimed at minimiz-
ing the information-gathering capabilities of either side
under an Open Skies regime. Common airframes would
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minimize the potential for covert SIGINT collection. An
optics-only sensor package would mean that Open Skies
flights would only be useful for clear-day imagery collec-
tion, and a common data bank would allow each side to
determine what assets might need more extensive protec-
tion. The restricted flight areas, minimum number of
flights, and short flight duration would serve to protect
sensitive facilities (and equipment) from short-warning
overflights and would minimize the total flow of informa-
tion from the treaty. The Soviet proposals would reduce
any intelligence capabilities inherent in an Open Skies re-
gime to such a degree that the flights would be essentially
token in nature.

As can be seen, the proposals on the table from the
Soviet Union would lead to a minimum amount of infor-
mation gathering, while the US proposals would allow
greater amounts of information to be gathered and present
the greatest possibilities for unequal amounts of collection
by the various parties. On this basis, therefore, it seems
(once the political decision was made to move forward on
the treaty) that in the Soviet Union the "protectors" have
been critical in the formulation of Open Skies proposals,
while in the United States the "gatherers" have been the
driving force. This conclusion reinforces the traditional per-
ception that in the US intelligence community the intelli-
gence collectors are more powerful than the counter-intelli-
gence organizations and that in the Soviet Union there is a
greater balance of power between these competing ele-
ments of their intelligence coinmunity.

IS THE TREATY IN THE US INTEREST?

In 1955, Eisenhower's advisors spent several months pre-
paring for the Geneva summit. Work on a potential Open
Skies proposal was a substantial element in their consider-
ations. Before President Bush's reintroduction of Open
Skies, no such long, in-depth consideration of the issues
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involved took place. If the Canadian assertions are cor-
rect-that Prime Minister Mulroney suggested Open Skies
to the president on 4 May-there were, at most, just eight
days to consider the issues before the president's speech.
This was simply not enough time to do the job right.)8

Although there are a number of similarities between
the two eras, it is the differences that are more important.
A major factor behind the 1955 proposal was the need to
test Soviet sincerity about real arms control measures. In
1989, with a number of working treaties in effect (including
the 1987 INF Treaty) and on-going negotiations on a wide-
range of arms control issues, such a test seems senseless.
Another major issue, lack of intelligence coverage of the
Soviet Union in 1955, is also not a consideration today if
the much-touted capabilities of our "national technical
means" are to be believed. Thus, the only major factor
driving the proposal in 1955 that remained true in 1989
was the need for a public relations coup to counter Soviet
successes in the battle for favorable world public opinion.
We are forced to ask, Would the political gain in public
opinion be enough of a reason to go forward with a treaty
that is otherwise not in the US interest? We believe the
answer to this is no. Therefore, this section examines the
potential gains and risks of an Open Skies treaty to assess
whether the treaty truly is in the national interest.

The treaty is meant, in theory, to improve each side's
confidence in the other side's goodwill by providing a
means of detecting hostile military preparations. This basic
provision, a means of gaining I&W (indications and warn-
ing) of preparations for a major military action, would per-
haps be the most important Open Skies benefit. In fact, the
10 May 1955 Soviet inspection proposals that prompted
the deliberations leading to Eisenhower's Open Skies pro-
posals had just that aim: "to ensure that no dangerous
concentration of military land forces or of air or naval
forces takes place."19 The potentially important I&W bene-
fit of Open Skies is, however, mainly irrelevant; strategic
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forces I&W is already provided by satellite coverage, and
I&W of a conventional attack will be an integral part of the
Conference on Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) agreement
currently being negotiated. In fact, the verification regime
of CFE will involve ovx'rflights of the European territory of
NATO and WTO countries similar to those that would
result from an Open Skies treaty. We see little real im-
provement in confidence and security from Open Skies
except from the simple fact that each nation will allow
overflights of its territory.

Another major driver behind the 1955 treaty proposal
seems to be fading as well. For a number of reasons, the
world is not nearly as closed as it was 35 years ago. Today
we have "open space" (satellites), better communications
(including a CNN bureau in Moscow), and freer access to
Soviet society with each passing day. Thus, the need for
Open Skies to peel a layer from the Soviet enigma seems
marginal at best.

As can often be the case, the US negotiating position
on Open Skies (following President Bush's May 1989
speech) seems to have been driven by one bureaucratic
interest group-those in the intelligence community re-
sponsible for gathering information on the Soviet Union
who view Open Skies as an invitation to raid the candy
store (according to individuals close to the negotiations).
Those who are drawing up dream lists of potential intelli-
gence gains seem to underestimate the significant risks of
Soviet intelligence gains. In essence, they ignore the fact
that the Soviets have more to gain than the United States
from low-altitude flights (due to likely US superiority in
satellite imagery), from potential technology transfer (due
to the compromising of more advanced US Open Skies
sensor equipment), and from improved intelligence on US
research and development (we assume US and NATO re-
search and development to be more advanced than Soviet
research and development). While US intelligence services
might appreciate (and could use) more information on the
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equivalent Soviet targets, the potential gains for the Soviets
are much greater than for the United States. In addition,
although implementation of an Open Skies regime might
lead to better US intelligence collection capabilities against
Soviet hardware, this might not be the area of greatest
need. The US technical collection capability has been ade-
quate for years and Open Skies might provide only margi-
nal improvement. The weakest US intelligence has been
political (intentions as opposed to capabilities), which will
not be affected by Open Skies.

Another issue that should be considered is the poten-
tial monetary cost of implementing Open Skies. The Sovi-
ets are constantly raising this issue in the press. As Major
General Kuklev stated,

The country is short of money. Defense spending is being
strictly controlled. Additional money cannot be "extracted"
even for confidence-building measures. . . . We literally
have to count every ruble.20

Kuklev's comment could have been made within the
Pentagon as well. Costs for implementing Open Skies
would be high-the tally of expenses includes, in addition
to the aircraft and aircrew. that would conduct overflights
and the bureaucracy likely to build up around treaty imple-
mentation, the costs of canceling sensitive tests and exer-
cises at short notice, and of developing countermeasures to
protect sensitive sites against the intelligence collection ca-
pabilities of the Soviet Open Skies flights. The question of
financing should not be discounted-while the Soviet Min-
istry of Defense might be forced to count every ruble, the
Department of Defense should be counting every dime as
the United States enters an era of greatly reduced defense
budgets. As Open Skies does not, on balance, present real
benefits for improving US national security, the treaty's
potentially high cost makes it even more imperative to
reconsider the issues involved in the treaty.
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Despite the number of arguments against continuing
with the Open Skies proposal, President Bush is unlikely to
back away from the idea. The realities of world politics
make such a reversal a costly, if not impossible, maneuver.
Thus, if a treaty seems inevitable, then a series of proposals
more in line with U5 national security concerns should be
developed.

A PROPOSED COMPROMISE APPROACH

The US arms control and inteiligence communities should
reexamine the issues involved in a potential Open Skies
agreement before any further negotiating rounds. This sec-
tion presents our concept for an alternative approach to
Open Skies that would produce a treaty closer to the presi-
dent's stated intent and remain in line with national secu-
rity concerns. Our proposals derive from one basic assump-
tion: that the president's intent was that Open Skies would
be primarily a confidence-building measure, not primarily
an intelligence--'a-" ing tool.

With this (that the treaty should improve confidence)
in mind, we examidci the two sides' proposals to discern
the needs and means that most closely matched this goal.
The following points focus solely on areas of disagreement
between the two sides in our search for an acceptable com-
promise that would be in the US national interest. We
tl- refore propose the following five modifications to the
US negotiating position:

1. Open Skies aircraft should be common and shared
among nations in the treaty, with joint crews. This
would minimize the possibility of cheating on the
SIGINT restriction in the treaty, and would lessen
the chance of serious problems during pre-over-
flight inspection of the aircraft. Common aircraft
and aircrews would also lessen the cost of imple-
menting the treaty.
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2. Sensors should also be common and should have an
all-weather capability. This again would reduce the
temptation for cheating. The all-weather capability
(as opposed to the Soviet proposal for optics only)
is necessary due to the differing weather conditions
over the Soviet Union and the United States.

3. Raw data should be shared, but processing should be a
national or alliance responsibility. Creating a com-
mon pool of raw data would improve confidence in
the treaty. A common data base would also en-
courage greater communication between participat-
ing nations. 21 Separate processing would be re-
quired to protect each party's specific interests and
collection priorities, and to minimize the effects of
counter-measures.

4. US negotiators should compromise on the number of
flights. The NATO proposal's high number of
flights (averaging more than two a week over So-
viet territory) would increase the intelligence-gath-
ering aspects of Open Skies without greatly increas-
ing the confidence-building element of the treaty.
The low number in the Soviet proposal (a total of
30 flights, with no more than 15 over any single
signatory) would eliminate much of the uncertainty
that makes aircraft overflights valuable in the space
age. A compromise (perhaps 50 flights over Soviet
territory and 30 over the United States per year) on
this issue seems a sensible and likely approach.
Soviet proposals on the length of flights (3 hours)
are clearly not reasonable for significant overflight
operations and the NATO position on flight length
should not be compromised.

5. Exclusion zones should be allowed. NATO is cur-
rently pushing for absolutely no exclusion zones,
yet it is clear that some areas will be restricted for
flight safety concerns (such as the airspace around
cities, nuclear power plants, chemical plants, and,
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perhaps, over the White House). In addition, each
nation should be allowed to exclude some small
additional amount of territory for national security
reasons. The Soviet proposal that the inspection
regime include oversea bases should rightly be re-
jected. The treaty deals solely with the territory of
each signatory nation-US bases overseas ,re not
US territory.

The first three proposed alterations to the US negotiat-
ing position are vital to bringing the proposed treaty in line
with our understanding of the president's intent that Open
Skies should serve to improve confidence. A heavy empha-
sis on intelligence collection is more likely to increase ten-
sion than confidence. The fourth and fifth modifications
are important for minimizing Soviet collection capabilities
against sensitive US facilities and should lead to signifi-
cantly lower costs for implementation of the treaty
(through a lower number of canceled tests and a lower
number of sites that need to be protected against airborne
collection efforts).

THIRTY-FIVE YEARS after it was first proposed, Open Skies
remains an alluring concept but not necessarily a sensible
one. In 1955, there were a large number of factors that
made this proposal quite desirable, but the most important
ones (specifically, a lack of reconnaissance coverage of
most Soviet territory and a total lack of understanding con-
cerning Soviet willingness to discuss arms control despite
their significant public relations campaigns) had disap-
peared by 1989.

In preparing his proposal, President Bush's advisors
evidently failed to analyze the significant differences be-
tween the two eras and, instead, focused upon the similari-
ties. Those involved in the decisionmaking process further
failed the president by their focus on the potential intelli-
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gence gains from the treaty and their down-playing of the
significant compromise to national security resulting from
an extensive overflight program.

In light of these factors, from a national security stand-
point alone, it would ' e sensible for the president to recog-
nize that Open Skies was an innovative idea whose time
has come and passed. Instead, he should devote his admin-
istration to proposals that would have a more fruitful out-
come for the United States and truly move us further down
the road to world peace.

Such a reversal of the process seems unlikely in the
light of day-the political world simply does not work that
way. Too many interests are already intertwined in the
pursuit of the treaty and too many European nations are
strongly supportive of the concept for the president to sim-
ply walk away from his own proposal. Thus, we recom-
mend that the president direct the US arms control and
intelligence communities to reexamine the issues involved
in Open Skies. We believe that after detailed reflection they
will reach the conclusion that compromises between Soviet
and US proposals on many of the remaining stumbling
blocks in the Open Skies negotiations would be in the
national interest. The US approach to Open Skies should
be re-examined and re-worked before it is too late.

NOTES

1. In this paper, we will be concentrating most heavily upon the
United States and the Soviet Union as the principal parties in the two
alliances. There is, however, dissent between the partners in each of the
treaty organizations. In general, when the term NATO or WTO (Warsaw
Treaty Organization) is used rather than United States or Soviet Union,
it is because it is our understanding that there is general agreement
within the treaty organization on ihe issue under discussion.

2. There are a wide range of other issues that one could focus on in
examining the treaty (such as comparing the various proposals that have
been tabled or examining in detail the intelligence implications of the
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treaty). Although we may touch on some of these, we decided to focus
on these five interrelated concepts.

3. For Bush's 12 May speech, see Weekly Compilation of Presidential
Documents, v. 25, n. 20, 22 May 1989, pp. 669-702. For information on
Mulroney's role, see comments by the Canadian "general secretary of
the Open Skies proposal," F. Bild, in Pruvda, 10 February 1990, p. 4.

4. The initial optimism over the treaty has faded somewhat. Negotia-
tors were originally aiming for a 12 May 1990 signing of a treaty, but
that date has long since passed. See Peter Adams, "Open Skies Opti-
mism Fades as Treaty Progress Stalls, Defense News, 30 April 1990, p. 6;
and Celestine Bohlen, "'Open Skies'Talks Hit Snag, Cutting Chances of
Pact in May," New York Times, 26 April 1990, p. A14.

5. The changes that began throughout Eastern Europe in Fall 1989 are
relevant for how fast the treaty moved forward. In addition, the signifi-
cant governmental changes quickly transformed Open Skies into a mul-
tinational vice bloc-to-bloc negotiation. In this essay, we are concerned
with the events leading to the treaty proposal. Thus, those subsequent
events are not relevant in this consideration, though they are an impor-
tant contributor to the pace and growing complexity of the treaty negoti-
ations.

6. For information on the deliberations leading to the proposal, see
W. W. Rostow, Open Skies: Eisenhower's Proposal of fuly 21, 1955, Univer-
sity of Texas Press, Austin, Texas, 1982; Stephen E. Ambrose, Eisen-
hower: vol. 2: The President, Simon and Schuster, New York, 1984, pp.
256-269; and McGeorge Bundy, D.. .er and Survival. Ch, ,'s At-out the A
Bomb in the First Fifty Years, Random House, New York, 1988, pp. 295-
302.

7. Interestingly, another major player was Andrew Goodpaster, now
head of the Washington-based Atlantic Council. Goodpaster is report-
edly a confidant of the president's national security advisor, Brent Scow-
croft.

8. For the text of the Soviet proposal, see Department of State Bulle-
tin, 32, n. 831, 30 May 1955, pp. 900-905.

9. This test element of the proposal was considered to be very impor-
tant. If the Soviets displayed a genuine willingness to discuss arms
control, then perhaps the defense budget could be held steady. If, on the
other hand, the Soviets displayed belligerence, then the resources de-
voted to defense would have to be increased significantly.

10. Dwight D. Eisenhower, Mandate for Change, 1953-1956, Garden
City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1963, p. 521.

11. Pravda, 10 February 1990, p. 4.
12. From remarks by President Bush at the Texas A&M University

Commencement Ceremony in College Station, Texas, 12 May 1989, as
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published in Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, v. 25, n. 20,
22 May 1989, p. 702.

13. The balloon program ( in which the United States launched high-
altitude, unmanned reconnaissance balloons carrying cameras over the
Soviet Union) ran from November 1955 to the spring of 1956; the U-2
was test-flown on 6 August 1955 and made its first overflight of the
Soviet Union in July 1956; and satellite photography was conducted
successfully for the first time on 18 August 1960. W. W. Rostow, Open
Skies, pp. 9-10.

14. Interview with Major General V. Kuklev, first deputy chief of the
Soviet General Staff, in Trud, 27 March 1990, p. 3 (as translated in
FBIS-SOV-90-063, 2 April 1990, p. 2).

15. This section does not attempt to tackle political or other non-
intelligence issues of an Open Skies treaty (such as a possible US desire
to lock the Soviets into an Open Skies treaty for fear that Gorbachev
might be overthrown by conservative forces who might be less forth-
coming on arms control). Our approach has been to use generic rather
than specific examples of intelligence concerns and to use only unclassi-
fied source materials on treaty proposals aid sensor capabilities (see
note 16 for these sources). Because of this, we have likely missed (or
misstated) specific issues critical to US intelligence. Some of the greatest
differences between the two sides' proposals are in the area of the
surveillance equipment the aircraft will be able to carry. The Soviets
proposed, essentially, optical equipment only, while the NATO proposal
included a much broader array rof equipment. Both sides did, however,
agree that no SIGINT (signals intelligence) equipment was to be carried
by Open Skies aircraft. We have used the NATO proposals (each side
provides surveillance aircraft and the sensor package should include a
wide range of capabilities excluding only SIGINT) for our evaluation of
the intelligence issues. In our analysis, for example, we considered the
potential benefits of having high-quality photographic equipment
aboard an aircraft flying at low (10,000-20,000 ft.) altitudes. Obviously,
this would mean that the aircraft would have the capability to take high-
resolution photographs that would likely be of higher quality than those
from satellites. Such high-quality imagery would be useful for a wide
range of tasks.

16. A summary of some of the major Open Skies disagreements can
be found in David Hughes, "U.S., Soviet Differences Could Prevent
Planned Signing of Open Skies Treaty," Aviation Week & Space Tech nol-
ogy, 2 April 1990, pp. 41-43; and Barbara Starr, "'Open Skies' hangs on
four key issues," Jane's Defense Weekly, 7 April 1990, p. 620. See also
interviews with Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Viktor P. Karpov in
Pravda, 4 March 1990, p. 6, and Izvestiya, 5 March 1990, p. 3; and with
Major General V. Kuklev, first deputy chief of the Soviet General Staff,
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in Trud, 27 March 1990, p. 3 (as translated in FBIS-SOV-90-063, 2 April
1990, pp. 2-4). fhe authors also conducted interviews with a number of
individuals invol ed in the Open Skies negotiations process. (The un-
classified nature of the work was emphasized before these discussions.)

17. There are some indications that the Soviets are compromising
slightly on this issue. According to one press report, the Soviets have
agreed that radars can be carried as well. Celestine Bohlen, "'Open
Skies' Talks Hit Snag, Cutting Chances of Pact in May," New York Times,
26 April 1990, p. A14. The authors were unable to confirm this
information.

18. The authors were told that many offices had 24 hours or less to
prepare position papers on the subject with no warning time to gather
information about the potential pitfalls and benefits of such a treaty.

19. Department of State Bulletin, 32, n. 831, 30 May 1955, p. 903.
20. Interview with Major General V. Kuklev, first deputy chief of the

Soviet General Staff, in Trud, 27 March 1990, p. 3 (as translated in
FBIS-SOV-90-063, 2 April 1990, p. 3).

21. For example, a shared database would facilitate use of Open
Skies data for discussing potential violations of other arms control and
CSBM treaties. The dilemma of not wanting to divulge intelligence
capabilities to prove "violations" would be eliminated if the data were
common to all parties.
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US-PANAMA RELATIONS
DEVELOPING A

POST-NORIEGA STRATEGY

DOUGLAS J. NAQUIN

THE UNITED STATES HAS ENTERED ITS TENTH AND PERHAPS

final decade as the ultimate arbiter of Panama's affairs. If
the two 1977 Panama Canal treaties are implemented on
schedule, Panama will assume full responsibility for the
Canal's operation and maintenance at noon on 31 Decem-
ber 1999. Also by this date, all US military installations on
the isthmus will have transferred to Panama, and all US
military forces will have departed. The impending 10-year
transition had already promised to be difficult in view of
the Canal's long substantive and emotional association
with US interests. This transition has been further compli-
cated by Operation Just Cause, the 20 December 1989 US
invasion of Panama.

Within the historical context of US-Panama relations,
Just Cause marked the culmination of the United States'
pre-1977 Panama policy. Although the Canal treaties
called for changes in the US approach to Panama policy,
no such changes occurred. In fact, several years passed
before we realized the Panamanian political system we had

Douglas J. Naquin was a student at the Army War College when he
wrote this essay, which won recognition in the 1990 Chairman, JCS,
Strategy Essay Competition.
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tolerated for 80 years in the name of stability no longer
served our interests. The confrontation with General Ma-
nuel Antonio Noriega and the Panama Defense Forces
(PDF) only clouded the issue, because Noriega simply per-
sonified the weakness of this longstanding US policy. The
roots of the United States' problems in Panama are much
deeper. In removing Noriega and dismantling the institu-
tions he established, Just Cause opened the door for a new
US approach to Panama but in no way guaranteed we will
not repeat past mistakes.

Should the treaties be implemented on schedule, fu-
ture US attempts to exert influence, from diplomatic pres-
sure to military action, will prove increasingly costly in
political, economic, and military terms. Ad hoc or short-
term solutions to perceived threats may no longer be possi-
ble, let alone be sufficient, as the US presence draws down.
For these reasons, the United States must develop a strat-
egy for Panama that focuses on the long term. Before we
can do this, however, we must acknowledge the changes in
the US-Panama relationship brought about by the Canal
treaties and, now, Just Cause.

UNCHANGING US INTERESTS
IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

US interests in Panama have not changed since 1903.
Before the 1977 treaties, huwever, the United States did
not need to worry about a long-term Panama strategy,
because Panama was a virtual US protectorate. Concern for
Panamanian government did not go further than its effect
on Canal operations ncnd the safety of US citizens and
property. Threats to those interests were generally met
through the application of short-term remedies, ranging
from economic and military assistance to implicit military
threats. With the treaties, however, came the US acknowl-
edgment of full Panamanian sovereignty over Panamanian
territory. The framework of our relationship was thus
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changed: an informal colonial relationship' was to become
one of legal equality, even if the treaties allowed 23 years
for the complete transition.

The United States has been slow to deal with Panama
within this new context. Although primary interests have
remained constant, US pursuit of these interests needs to
be reviewed. Before 1977, it appeared that the treaties were
an end in themselves. And aside from a vague promise
from Panama's then "maximum leader," Omar Torrijos,
that Panama would democratize, little thought was given
to any aspect of the US-Panama relationship other than the
Canal. Therefore, once the treaties were ratified in 1978,
many considered the Panama issue resolved and Panama
was soon overshadowed by other regional challenges.
Many statesmen in the hemisphere believed the Panama
Canal issue had only distracted us fro.n more important
inter-American issues. As Just Cause has proved, however,
our interests in Panama are still compelling and warrant
greater consideration.

The Canal
The primary US national security interest in Panama has
always been uninterrupted access to an efficient and secure
Canal. Former President Jimmy Carter and his Joint Chiefs
of Staff believed this access was better protected through
dependence on a friendly Panama, whose stake in the Ca-
nal's smooth operation was vital, rather than on US troops
stationed in a hostile environment. 2 Carter also saw the
treaties as a way to generally improve Latin American rela-
tions. As long as the Canal remained a source of contention
between Panama and the United States, any Latin Ameri-
can states forced to choose sides would inevitably choose
Panama's. Therefore, as long as US-Panama relations were
confrontational, the United States would find it difficult to
improve ties with other states in the region. US policy since
1977 has consistently maintained that the treaties are in
our best interest.
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The problem with making treaties that entail a 23-year
implementation period, however, is that the world changes
in the interim. Global and Latin American political and
economic dynamics are different now from what they were
in 1977 and they will likely have changed again by 1999.
Although the principles upon which Carter justified the
Canal treaties remain valid, his successors have inherited a
commitment to conclude what was begun in 1977 while
dealing with new regional challenges and shifting global
priorities. There is a danger that such shifts in priorities
could raise second thouglhts about the relevance of treaties
signed in 1977.

Also, the treaties have never enjoyed overwhelming
support. Even in 1978, after a year of heated debate and a
massive education campaign by the Carter administration,
the treaties passed the Senate by only one vote. .- Jay,
opposition to turning the Canal over to Panama remains. It
is conceivable that a groundswell of political and popular
support to abrogate or renegotiate the treaties could arise
as 1999 approaches. Aside from the Canal's tangible bene-
fits, many in the United States assign to it an emotional
importance as a symbol of US status. Depending on devel-
opments in Panama and the rest of the region, it may
become more difficult to uphold President Carter's conten-
tion that the treaties are in the United States' best long-
term interest. Increasingly, the importance we give the Ca-
nal is linked to, and possibly dependent on, our other
interests in the region.

US Military Bases
There are currently 13,600 US military personnel perma-
nently stationed among eight installations in Panama.3 It is
possible that as withdrawal becomes a reality, the United
States will wish to keep at least some military presence
beyond the year 2000. In any case, the question of whether
we can adequately protect our security and economic inter-
ests in Latin America without a military presence in Pan-
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ama is likely to resurface. If we proceed on the assumption
that US troops will be out of Panama by 31 December
1999, we would be ignoring the possibility that a post-2000
US military presence would bring benefits that would out-
weigh the cost of an effort to retain this presence. We must
decide if such an effort is worthwhile and base our Panama
strategy on this decision.

All troops stationed in Panama come under the um-
bre!!a of the US Southern Command (SOUTHCOM),
which is responsible for US military affairs in Latin
America south of Mexico. Although SOUTHCOM is head-
quartered in Panarma, only half the Command-contained
in US Army South-is specifically designated to protect
the Canal. In fact, because SOUTHCOM itself does not
exist solely for the Canal's defense, its headquarters' loca-
tion in Panama is technically not justified by the Canal
treaties (a point Noriega repeatedly made). Plans to move
SOUTHCOM's headquarters to the United States have
been under way for some time as part of a "phased with-
drawal."4 Although this move was scheduled to occur "well
before" the expiration of the treaties, according to a
SOUTHCOM spokesman in the spring of 1989, the depar-
ture has probably been affected by both the protracted
conflict with Noriega and Just Cause. If the withdrawal had
occurred during US attempts to pressure Noriega from
power, it might have given him a psychological boost. A
withdrawal soon after the US invasion could leave the
Bush administration politically vulnerable by raising ques-
tions about the extent of our commitment following the
sacrifice of US lives. On the other hand, a near-term
SOUTHCOM departure would send a positive signal to
Panama, providing tangible proof of our intention to com-
ply with the Canal treaties and probably aiding the Endara
government in establishing legitimacy. Our handling of
this issue will provide an early clue as to the interests
driving our strategy.
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Originally established to defend the Canal, US bases
in Panama have now surpassed this function and become a
separate strategic asset and issue. From a security stand-
point, these bases represent forward staging areas in a re-
gion that, because of the drug problem, low-intensity con-
flict, the debt issue, and the reduction in East-West tension,
will require greater attention. One need only look at Just
Cause and consider whether similar success could have
been expected had not Howard Air Force Base been avail-
able or 16,000 troops already been on-site. For the large
number of business and banking enterprises that have
been attracted to Panama, the US military bases also serve
as guarantors of stability. Should a total departure of US
military presence create doubt about the US commitment
to this stability, Panama's attraction as an investment and
banking center could suffer. These are all issues the US
government must address early in the 1990s if it wishes
either to compensate for the loss of these bases or to begin
the extremely sensitive undertaking to reach an agreement
with Panama about a post-1999 US military presence.

Panamanian Stability
Despite the substantial effects the transfer of the Canal and
loss of military bases portends, stated US policy has re-
mained consistent. It is this commitment, in fact, that has
most likely intensified US interest in the way Panama gov-
erns itself. On 30 June 1987, at the outset of the US-
Noriega confrontation, Assistant Secretary of State for In-
ter-American Affairs Elliott Abrams prefaced his remarks
to the Washington World Affairs Council by noting, "the
commitment to the Canal Treaties is firm."5 He then out-
lined US interests in Panama as centering on Panama's
democratization, to include free elections, a free press, and
an apolitical military. This speech indicated how the em-
phasis in US interests was changing. Whereas the United
States had historically placed the efficient functioning of
the Canal ahead of Panama's political development, as
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evidenced by the governments the United States had toler-
ated or helped maneuver into power, our continued com-
mitment to the treaties now called for placing Panama's
government in the forefront of US interests. A democratic
Panama became an important goal, for we have deter-
mined that only a democratic Panama can provide the
long-term stability necessary to guarantee the Canal's effi-
cient operation.

Through our support of democracy in Panama, how-
ever, we are making yet another commitment. Having now
invaded Panama at least in part to promote democracy, we
must be prepared to accept the various possible outcomes.
There is no guarantee that a democratic system will pro-
duce governments consistently supportive of US interests.

We have thus introduced a moral element into our
Panama policy. In 1977, Senator Jacob Javits expressed the
general attitude of treaty supporters when he noted, "it is
not necessary to prove that Torrijos is an angel." Javits
claimed the importance lay in whether the treaties were in
the United States' best interest, and he believed they
were. 6 In the years since Javits' remarks, however, we have
discovered that we can no longer divorce Panama's gov-
ernment from the Canal. Now and throughout the 1990s, it
may be necessary to prove that whoever is running Pan-
ama is, in fact, an "angel."

OVERCOMING YEARS OF MUTUAL DISTRUST

Since the treaties, US and Panamanian interests have been
largely compatible. In resolving the issue of Panamanian
sovereignty, the treaties removed the one obstacle that pre-
cluded any chance of long-term cooperation between the
two countries. Both seek a stable and economically pros-
perous Panama, and despite Panama's 21-year (1968-89)
experience with military autocracy, both profess belief in
democracy. The major challenge to the US-Panama rela-
tionship since the treaties has not been divergent interests;
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it has been distrust. After nearly a century of protecting its
own interests in Panama, the United States may be reluc-
tant to transfer that responsibility to Panama. Similarly,
after a century of enduring heavy US influence in their
affairs, many Panamanians doubt the US willingness to
follow through on treaty commitments. Some Panamani-
ans believe the isthmus is too important to the United
States for it to leave. Reducing these misgivings over the
next ten years would contribute greatly toward forging a
long-term cooperative relationship.

However, changing perceptions will not be easy. From
Panama's independence to the recent US invasion, the
United States' view of its role in Panama has been that of
patron and keeper of the Canal. Thus far, the treaties have
done little to change this view. The obstacles this 86-year-
old attitude poses, however, are self-perpetuating. As long
as the United States sees itself as de facto sovereign over
the Canal, it will attempt to mold Panama's political infra-
structure in its best interest. In turn, as long as the United
States exerts influence on the Panamanian political infra-
structure, the issue of legitimacy will haunt the Panama-
nian political process. The result thus far has been a weak
Panamanian political infrastructure that the United States
continuously deems necessary to fine tune. Thus, the cycle
is repeated "in perpetuity." As the United States and Pan-
ama face the 1990s and the aftermath of 'Just Cause," both
countries must confront these ingrained US attitudes and
undeveloped Panamanian political infrastructure. These
are the primary obstacles that lie in the way of both re-
building Panama and safeguarding long-term US and
Panamanian interests.

The US Legacy
In 1904, when President William Howard Taft referred to
Panama as "a kind of Opera Bouffe republic and nation,"7

he essentially set the tone for the next 85 years of US
policy. Even today, the first (and sometimes only) thing
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most North Americans learn about Panama is that Teddy
Roosevelt "invented" the country so he could build a canal
through it. Such a simplistic view belittles Panamanian
nationalism, which existed long before Teddy Roosevelt,
and attaches an artificial label to the country. As a result,
the United States historically has had a difficult time taking
Panama seriously. Although Panama gained independence
in 1903, US representation there was not raised to embassy
status until 1938.8 Nearly fifteen years after the Panama
Canal treaties of 1977, vestiges of this patronizing US atti-
tude remain.

Much of this attitude stems from the 1903 Hay-
Buneau Varilla Treaty, which gave the United States tre-
mendous influence, if not outright authority, over Pan-
ama's economy, immigration, city services, and foreign
policy. In 1904, Panama's currency was tied to the US
dollar. The 1903 treaty not only gave the United States use
of the Canal and a five-mile-wide zone on either side, but
also provided for the United States to occupy any lands
outside this zone it deemed necessary.

With order and Canal safety our overriding concerns,
we wanted cooperative Panamanian regimes. To this end,
we accepted election fraud (1908, 1948, 1984) and coups
(1931, 1941, 1949, 1968). Until Noriega, in fact, the goal of
democratic process had been subordinated to the larger US
interest of maintaining order. Ironically, in light of recent
events, even the use of US troops has been viewed as
destabilizing; Just Cause was the first time the US military
was used to influence Panamanian politics directly in al-
most 70 years. 9 A further irony is that the United States
bequeathed the burden of policing Panamanian politics to
the Panamanian National Guard. Following the US deci-
sion not to use troops in quashing a 1931 coup, the Guard,
with US encouragement, began to fill the void of political
power broker and keeper of the peace. In the 20 years that
followed, the Guard evolved into a powerful political en-
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tity in its own right. By 1968, it had become the most
powerful political institution in the country.

The 1977 treaties did not slow down US attempts to
influence Panamanian politics or greatly affect US attitudes
toward Panamanian self-determination. In fact, they
helped to promote the National Guard's legitimacy. Fi_-st,
the terms of the treaties included $50 million in US military
assistance to the Guard over a ten-year period. More signif-
icant, however, was that the treaties helped define the
Guard as the voice of the Panamanian government in deal-
ing with the United States. The treaties placed the most
important bilateral issue of treaty implementation in the
hands of a combined military board made up of US and
Panamanian military officers. This provision gave the
Guard a virtual monopoly on conducting foreign and de-
fense policies with the United States. This monopoly re-
sulted in enormous leverage being exerted on both the US
and Panamanian political processes.

On the civilian side, the AFL-CIO continues to have
interest in Panama by virtue of the US workers who re-
main in the former Canal Zone. In 1984 the union donated
$20,000 to Noriega's hand-picked presidential candidate,
Nicky Barletta.1° The union presumably considered
Barletta less a threat to democracy than his opponent and
three-time president, Arnulfo Arias Madrid. Even more re-
cently, according to The Washington Post, US government
officials spent 1989 discussing detailed proposals for
changing Panama's constitution, judiciary, civil administra-
tion, and tax system in the event of Noriega's ouster. 11
Thus, it does not appear the end of direct US involvement
in Panamanian politics is at hand.

Another latent danger to the future of the US-Panama
relationship is the historic influence of US domestic politics
on Panamanian issues. The existence of a US enclave--in
what used to be the Canal Zone--in a foreign country is
going to result in the involvement of US institutions and
interest groups not normally associated with foreign policy.
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In Panama, even those US presidents-FDR, Johnson,
Ford, and Carter-who favored concessions or conciliatory
policies have faced formidable opposition from groups
ranging from shippers and labor unions to the Zone presi-
dents themselves. The subsequent influence these groups
wield with Congress and other elected officials can cause
Panama to be viewed more from a special interest rather
than foreign policy perspective.

Politicians themselves have used the Panama issue for
domestic political purposes. After an incident at the US
Canal Zone high school in 1964 led to serious riots, Presi-
dent Lyndon Johnson was advised that making concessions
to Panama would give the Republicans their "first real solid
muscled hit at the Administration" and create a *ready-
made 'wrap us in the flag' situation."1 2 During the 1977
treaties debate, according to President Carter, the archcon-
servatives in the Republican Party saw the controversy as a
way to capture control of the party, especially as early polls
showed 78 percent of the US people against "giving up"
the Canal and only 8 percent in favor. 13

Panamanian Political Culture

Equally important to the future of the US-Panama relation-
ship, however, is Panamanian political culture. Nominal
democratic institutions and processes have existed in Pan-
ama from the beginning, but Panamanians themselves
have traditionally opted for personal, charismatic leader-
ship rather than cohesive party systems.14 Such a tendency
has occasionally resulted, as in the case of Arnulfo Arias
Madrid, in a democratically elected leader who is not en-
tirely dedicated to democratic ideals. A second troublesome
aspect of Panamanian politics is explained by the popular
phrase, "He who counts, elects." Few elections in Panama's
history have been fraud-free. Viewed in this light, the cur-
rent US emphasis on "democracy" as a solution to Pan-
ama's political woes contains certain pitfalls.
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Until 20 December 1989, Panama's political history
had been guided by three forces: the oligarchy, the mili-
tary, and Arnulfo Arias. Their influences will be found in
any post-Noriega political environment.

The oligarchy descended largely from Panama's
founding fathers and was the benefactor of early US politi-
cal support. Largely Caucasian, urban, and family-based,
the wealthy businessmen and landowners who comprised
the oligarchy supported the status quo and thus attracted
support from a US government that wanted little more
than the maintenance of order. Although this group even-
tually split into various liberal and conservative factions,
no faction seriously addressed itself to social or economic
issues outside the major cities of Panama City and Colon.
Nor did any faction pose a challenge to US authority. Al-
though the oligarchy's political supremacy began to wane
with the rise of the military and Arnulfo Arias in the 1930s,
it remained a dominant political force until 1968 and con-
tinues to wield influence, largely through its economic
weight. The oligarchy's problems have centered on legit
macy and political constituency; its record of focusing on
the interests of the elite and its ties with the United States
make it difficult for the Panamanian people to accept par-
ties or individuals they perceive as representing this group.
Nevertheless, because wealth is often a prerequisite for
mounting election campaigns in a democracy, the descend-
ants of the oligarchy will likely continue to play an impor-
tant political role.

The Panamanian military, whether called the Public
Force, National Guard, or Panama Defense Forces, has
been influential throughout Panama's history. Unlike
many other Latin American militaries, however, Panama's
has maintained no permanent links with ideologies or po-
litical factions. Under Jose "Chichi" Remon in 1947 and
later under Torrijos and Noriega, the Panamanian military
was a de facto political organization. Departing from the
stereotype of the right-wing Latin American military re-
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gime, Panamanian military regimes have often served as
an alternative to oligarchic rule and have attracted support
from among the poorer elements of Panamanian society.
The ideologies Panamanian military regimes have es-
poused have reflected, for the most part, the philosophies
of whoever happened to head the military at the time. In
addition, the Panamanian military has no history of subor-
dination to civilian authority.

As early as 1904, Panamanian founding father Dr.
Manuel Amnador Guerrero referred to the Panamanian
Army of 250 men as a "Frankenstein' and claimed that
only the United States could control it. 15 With the National
Guard's first military coup in 1941 (toppling Arnulfo Arias)
and gradual ascension to the presidency of Remon in 1947,
the military consolidated its position as the 'guardian of
order." 16 Civilian governments and democratic processes
remained in place, however, and the military did not
achieve a monopoly on Panamanian political leadership
until another military coup against Arias brought Torrijos
to power in 1968. Between October 1968 and December
1989, the military had a stranglehold on Panamanian
politics.

Although charges of involvement in the drug trade
and other illegal activities have been leveled against the
Panamanian military since Remon's era, the Panamanian
military has often initiated popular social and economic
reform programs at home. For example, during his tenure
in the 1950s, Remon equalized the tax structure, raised the
status of blacks, and accelerated agricultural and industrial
production. Similarly, Torrijos' charismatic leadership and
civic action and social reform programs made him one of
Panama's most popular leaders until the global recession in
the late 1970s began to highlight the weaknesses of his
economic policies. Even Noriega maintained pockets of
support in poor areas where he continued programs Tor-
rijos htd initiated.
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Whether the Panamanian military acted out of genu-
ine concern for social issues or out of pragmatism, the fact
remains that it found support among a large segment of the
population (the poor, blacks, immigrants) that had been
ignored or alienated by the other political entities. Under
Remon and Torrijos, efficiency was associated more with
the military than with civilian leaders. Furthermore, aside
from the last few years of the Noriega regime, the military
has also enjoyed a degree of political legitimacy by simply
capitalizing on the failings of the political alternatives. De-
spite attempts to limit the political role of the military fol-
lowing Noriega's departure, should large segments of the
population become disenchanted there is no guarantee
people will not look to a police force for solutions, particu-
larly once US troops depart.

The third political influence likely to reemerge is the
legacy of President Amulfo Arias Madrid. The Harvard-
educated Arias, who was elected president three times
(1941, 1948 and 1968) and was likely denied a fourth elec-
tion through fraud (1984), influenced Panamanian political
development more than any other individual. He and his
brother, Harmodio, provided the Panamanian middle class
with its first political voice and established a nationalistic
and anti-Yankee party in the 1920s that served as an alter-
native to the irresponsible and increasingly ineffective oli-
garchy. 17 In creating the concept of "Panamenismo," Arias
combined social change with nationalism and gave politi-
cal meaning to the Panamanian identity.

Arias was not a Jeffersonian democrat. His populism
was tainted by fascism and racism (particularly in the
1940s) that put him at odds with the United States and
other elements of Panamanian society. He persecuted Chi-
nese, Jewish, and Indian businessmen and proposed de-
porting all West Indians to "purify" Panamanian blood-
lines.18 These policies and Arias' less than subtle attempts
to curb the power of the Panamanian military doomed any
sustained political tenure. Three times elected, he was
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three times deposed through coups, each within two years
of his assuming office. He remained popular among the
Panamanian masses, however, as illustrated through his
many political resurrections. At his death in August 1988 at
age 86, he was still the most popular Panamanian political
figure, which was not exactly a testament to Noriega'•
younger political opposition. Arias' funeral drew tens of
thousands, considerably more than Torrijos' 1981 funeral.
Even the Noriega-controlled newspaper Critica, which was
staunchly anti-Arias, noted his "unequalled popularity."1 9

Arias and his charisma are gone, but the concept of
Panamenismo is not. Although Arias designated no politi-
cal heir, his influence can be seen in current President
Guillermo Endara Galimany. Endara was selected to op-
pose Noriega's presidential candidate in the May 1989
election solely because of his former position as ALias'
spokesman, a strategy Noriega tried to counter by creating
a split in Arias' Panamanista Party and declaring it illegal
for Endara to use that party's name or symbol. As Panama
attempts to rebuild, many of the nationalistic precepts
Arias espoused will probably resurface. It is also likely that
whoever takes up the Panamenismo banner will have sub-
stantial popular support and be highly suspicious of US
intentions.

It is difficult to predict exactly how Panamanian politi-
cal lines will be drawn in the wake of Just Cause. In addi-
tion to the three political influences discussed above, the
further roles of such diverse forces as the Catholic Church
and the student population should be considered. Al-
though the Church traditionally has played less of a politi-
cal role in Panama than it has in other Central American
states, it may emerge as a mediator in a post-Noriega soci-
ety. As for the students, the University of Panama and
Panama City's numerous secondary schools have a history
of political activism, largely antimilitary or antigringo.
Although Noriega successfully neutralized this force by
virtually shutting down the university, the middle- and
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working-class students who comprise the bulk of Panama
City's scholastic community could now serve as a base for
a new Panamenista initiative of similar ideological move-
ment. All these influences, if allowed to flourish under
democracy, will result in a broad political landscape. Those
in charge of US policy must be prepared to deal with vari-
ous political scenarios.

IMPLICATIONS OF JUST CAUSE

From a strategic perspective, Just Cause did not resolve
Panama's problems so much as it provided the opportunity
to address them. In removing Noriega and, more impor-
tantly, dismantling the institutions he established, the
United States finally accepted responsibility for reversing
85 years of policies that subordinated the question of how
Panama is governed to the Canal's security. At the same
time, however, the United States has heightened its com-
mitment at a time when its treaty obligations indicate direct
US influence should be waning. Much of the success of a
post-Noriega strategy depends on balancing these seem-
ingly contradictory commitments.

The Quest for Legitimacy
The foremost political challenge the new Panamanian gov-
ernment faces is legitimacy. Although Endara is widely
acknowledged as the winner of May 1989's annulled elec-
tion, his legitimacy has come into question. Part of the
problem centers on the conditions under which he as-
sumed office. A second factor is the nature of the election,
which was treated by most Panamanians as a rejection of
Noriega rather than a mandate for Endara.

This questionable legitimacy places Endara and his
government in an awkward position. Having now been
denied election twice-1984 and 1989-through fraud, the
coalition of parties (Authentic Panamenistas, Christian
Democrats, MOLIRENA) forming the current government
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must believe it has earned legitimacy. In reality, however,
if Endara wishes to be viewed as more than the head of a
provisional government, he must avoid actions that en-
hance any image of him as another US pawn. In fact,
immediately following t'oVe invasion, he tried to distance
himself from the United States. He stated that he would
not have consenfed to the US invasion had he been con-
sulted, 20 and his government quickly reaffirmed that it
would not renegotiate with the United States on ceding
Panamanian territory (i.e., base rights). 21 He must continue
to appear in the vanguard on the issue of Panamanian
sovereignty.

The US invasion also tarnished Endara's image
abroad. Despite the region's general antipathy toward
Noriega, many countries have had difficulty swallowing
the image of Endara and his vice presidents seeking shelter
on a US military base as their country was being invaded.
Although several countries have come to accept Endara's
de facto rule, the Rio Group (formerly the Group of Eight)
continues to pressure Endara to hold new elections and has
refused Panama's readmittance. 22 Furthermore, Endara's
recent questioning of the Mexican government's legitimacy
has now personalized Mexico's distaste for the Endara gov-
ernment. 23 Although it is possible the legitimacy issue
abroad will dissipate as the new government consolidates
its power, Just Cause and Endara's gaffe have proved to be
substantial obstacles.

The new government's domestic challenges are much
more serious. Political opposition has begun to organize,
and other traditional Panamanian political forces are mak-
ing themselves noticed.

The Democratic Revolutionary Party (PRD), used by
Torrijos and Noriega as a civilian front for their respective
regimes, is politically experienced and potentially cohesive.
It is made up of many former cabinet officials who served
under Noriega, including Foreign Minister Jorge Ritter and
Treasury Minister Mario Rognoni. In their first news con-
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ference after the invasion, PRD leaders continued to focus
on the illegitimacy of Endara's government but also sig-
naled a willingness to work as the "democratic opposi-
tion."24 Although many see the PRD as merely a party of
opportunists, this characteristic might make them a potent
threat. Should popular discontent with the Endara govern-
ment emerge, the PRD would not be above exploiting dis-
satisfaction within the new Public Force as well as other
political groups, including communists, students, and
fringe parties, to create a formidable opposition coalition.
The reemergence of "Torrijismo,' a blend of populism and
nationalism established by Torrijos but kept under control
by Noriega, would be a possible rallying point as the PRD
strives to portray itself as the party of the masses and
Endara's government as the new oligarchy and US tool.

Even within his own coalition, Endara faces potential
threats. His "Democratic Government of National Recon-
struction and Reconciliation" emerged from a three-party
coalition that was formed to provide a viable alternative to
military rule. It was this necessity, rather than common
political agendas, that caused these parties to come to-
gether. Now that their unifying force, Noriega, is gone,
Panama's history of factional politics looms ominously.

Because Panamai's new government is little more than
an executive branch at this point, the development of Pan-
amanian democracy rests largely on the president and two
vice presidents who head this government. Endara, as
noted earlier, is untested as a leader. His second vice presi-
dent, Guillermo "Billy" Ford, is perhaps the most charis-
matic of the three senior executives but is primarily a busi-
nessman with little political experience prior to his place-
ment on the ticket for the May 1989 election. The most
politically astute of the three is First Vice President Ricardo
Arias Calderon, who also heads Panama's Christian Demo-
cratic Party. Arias is doubling as the government and jus-
tice minister, which is arguably the most important cabinet
position in the new government. In addition to building a
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judiciary virtually from scratch, Arias must now oversee
many of the functions previously controlled by the PDF,
including immigration and internal investigations. Arias
will be the key to the new government, not only in how he
performs his duties but in how he keeps his and his party's
ambitions in check.

As for the new incarnation of the Panamanian mili-
tary, it is unclear whether any Panamanian armed force,
military or police, will remain content in an apolitical role
under civilian authority. With the military having served as
political arbiter for almost 60 years, the former PDF mem-
bers who now make up the bulk of the new Public Force
might not readily accept their sudden loss of influence.
Despite limitations placed on the Public Force, writing it off
as a political threat is premature. The support of a lawful
armed group, no matter how small, is required for a gov-
ernment to maintain legitimacy and security. With no his-
tory of subservience to civilian rule, the military might not
fully appreciate the concept of neutrality once political op-
position groups begin offering deals. The civilian authority,
for its part, will need to prevent the Public Force from ever
reaching a position where it could be viewed as the politi-
cal savior of the country.

The government has already taken steps in this direc-
tion. In addition to disbanding the PDF and placing former
PDF units under jurisdiction of the Government and Justice
Ministry, the term of the new Public Force commander is
now limited to two years, and mandatory retirement after
25 total years of service will be enforced. 25 The key to
these new restrictions, however, will be Arias Calderon's
ability to enforce his authority, particularly once.- US troops
no longer serve as the PDF's conscience.

The size of the new Public Force has also become a
topic of debate. With Panama gradually assuming control
of the Canal, one argument holds that a military limited
strictly to a police function similar to the Costa Rican
model would not be adequate to defend the Canal. The
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subsequent argument is that this inadequacy would entice
the United States to attempt to maintain a military pres-
ence past the year 2000 in order to fill the void. On the
other hand, the United States has already established that
its own troops could not guarantee the Canal's defense
against a determined attack.26 Even Torrijos alleged that all
Panama would need to guard the Canal would be 200 to
300 "bilingual policemen" backed by the US strategic um-
brella from bases located outside Panama. 27 In the end, the
eventual size of Panama's military will depend largely on
the nature of the security relationship Panama wishes to
maintain with the United States. The decision will be Pan-
ama's, not the United States'.

Reconstruction
Panama once possessed one of Latin America's healthiest
economies. Its prolonged political crisis and almost two
years of US sanctions, however, greatly aggravated condi-
tions that were already undermining economic growth.
The US release of $444 million in frozen Canal revenues in
addition to the $500 million supplemental aid program
announced by President Bush 28 should provide a helpful
boost to a service economy marked by 25 percent unem-
ployment, massive capital flight, and a GNP that plum-
meted 22 percent in 1988 alone. 29 Nevertheless, the future
of Panama's economy, and hence poltical evolution, will
be significantly affected by .'he emerging battle over public
versus private sector economic control.

When Torrijos assumed power in 1968, he hoped to
address Panama's economic problems through increased
government involvement. He transferred investment from
domestic private enterprise to the state, significantly weak-
ening the private sector. He then hoped to finance public
spending through foreign exchange attracted by an envi-
ronment relatively free of regulations and taxes. 30 The re-
sult was an economy based on a high level of public spend-
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ing financed by external borrowing and Panama's emer-
gence as a financial center.

Torrijos' economic model was hurt badly by the 1982
Latin American debt crisis. Panama's international banking
center began losing funds ($49 billion to $39 billion be-
tween 1982 and 1987), and the economy in general found
itself wi-hout new sources of growth. 32 In fact, it is alleged
that the PDF regularly stole from the national coffers, in-
cluding the social security fund.

Thus, at the outset of political unrest in June 1987, the
private sector as well as large numbers of people among
the lower and middle classes had an added incentive to
oppose Noriega's regime. Now that this opposition is in
power, the changes in the management of Panama's econ-
omy should be dramatic.

The initial indications are that Panama will shift dras-
tically to privatization. Second Vice President and Econ-
omy and Planning Minister Guillermo Ford has announced
that 100 percent of the reconstruction effort will be directed
at the private sector and that the government will privatize
all enterprises, including Canal ports, through public bids.
He also announced that the private sector will control the
social fund through civic groups such as the Kiwanis and
Rotary Clubs.33 The reaction to 21 years of public sector
control of the economy and the accompanying corruption
has been intense.

The political and economic effects of such a drastic
change in philosophy will be difficult to judge, particularly
given factors such as the influx of US money and the chal-
lenge of reconstruction. Endara still faces the task of build-
ing a broad base of support among the labor sector and
lower classes, who historically harbor a distrust toward
those currently in power. 34 He also faces a large problem in
what to do with the bloated government workforce he
wishes to reduce. Given Panama's history, many may
eventually see the issue of private versus public control of
the economy as a sequel to the old battle between the
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oligarchy and "Torrijisomo.' The Endara government must
prove itself socially responsible and sensitive to the needs
of all Panamanian classes. If it does not, pressure may
again mount for a new, more responsive government.

The US Role
Just Cause has provided the United States a chance to
attempt what may be the impossible: the establishment of
Panamanian representative democracy that will produce
governments continuously inclined to act in the best US
interest. It appears we will accept nothing less than a gov-
ernment that is democratic, stable, and cooperative.

This is a tall order. By embarking on what we call
"nation building," a presumptuous term that implies Pan-
amanians do not currently merit nation status, we may
only be guaranteeing continuous US involvement until our
notion of success is achieved. This course would, in turn,
set the stage for future bilateral confrontation as Panamani-
ans wilt under US expectations. Thus, the most difficult
decision regarding Panama over the next ten years is not
how much to increase US help, but when to withdraw it.

Still, having invaded Panama, the United States is ob-
ligated to help with its economic and political reconstruc-
qion. In our eagerness, however, we must realize that in the
end, Panamanians will decide Panama's future. This was
one of the primary objectives of the Panama invasion.
Therefore, while we should take advantage of the opportu-
nity to exert our influence, we do not want to repeat past
mistakes through overcommitment and too much control.

First, the United States must respect the new govern-
ment's position by not forcing it into a corner on treaty
issues. Statements such as those by former Canal Adminis-
trator and SOUTHCOM Commander Dennis McAuliffe in
January 1990 implying that a new treaty might be in order
to allow for a post-2000 US presence could work against
any such goal. 35 It is essential that the United States leave
no doubt about its intentions to honor all treaty commit-
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ments, Should it become clear that a continued US military
piesence after the year 2000 is in both countries' interest,
discussions could be held at the appropriate time. Tho raise
the issue publicly now would only further jeopardize En-
dara's legitimacy.

Second, the United States must maintain contact with
all Panamanian political elements and gradually withdraw
explicit support for any one political entity. Part of the
failure of past US policy has been the tendency to become
too firmly associated with one political group. This has
restricted the flexibility and objectivity of US policy, alien-
ated domestic opposition, and automatically made an issue
of the legitimacy of the political element we supported.

Much of the disunity some observers attributed to US
policymaking during the two-year Noriega conflict might
be attributed to this tendency. The US-Panamanian mili-
tary relationship was so entrenched that several US gov-
ernment entities, including the military, found it difficult to
adjust following the State Department's relatively sudden
shift to an anti-PDF stance in 1986.36 It had long been
acknowledged (and accepted) that the PDF ran the coun-
try; thus, most US equities lay with the PDF. Yet once the
pendulum shifted and we became firmly identified as back-
ers of the opposition, US policy cut off all working-level
contacts with regime officials, thereby tying the opposition
to the United States and precluding chances of at least tacit
understanding between the United States and groups that
now form Panama's political opposition. Therefore, the
United States should begin to establish ties among broad
sectors of the Panamanian populace and to transfer its
commitment from the Endara government to the broader
concept of democratic development.

Third, the United States should not confuse the eu-
phoria Panamanians have expressed at Noriega's removal
with a new mandate to referee Panamanian affairs. US
military leaders have referred to the invasion as a "one-of-
a-kind war' that is now entering its most uncertain stage:
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that of transferring control of the country's security to Pan-
amanian elements. 37 Once this change is effected, the
United States should begin finding ways not to help. In an
interview before the May 1989 election, Endara himself
said, "if the United States invades Panama, it will find a
people who would welcome it with open arms out of sheer
frustration or desperation . . . but 30 days later they
wouid be throwing stones at US soldiers and telling them
gringo go home."38 The first stone may have been thrown
on 2 March 1990. It was in the form of a hand grenade
tossed into a Panama City disco frequented by US ser-
vicemembers. One soldier died and sixteen were injured.

THE COURSE OF US POLICY following Just Cause will deter-
mine if the invasion was just another short-term US solu-
tion or an inevitable step toward realizing a Panama with
which the United States can deal out of mutual respect.
The challenge we face over the next decade lies in knowing
how and how not to use the substantial influence that
accompanies 86 years of close historical ties. We must also
realize, however, that as 31 December 1999 approaches,
the nature of this influence will change. It will be based
more on similar interests and values than on the existence
of US military bases running through the middle of the
country. Although there is general agreement that the US-
Panama relationship is at a crossroads, there needs to be
greater understanding of the past and future influences on
our relationship if the United States wishes to develop a
policy that matches substance to rhetoric.

If there is long-term thinking on Panama, it currently
appears to be limited to those who see Noriega's ouster as
a chance to maintain a US military presence after the year
2000. Such an approach reflects the old patronizing US
attitude toward Panama, not only in its apparent disregard
for Panama's interests but in the assumption that Panama-
nian civilian leaders would (or could) be less rigid on soy-
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ereignty than someone like Noriega. The problem is that as
we unilaterally look for treaty loopholes and interpreta-
tions to permit us to maintain a presence, we needlessly
view Panama as a potential adversary. We also treat Pan-
ama on unequal terms, for we imply that we can unilater-
ally enforce our interpretations.

This is not to say the United States should not attempt
to maintain a military presence or otherwise pursue its
interests in Panama when the treaties expire. We must
simply realize we will no longer be able to do so without
Panama's consent. Panama's recently liberated press has
already begun calling for SOUTHCOM's departure, 39 and
as the euphoria over Noriega's downfall fades, these calls
are likely to become louder and more frequent. If we see a
post-2000 presence in our best interest, we will have to lay
the groundwork now for proving that such a presence will
be in Panama's best interest as well. Through diplomacy,
rather than by threats or bribes, is how such work is done.

Much has been made of the morality and legality of
the US intervention in Panama. The invasion is a fait ac-
compli, however, and the morality of our Panama strategy
is now tied to whether we can help achieve a better state of
the peace-the only "moral" goal of any military action.
We have deemed it in our interest to provide a country
with a chance to govern itself, a decision that required the
sacrifice of both Panamanian and US lives. The real mean-
ing of this sacrifice, as well as the final verdict on Just
Cause, will come in the course of the 1990s.
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CLOSING US FACILITIES IN
THE PHILIPPINES

A CHANCE FOR IMPROVEMENTS

BRUCE H. SENFT

THE TERM OF THE CURRENT MILITARY BASES AGREEMENT

between the US government and the government of the
Philippines becomes indefinite after 16 September 1991.
Thereafter, either party may terminate the agreement, giv-
ing the other party one year's notice.1 There is the distinct
possibility that US-Philippine negotiations may not pro-
duce a long-term renewal of the Base Agreement.

The United States has enjoyed extensive access to
Philippine territory and has performed unrestricted mili-
tary operations there. Filipino nationalists have viewed
these practices as infringements on sovereignty. Since fiscal
year 1980, the United States has made increasing 'best
effort" pledges of security assistance to the Philippine gov-
ernment in exchange for continued access to facilities in the

Bruce H. Senft, Lieutenant Colonel, US Air Force, was a student at the
Army War College when he wrote this essay, which won recognition in
the 1990 Chairman, JCS, Strategy Essay Competition. Since this essay
was written, the United States has been told it must vacate Subic Bay
Naval Base by the end of 1992; Clark Air Base, badly damaged by the
June 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo, has already been abandoned.
These developments make all tI' more important Lieutenant Colonel
Senft's consideration of how the United States can deploy its forces in
and around Southeast Asia to best support US objectives and strategy.
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Philippines. The Philippines' expectations concerning this
"rent" have outgrown the capabilities of a US federal bud-
get squeezed by a cumulative $3 trillion debt. Other issues,
such as differing perceptions of external threat and criminal
jurisdiction, further complicate the relationship between
the two nations.

For the first time since liberating the Philippine Islands
from the Japanese in 1945, the United States faces the real
possibility of having to withdraw its military forces from
the Philippines. On the other hand, this situation presents
the United States with an opportunity to shape events. If
the United States can prudently disperse its forces in the
region and stimulate greater security collaboration from its
Asian allies, it might end up forming a better guarantee for
its critical stabilizing role in the region. However, alterna-
tives to keeping US facilities in the Philippines must be
credible, sustainable, and fully supportive of US military
strategy in Southeast Asia.

The question becomes whether US military strategy
can be executed if the US facilities in the Philippines are
closed. Current strategy rests on three pillars: military
objectives, resources, and operational concepts. If our na-
tiorn is to remain effective in Southeast Asia, the three
pillars must remain balanced and compatible. 2 US strategic
military objectives (deter aggression, protect lines of com-
munication, and defend the homeland) are not likely to
change in the foreseeable future. On the other hand, mili-
tiry resources are likely to be significantly reduced in a
Five Year Defense Plan that Secretary of Defense Dick
Cheney has asserted will include an annual dollar decline
of 2 percent after inflation and a 10 percent troop reduction
in the Pacific. 3 The United States will need to reshape its
strategic military concepts (forward defense, collective
security, reinforcement, sustainment, and security assis-
tance) to maintain balance with the nation's regional mili-
tary objectives and resources if US facilities in the Philip-
pines are closed.
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To help focus on the problem, I will proceed on the
following assumptions:

* US national security objectives in the Pacific-to
preserve the territorial integrity of the United States and its
allies and to allow unencumbered US access to world mar-
kets and sources of strategic resources-will not change.

* The US military strategic concepts of forward basing
or deployments and collective security arrangements with
allies and friends will not change. On the other hand, the
numbers of US forces deployed forward will likely de-
crease.

* The result of US-Philippine negotiations on the Mili-
tary Bases Agreement will be a terminal bases agreement
that allows the US military a final ten years' use of the US
facilities in the Philippines. [As of the end of 1991, the US
Air Force has abandoned volcano-damaged Clark Air Base,
and the US Navy has been told to withdraw from Subic
Bay by the end of 1992-ed.] Before the year 2000, all
permanently based US personnel and equipment will relo-
cate.

* During the phaseout of US military forces in the
Philippines, no general war or serious global economic re-
versals will be experienced. Also, the Southeast Asia region
will remain politically stable.

US NATIONAL INTERESTS AND OBJECTIVES

The purpose of having US forces in Southeast Asia can be
traced to the basic national interests of the United States:
survival of the nation, a healthy US economy, a stable
world that allows democratic institutions and free trade,
and healthy alliances. 4 From these interests, certain na-
tional objectives are derived. Those that are especially per-
tinent to Southeast Asia include the following:

* Ensuring access to foreign markets, energy and min-
eral resources, the oceans, and space.
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* Encouraging and supporting aid, trade, and invest-
ment policies that promote economic development and so-
cial and political progress.

o Combatting threats to democratic institutions from
aggression, coercion, insurgencies, and subversion.

* Maintaining stable regional military balances to de-
ter those powers that might seek regional dominance.

• Establishing a more balanced partnership with allies
and a greater sharing of global leadership. 5

The United States has strong diplomatic ind economic
instruments of power at its disposal, but it must also re-
main ready to employ its military forces in coordination
with those other instruments of power. Therefore, the
United States has professed a national policy of deterrence
in Southeast Asia, as in other parts of the globe. Over
the years, the United States has made it clear that it will
respond to coercion or aggression against its security
interests.

US MILITARY STRATEGY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Historically, US national security strategy has been based
on the concepts of forward defense and alliance solidarity.
The objective of this strategy is to deter war. But if deter-
rence fails, the objective is to terminate armed conflict
quickly on terms favorable to the United States and its
allies. In peacetime, the strategy works toward develop-
ment of self-sufficient allies. Consistent with that intent,
the United States has maintained forward-deployed forces
at sea and on the territory of Asian allies in times of peace.
This practice has served many purposes.

Forward forces have maintained the regional balance
of power in Southeast Asia to preclude domination by
countries such as the Soviet Union or China. Southeast
Asia and the Western Pacific are politically volatile, geo-
graphically congested island and archipelago zones
through which the oil lifelines of US Pacific allies pass.
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These sea lines of communication, or SLOCs, constitute the
strategic jugular veins of these countries; for example, 75
percent of Japan's oil flows through the Malacca Straits. 6

Forward-deployed naval forces in the area have enabled
the United States to patrol these critical SLOCs and have
allowed the economies of East Asia to prosper in a rela-
tively secure environment. Additionally, forward US bases
have served US interests in other theaters; recent efforts in
the Persian Gulf, for example, would have been considera-
bly more difficult without the access the United States en-
joys through the Pacific and Indian Oceans.

Above all, a forward US military presence signals US
commitment, bolstering confidence in the United States as
a reliable ally and friend. Such perceptions are extremely
important when we consider the diversity of Pacific-espe-
cially Southeast Asian-nations. Differences in threat per-
ceptions, political sensitivities, and economic and military
capabilities preclude a coalition approach as used in
NATO, leading to reliance on bilateral, rather than multi-
lateral, relationships. Organizations like the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations promote common economic and
political goals in Southeast Asia, but the US presence acts
as the glue binding individual countries to a common re-
gional security perspective.

HOW US FACILITIES
CONTRIBUTE TO THE STRATEGY

Admiral Alfred Mahan, the great naval strategist, believed
that victory in the Spanish-American War and acquisition
of shiategic bases in the Philippines gave the United States
a chance to establish economic and naval support roles for
itself in the Western Pacific.7 Over the years, as Evelyn
Colbert notes, the bases in the Philippines have met that
expectation:
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Today the American facilities at Subic, Clark, and their
smaller associated installations support the operations of the
Seventh Fleet and other U.S. forces through the narrow
straits connecting the Indian and Pacific Oceans to the
northernmost reaches of the Japanese archipelago. Their
central location along this arc is a major asset. . . Exten-
sive and sophisticated capabilities for maintenance, repair,
supply, and training complement the bases' geographic ad-
vantages and contribute greatly to military readiness. Ad-
vanced communications capabilities form an important part
of the regional network.8

These advantages, combined with the low-cost Filipino la-
bor force and the high cost of replicating the facilities else-
where, demonstrate the Philippine bases' importance as
large, centrally located hubs.

If deterrence fails and the United States and its allies
are involved in hostilities in the Pacific, the US facilities in
the Philippines (see the appendix, beginning on p. 113)
would support the war effort in at least three ways. First,
US Navy P-3s based at Cubi Point and US Navy battle
groups supported out of Subic Bay would patrol and pro-
tect the critical SLOCs in the South China Sea, ensuring
continued logistical support of operations in Northeast
Asia and the Indian Ocean. Second, US Air Force and
Navy assets stationed in the Philippines would police the
Southeast Asia region, cutting short any outbreaks of hos-
tilities in the area and defending the sovereignty of the
Philippines. And third, the facilities would take on the role
of a forward repair and staging area, much as they did
during both the Korean War in the 1950s and the Vietnam
War in the 1960s and 1970s.9 The ship repair facility at
Subic Bay would become a major refit location; the naval
magazine at Subic and the ammunition bunkers at Clark
Air Base would supply the necessary ordnance for
warfighting. The naval supply depot at Subic and the Mili-
tary Airlift Command (MAC) aerial port at Clark Air Base
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would funnel personnel and equipment to the front in the
Pacific or Indian Ocean. As it did during the Vietnam War,
the regional medical center at Clark Air Base could be used
as a rear-area facility to handle combat casualties. US com-
munications and intelligence facilities in the Philippines
would facilitate the war effort.

EFFECTS OF US FORCES
LEAVING THE PHILIPPINES

US withdrawal from the facilities poses serious problems
for strategic planning and Philippine internal development.
Liabilities and uncertainties need to be addressed bilater-
ally and multilaterally. The effect of US withdrawal can be
projected on three levels: (1) the national level-in the
United States and in the Philippines; (2) the regional
level-Southeast Asian considerations and Northeast
Asian reactions; and (3) the global level-primarily the
interaction between the United States, the Soviet Union,
and China. 10

Effect on the Philippines
Politically, the withdrawal of US forces will finally fulfill
the Philippine claim to national sovereignty and "cut the
American father down to brotherly size."11 On the other
hand, the removal of US forces could also allow the na-
tion's u.nstable domestic political environment to degener-
ate. Members of the right wing Reform of the Armed
Forces Movement (RAM) or communist insurgents could
precipitate an uprising or coup d'etat that would propel the
Philippines into anarchy and economic zuin. Diplomati-
cally, the Philippines' relations with its partners in the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations could take a turn
for the worse, due to a perception that the Philippine gov-
emnment had not supported the political and economic sta-
bility of the Southeast Asia region by allowing the US
facilities to remain.
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Most certainly, withdrawal of the US forces would
remove the direct economic benefits generated by the US
facilities. (Filipinos working at the facilities draw the sec-
ond largest payroll in the Philippines after employees of
the Philippine government.)12 In FY 1988 the US military
spent more than $531 million in the Philippines, which
equated to 1.6 percent of the 1988 Philippine gross na-
tional product.13 When secondary jobs and revenues cre-
ated by the bases are included, the Filipinos themselves
estimate the loss of 300,000 jobs and $1 billion from the
nation's $38 billion GNP if the bases close.14 Also, it is
hard to imagine that business confidence and foreign in-
vestment would remain stable after a withdrawal of US
forces.

Under the provisions of the Mutual Defense Treaty,
the United States provides a radar screen and tactical air-
craft for air defense, since the Philippine Air Force has few
modern aircraft or reliable radars to detect intruders.' 5 Ad-
ditionally, the Philippine Navy, with its 3 aging frigates, 51
patrol craft, and 65 Coast Guard craft, is very small, in poor
repair, and does not provide a credible coast guard function
(much less a blue water capability).16 In fact, the armed
forces of the Philippines could require as much as $2 bil-
lion to protect the nation's airspace and seas, without con-
sidering follow-on annual costs of operation.17 Since the
Philippine defense budget of $766 million (1987 figures)
already consumes more than 13 percent of the govern-
ment's budget, it is hard to believe that the Filipinos will
address external defense in the near future. 18

For the time being, the Philippine government is cor-
rectly focusing on the communist insurgency. The removal
of some Soviet aircraft from Cam Ranh Bay has reduced
the external threat in the South China Sea.19 However,
every nation that wishes to remain free and independent
must be able to defend its national airspace and territorial
seas, Withdrawal of US forces would remove the few assets
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available in-country to provide for external defense of the
Philippines.

Effect on the United States
The United States stands to 'lose face' in the East Asia and
Pacific community by withdrawing forces from the Philip-
pines. Removal of US forces will probably increase appre-
hension, and lead to questioning of the reliability of the
United States. Although removal of US forces from the
Philippine bases will not change the US military strategy in
the Pacific, it could adversely affect continued US military
presence in the Southeast Asia region-especially if credi-
ble, sustainable alternatives are not found.

Because the United States has enjoyed nearly a cen-
tury of close ties with the Philippines, and because US
national interests in 'the growth of human freedom, demo-
cratic institutions, and free market economies' will remain,
the United States will very likely reaffirm healthy political
and economic ties with the Philippines, even if it with-
draws forces. The problems of the Philippine economy and
the communist insurgency will not disappear with the re-
moval of US forces. They will likely increase. As long as
the withdrawal of US forces from the Philippines is accom-
plished amicably, the United States will probably continue
its economic and military assistance to the Philippines, al-
though at a reduced level.

Regional Effects
Although the US facilities' importance to the security and
welfare of the Philippines is widely recognized, the compa-
rable importance of the bases to the peace and stability of
the entire Southwest Pacific basin is often overlooked. Re-
moval of permanently based US forces in the Philippines
could contribute to flare-ups in the continuing disputes
among China, Taiwan, Vietnam, the Philippines, and Ma-
laysia over the Spratly Islands. Reduced US military pres-
ence in the South China Sea could also cause the Japanese
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to consider extending their SLOC protection role beyond
the current range of 1,000 nautical miles. With removal of
the US forces from the Philippines, other nations in the
area would have to pick up some of the responsibilities for
security or host US functions to maintain regional stability.

Global Effects
The removal of US forces from the Philippines could cause
subtle changes in the balance of power among the world
powers in the area-the United States, the Soviet Union,
and China. Although the Soviets have their own political
and economic problems, and they have made some unilat-
eral reduction of troops on the Mongolian border and have
removed some aircraft from Cam Ranh Bay, they retain a
formidable, modem Pacific force. Anticipating a decrease
in US influence, the Soviets have already made numerous
diplomatic overtures to the Philippines (e.g., for use of
shipyards, to help rehabilitate Ph-Lippine infrastructure,
and for exportation of Filipino labor).20 At the same time,
decreased US military presence might allow th, Chinese
navy greater relative power in the South China Sea, com-
plementing China's increasing role in Southeast Asian eco-
nomics.

ALTERNATIVES TO THE PHILIPPINE BASES

As James Fallows noted in his February 1988 article "The
Bases Dilemma," most military studies on alternatives to
the Philippine bases recognize three options: (1) shift US
forces and facilities to US bases that already exist in the
Western Pacific-in Korea, Japan, Okinawa, and Guam; (2)
build new bases in the Micronesian islands, east of the
Philippines, where the United States has federal land; and
(3) make new arrangements elsewhere in Southeast Asia.21
In a February 1986 Congressional Research Service report,
Alva Bowen explored these three basic options and con-
cluded that using only existing facilities in the Western
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Pacific would not be effective; the United States would
need alternative sites in Micronesia or Southeast Asia. The
report also estimated that the political feasibility of all three
options seemed doubtful, being especially uncertain for
Southeast Asia. Bowen recommended a combination of all
three options to minimize new military construction and
increased operating costs. However, a need for several ad-
ditional naval battle groups, costing upwards of $60 billion,
was anticipated to compensate for increased distances be-
tween ports and operations areas. 22

During the final month of negotiations in the 1988
review of the US-Philippines Bases Agreement, then-
Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci told Philippine Foreign
Minister Raul Manglapus that it would cost about $2.5
billion to move the bases elsewhere, plus about $590 mil-
lion yearly in additional operating costs. These estimates
were drawn from a new Joint Chiefs of Staff study that also
estimated a cost of approximately $5 billion to create new
facilities elsewhere-including at US territories in Guam,
Saipan, and Tinian. 23

A review of potential host nations in East Asia and the
Pacific will shed further light on possible options for the
United States.

Republic of Singapore
In August 1989, Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew announced
an offer to host some of the US forces currently based in
the Philippines. His offer reduced left-wing pressure on
President Corazon Aquino while attempting to ensure con-
tinued US presence in Southeast Asia. The former British
naval base at Sembawang offers an excellent location and
ship repair facilities that are currently used on a commer-
cial basis by the US Navy (some 80 port calls a year).24 On
the other hand, the base would be vulnerable in a crisis
and lacks significant fuel storage and warehouse facilities.
Tengah and Paya Lebar Airfields can accommodate any US
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military aircraft and are occasionally used by US Navy
P-3C maritime patrol aircraft and US transports. 25

Thailand
Thailand is a staunch anti-communist member of the Asso-
ciation of Southeast Asian Nations. The United States
maintains an official security relationship with Thailand
through the Manila Pact of 1954 and the 1962 Rusk-Thanat
Accord. 26 Although no US forces are permanently based in
Thailand, the US-Thai military relationship remains strong
through numerous combined exercises such as COBRA
GOLD. Recognizing Thailand's frontline status adjacent to
Cambodia, the United States authorized delivery of twelve
F-16A/Bs to Thailand in 1988 for $318 million. 27 In Janu-
ary 1987, the United States and Thailand signed an agree-
ment that allows a stockpile of munitions to be kept at
selected sites for Thai use.28 Sattahip Harbor has minrtr
ship repair capability and is currently visited by US Navy
vessels.

Overall, the political climate in Thailand would seem
to indicate that at least periodic access to airfields and ports
can continue. However, Thailand will not provide perma-
nent basing of US forces displaced from the Philippines.
This was made clear in the Thai government's response to
the US-Singapore alternative basing initiative. 29

Republic of Indonesia
Indonesia provides a natural barrier between the Indian
and Pacific Oceans. However, Indonesia maintains a non-
aligned policy, being one of the founders of the Non-
Aligned Movement. Due to its large Muslim population
and membership in the Organization of the Islamic Confer-
ence, Indonesia must consider the effects of its foreign
policy decisions on Islamic solidarity. Partly as a result of
detecting numerous violations of Indonesian airspace by
Soviet reconnaissance aircraft from Cam Ranh Bay, the
United States agreed to sell twelve F-16A/Bs to Indonesia,
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to be operational in late 1990.30 Although the Indonesian
government might allow continued US ship visits and use
of range airspace, Indonesia cannot be expected to offer
any permanent bases for US forces because of its policies of
non-alignment.

Malaysia
Strategically located on the north shore of the Strait of
Malacca and astride the South China Sea at East Malaysia
(Borneo Island), this constitutional monarchy strongly sup-
ports regional cooperation. Malaysia is a charter member of
ASEAN and a moderate member of the Non-Aligned
Movement and the Organization of the Islamic Conference.
Along with Singapore, Malaysia has defense ties with the
Five Power Defense Arrangement (FPDA: Great Britain,
Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, and Malaysia), and
allows Australian F-18s and P-3Cs to deploy frequently to
its Butterworth Air Base.

In August 1989, Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad
responded to Singapore's offer to support US forces in
Southeast Asia by saying he was opposed to "actual basing
of American troops . . . [or] squadrons of American
planes . . . or the American Navy converting part of Sin-
gapore into a naval base . . . the way they are stationed
in the Philippines.'31 On the other hand, the prime minis-
ter openly backed continued presence of US forces in the
region, noting that the US military presence should gradu-
ally be drawn down only after corresponding Soviet steps,
such as withdrawal of forces from Cam Ranh Bay. He
added, though, that he had no objections to Singapore
providing repair facilities and other services to US forces.
As a matter of fact, he said that Malaysia would be willing
to provide such services, since the nation currently allows
the joint use of military facilities with members of the
FPDA.32 Certainly, access to Malaysia's airfields or naval
bases would enhance the US security posture in the region.
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Australia
Australia is the staunchest US ally in the South Pacific and
strongly supports continued US presence in the region.
Through the ANZUS (Australia, New Zealand, and the
United States) Treaty, the United States and Australia have
a close security relationship and share a number of joint
facilities. Australia allows US Air Force B-52s to fly out of
Darwin to perform maritime surveillance of the Indian
Ocean. Royal Australian Navy vessels cooperate with US
Navy assets in patrolling portions of the Indian Ocean.33

Additionally, US Navy ships routinely enter Australian
ports, including Cockburn Sound on the west coast and
Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane in the southeast. Austra-
lia is also home to some very important US communica-
tions and intelligence posts at the Northwest Cape Com-
munications Station, Tennant Creek, Alice Springs, Pine
Gap, and Nurrungar. 34

Although Australia is considerably south of the South
China Sea, its northern coast is relatively close to the
Sunda and Lombok Straits. Aircraft can fly direct routes to
Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean from Australian air ba-
ses. Following a drawdown of the Philippine bases, the
United States could expect continued access to Australia's
ports and possibly temporary stationing of US air assets at
bases like Darwin and Tindal on the northern coast. The
nation's Labor Party would probably balk, though, at per-
manent basing of US forces on the continent.

Japan
Japan, the largest creditor nation in the world, and with the
second largest GNP (more than $1.8 trillion in 1988), is the
cornerstone of the US Pacific Command's forward-
deployed strategy. Besides hosting US forces, Japan also
carries much of its own weight in external defense. Depart-
ing from the National Defense Program Outline of 1976,
Prime Minister Suzuki in 1981 promised to expand Japan's
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defense responsibilities to include protection of the sea and
airspace within a 1,000 nautical mile radius of Honshu. 35

Some US personnel and equipment withdrawn from
the Philippines could be stationed in Japan. US forces sta-
tioned in Northeast Asia, however, must remain below a
congressionally mandated level. 36 The United States must
also remain mindful of political sensitivities to additional
US forces in Japan, especially on Okinawa. As an alterna-
tive, the United States could ask Japan to expand its 1,000
nautical mile responsibility for maritime patrol. In the
ASEAN countries, though, there are great concerns over
such an increased Japanese role. As noted by the US Com-
mission on Integrated Long-Term Strategy in October
1988, "Japan's greatest incremental contribution can come
from economic help to such strategically important coun-
tries as the Philippines."37

Republic of Korea
The Republic of Korea, another strongly anti-communist
nation, is linked to the United States by a long-standing
Mutual Defense Treaty. With a GNP of $156 billion and an
economic growth rate of 12 percent in 1988, the Republic's
economy is strong and viable. The United States has main-
tained a large presence on the peninsula since the 1953
armistice ending the Korean War. Although the Clark-
based F-4 tactical fighters could be moved to the Republic
of Korea, US defense budgeting trends call for a scaling
back of forces on the peninsula. In fact, the FY 1991 budget
called for shutting down Air Force operations at three bases
in South Korea and pulling out 2,000 Air Force person-
nel.38 Additionally, political initiatives in the Republic of
Korea call for making its military forces more self-suffi-
cient. Additional US fighter squadrons would hardly con-
tribute to that initiative. 39 Increased US military presence
in South Korea would undoubtedly frustrate Korean unifi-
cation negotiations.
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Guam
Located 1,500 miles east of the Philippines, Guam is an
unincorporated territory of the United States and the site of
the nation's westernmost military bases. Andersen Air
Force Base, which supported more than 150 B-52s during
the Vietnam War, is presently the home of the Strategic Air
Command's 43d Bombardment Wing, with fourteen
B-52Gs (scheduled for deactivation in FY 1991) and six
DC-135s.40 The base incorporates all of the normal sup-
port functions for both day-to-day operations and combat
sorties. Guam's US Navy ship repair facility is smaller than
the Subic Bay facility and has only one floating drydock at
its disposal. The naval supply depot on Guam meets all US
military requirements in the area and includes four cargo
wharves in Apra Harbor as well as a significant POL stor-
age capacity that services all DOD agencies on the island.
The Nafal magazine, occupying 8,800 acres on the south
end of the island, can store all types of US munitions. In
the center of the island is Naval Air Station Agana, which
is home to a helicopter combat support squadron and a
fleet air reconnaissance squadron. It also serves as a for-
ward base for P-3C detachments. The naval communica-
tions area master station on Guam serves as a hub for
communications bound for the Western Pacific and the
Indian Ocean. 41

Although Guam seems to offer the most promising
alternative location, especially for US Navy assets, it is not
without its potential problems. First, Guam has a signifi-
cant labor shortage, which will be exacerbated into the
1990s with the construction by Japanese corporations of
some 1,400 hotel rooms on the island.42 In order to build
up the ship repair facility at Guam, skilled and semi-skilled
labor would be required, and DOD would be competing
with the private sector. DOD holds some 3,500 acres of
undeveloped land on Guam, which might be needed to
relocate facilities now in the Philippines; the government
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of Guam, however, is petitioning DOD through Congress
to turn this land over to Guam. 43

Rota, Saipan, and Tinian (Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands)
These three islands, which are all within 100 miles of
Guam, have undeveloped areas that could be used for fa-
cilities displaced from the Philippines. Since 1983 the US
government has leased lands on Tinian for C-130 training
on the World War II runways and for Guam National
Guard field maneuvers. 44 The island has no facility infra-
structure, however, and construction would require a major
capital investment. There are no military facilities on Rota
or Saipan, and Japanese investors are rapidly expanding
the tourist industry on both islands.

Palau
Palau is a 180-square-mile archipelago of eight islands lo-
cated approximately 700 miles southwest of Guam, 900
miles southeast of Subic Bay. The Palauns negotiated a
Compact of Free Association with the United States in
1982. It granted the United States rights for a naval facility
and joint use of several airfields, as well as 2,000 acres for
logistics purposes. 45 The compact was to become effective
in 1986, but the Palau constitution contained an anti-
nuclear provision. This situation has not been resolved and
remains entangled in political processes. 46 Any develop-
ment of facilities on Palau would, as on Tinian, involve
extensive capital investment.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The United States should not completely withdraw from
the Southeast Asia region, nor should the United States
construct duplicates of the Philippine bases in another Pa-
cific location. Rather, it should disperse forward-deployed
assets throughout the Western Pacific and encourage the
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ASEAN nations and the ANZUS partners to share an in-
creased role in maintaining the region's stability. Such
rearrangements should not necessitate revised security ar-
rangements. Rather, these changes call for enhanced politi-
cal and military cooperation in shared air and naval sur-
veillance or training exercises. A major benefit of new ar-
rangements that disperse US involvement and responsibil-
ity in the region would be decreased US dependence on
any one nation. The United States could thus signal the
end of 'colonialism" in the Philippines without isolating
itself from Southeast Asia. Further, US chances for survival
during the initial stage of hostilities in the region would be
increased through a dispersed forward-deployed force.

I propose that a small portion of the ship repair and
the cruiser located at Subic go to Yokosuka in Japan, a
number of organizations relocate to Guam, and a large
number of facilities disperse to new locations in the South-
east Asia region, wnere they will be close to poter.cial hot-
spots. Let's now consider this proposal in the framework of
current US military strategic concepts.

Forward Defense
Following the US withdrawal from Subic Bay and its air-
field at Cubi Point, the US Navy must find other locations
for launching and recovering P-3C maritime patrol aircraft
to monitor the South China Sea and the chokepoints lead-
ing to the Indian Ocean. A number of strategically located
airfields in ASEAN countries could provide the needed
bases of support. Bases I recommend include the following:
Tengah Airfield in Singapore, which has supported US
P-3Cs, U-Taphao Air Base in Thailand, and Butterworth
Air Base in Malaysia, which is used by Australian P-3Cs.
Also, since the Philippines will remain a strategically lo-
cated ASEAN nation, P-3 operations out of a Filipino-
controlled Cubi Point should net b 2 ruled out.

Another dimension of the US Navy's ability to control
the SLOCs in the region includes bttle groups present in
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the area. Although dispersal of the centrally located ship
repair and supply facilities at Subic may cause increased
operating costs for these ships, the US withdrawal from the
Philippines will also showcase the battle group's center-
,iece, the aircraft carrier. In his FY 1990 report to Congress,
Admiral Carlisle Trost stressed this point: "The essential
value of naval forces-an ability to operate autonomously
in areas where we have no permanent base structure-is
unlikely to change." His follow-on example was particu-
larly relevant. In the 1960s the United States funded both
the aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy and the bases at
Cam Ranh Bay. He noted that we now operate from only
one of those facilities.4 7 I recommend continuing with a
viable US Navy aircraft carrier program. We must recog-
nize, however, that US c-rrier battle groups are not always
in the South China Sea.

US presence in the Southeast Asia region must also
provide the capability for fast reaction to unexpected crises.
I agree with Admiral Stansfield Turner that some of the
monies forecast for large aircraft carriers be used to build a
"larger number of amphibious ships deployed in brigade-
sized units so US Marine Corps or US Army units could
move rapidly to trouble spots without the need for perma-
nent overseas bases."48

Part of the United States' ability to react quickly in
Southeast Asia has also been based on the presence of a
tactical fighter wing stationed at Clark Air Base. Although
facilities for stationing these fighters exist in Korea and
Japan, US fiscal trends and host nation political sensitivi-
ties may eliminate these options. Singapore's Prime Minis-
ter Lee Kuan Yew has offered use of his nation's airfields,
but Singapore does not have adequate airspace for fighter
operations. Further, both Indonesia and Malaysia have dis-
couraged permanent basing of US fighters in neighboring
Singapore. Opportunities exist in Thailand, Australia, and
even Malaysia and Indonesia for continued or future tem-
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porary deployments (such as exercises) of US fighters, but
not for permanent basing.

All of these conditions point to the now quite empty
ramps at Andersen Air Force Base on Guam. The area
surrounding Guam obviously provides no low-level train-
ing opportunities, but most of the ASEAN states do have
training areas that US fighters could use. Regardless of US
air presence in the region, by the turn of the century the air
forces of ASEAN and Australia will, if present trends con-
tinue, have become a much more modem and integrated
force.

Collective Security
Indonesia, Singapore, and Thailand have all bought
F-16A/Bs, a total of 50, including 18 aircraft that were
delivered to Thailand in 1991. These tactical fighters are
Block 15 operational capability upgrade (OCU) aircraft that
have similar features.49 As they acquire additional F-16s
through the 1990s, the ASEAN states will develop a need
for a parts and repair facilities in the region so they can
reduce unit costs through bulk purchases and eliminate
ferrying aircraft back to the United States for major depot
repairs Although this concept is only at the discussion
stage among the ASEAN countries, Clark Air Base would
offer a good location,50 [Of course, damage from the Mount
Pinatubo eruption would require, at the very least, major
clean-up and repairs to return Clark to usable condition-
ed.] Establishment of a major ASEAN F-16 depot at Clark
would also help to offset the tremendous loss of Filipino
employment as the US Air Force departed.

in addition to Clark's potential as an i-16 logistics
center, the base is also well known for its excellent location
for tactical air operations training. In the interest of the
region's collective security, steps could be taken to make
Clark Air Base an ASEAN training base, plus a multilateral
use airfield. A first step in that process could be taken as
the United States draws down at Clark: the Philippine Air
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Force 5 Fighter Wing could relocate at Clark in the rela-
tively near future [if facilities could be repaired].51 Toward
the end of the 1990s Clark could provide one of several
sites for ASEAN aircrews to train ioutinely. The precedent
for this is, of course, the nearly permanent Singapore Air
Force detachment at Clark Air Base, which has used the
Crow Valley range for air-to-ground practice. Likewise,
Australian and Thai aircrews have used the ranges during
frequent exercises sponsored by Headquarters, Pacific Air
Forces. 52 Naturally, the US Air Force in the Western Pacific
would like to share opportunities to use both the depot and
training ranges in the Philippines.

Similar cooperation and multilateral use of the ship
repair facility at Subic Bay could join the ASEAN nations
and the United States in a commercial agreement with the
Philippines. A ready labor force would be in place. Further,
many of the ships owned by the ASEAN nations are of
either US or British design, so the facility would be familiar
with their repair needs.

Tying these multilateral logistics and training efforts
together with cooperative maritime surveillance (like the
Thai-Malaysian joint patrol of their gas production areas in
the Gulf of Thailand) and command and control (e.g., the
FPDA's integrated air defense system) would enhance the
stability of Southeast Asia.5 3

Reinforcement
Withdrawal of US forces from Clark Air Base and Naval
Air Station Cubi Point will deprive the United States of
important aerial ports linking it to the rest of Southeast
Asia and to Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean. Certain
alternatives, however, might actually offer improvements.
The Clark to Diego Garcia leg of the Western Pacific resup-
ply route is more than 3,300 nautical miles long. This is
just about as far as a C-141 or C-5 can go with enough
cargo to make the flight worthwhile.54 By splitting the totl
distance between Guam and Diego Garcia at Singapore
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instead of Clark, the legs become more nearly equal in
length, thereby allowing more cargo to be transported. Ba-
ses like U-Taphao in Thailand or Darwin in Australia offer
alternatives for US resupply of the Indian Ocean outpost.
This concept of strategic airlift in the region would involve
small aerial port operations, requiring small numbers of
personnel.

Reinforcement for any contingency in the region
would also depend on strategic sealift. With US forces
withdrawn to either Guam or the Continental United
States, the initiatives for strategic sealift, including new 50-
knot surface effect ships, become more critical. This US
withdrawal alternative, like those that will be faced in
NATO as a result of Conventional Forces Europe negotia-
tions, argues for a defense budget that heavily emphasizes
strategic airlift and sealift.

Sustainment
Guam offers the best compromise for the bulk of the Sev-
enth Fleet's repairs. Since the four floating drydocks at
Subic Bay do not come under the purview of structures that
must be left by the United States, military officials are
already planning for their removal.55 Guam would seem a
likely location for some. Although Guam has a labor
shortage problem that could intensify by the turn of the
century, the United States has a decade to develop a pool
of trained repairmen who can bolster the workforce at the
ship repair facility in Apra Harbor. Some willing Filipino
workers from Subic Bay could form an initial cadre of la-
borers in Guam.

Although labor rates at Sembawang, in Singapore, are
high, they are lower than those in Guam, Hawaii, or Japan.
Therefore, the United States should accept Prime Minister
Lee Kuan Yew's offer for increased use of Sembawang. 56

The accommodations and facilities that were vacated by
New Zealand's 700-man battalion in 1989 could be used
by a small contingent of US Navy personnel to monitor
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commercial repairs and to stock necessary warehouses.57

Additionally, the United States should negotiate to make
repairs in Malaysian ports, in positive response to Prime
Minister Mahathir Mohamad's remarks in August 1989
concerning Malaysia's willingness to support US presence
in the region. 58 Of course, the United States should also
use repair facilities available in Australian ports.

To sustain the Seventh Fleet and US Air Forces, the
United States will also need to rely on a network of depots,
including those on Guam and in other Southeast Asian
nations. With its large munitions storage area and POL
storage capabilities, Guam Naval Supply Depot is the natu-
ral alternative for warehousing a good portion of stores
now maintained at Subic Bay and Clark, especially sensi-
tive munitions.5 9 However, other locations in the region
are needed. One possibility would be to expand the joint
Thai-US war reserve stockpile in Thailand, using Sattahip
as a possible on-load point for the US Navy. Another loca-
tion for Seventh Fleet stores could be the Darwin port,
where fuel and consumables could be stored.6°

In addition to repair and supply, communications fa-
cilities at San Miguel Naval Communications Station,
transmitters at Capas-Tarlac, and communication facilities
at Clark Air Base would need to be relocated following US
withdrawal from the Philippines. The current communica-
tions stations in Australia and Guam seem to offer the best
sites, because communications networks have been estab-
lished at those locations.

Beyond this range of alternatives, the United States
should work actively to retain land rights on Guam and
Tinian for needs such as family housing, a medical center,
and training. The United States should also preserve rights
for a naval facility and joint use of airfields in Palau. Addi-
tionally, the United States could explore joint restoration of
Udorn Air Base and U-Taphao Air Base in Thailand, to be
maintained in readiness for contingencies by small teams
of US personnel. 61
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Security Assistance
During the 1990s and possibly into the next century, the
United States must continue its significant security assis-
tance program to the Republic of the Philippines. To do su
requires that Congress reevaluate the dispersal of foreign
aid, which totaled $11.8 billion in the FY 1990 administra-
tion request. Almost half of that aid goes to Israel ($3
billion) and Egypt ($2.1 billion).62 Despite the addition of
other competitors for aid (the East European nations, Pan-
ama, and Nicaragua), the Philippines must not lose signifi-
cant ground.

The drawdown and closure of the US facilities must be
counteracted by a continued strong economic aid program
for the Philippines. The targets of that aid should be ad-
justed, however, as A. James Gregor noted in 1984:

The expansion of direct U.S. economic aid would serve little
purpose if that aid failed to reach the regions most in need.
In the past, U.S. economic aid . . . has been disbursed
only to areas immediately adjacent to the bases. Now, how-
ever, such assistance is most needed in the Visayas and in
Mindanao, where the seriously impaired economy has pro-
vided communist insurgents with profitable opportunities
for mischief.63

US military assistance to the Philippine armed forces is
also vital to the survival of democracy in the Philippines.
The maintenance of military assistance to the Philippine
military, managed by the Joint US Military Assistance
Group, is important for the defeat of the communist insur-
gency. As long as the Philippine administration provides
prudent direction for the military effort against the New
People's Army, the United States should continue to sup-
ply the basic equipment that the government forces need.
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WITHDRAWAL OF US MILITARY FORCES from the Philippine
facilities will not signal the collapse of US influence in
Southeast Asia. Nor will it mean that US forward-deployed
forces remaining in the region will be any less credible or
sustainable. In fact, the closure of the US bases presents
opportunities for the United States to help improve the
security and stability of the region. Using access to a net-
work of ports and airfields in the region, the US Navy and
Air Force will be able to patrol and control the sea lanes
and to react quickly to whatever contingencies arise. Some
of the ASEAN countries and Australia will share a greater
portion of security responsibilities for the area. The Philip-
pines can contribute, as in the past, by providing a location
for logistics and training for nations in the region, as well
as for the United States. Closure of the US facilities will
also change the flow of US security assistance. Thereafter,
US aid will be tied to the Philippine government's eco-
nomic reform and defeat of the communist insurgency.

Withdrawal from the Philippine facilities will allow
US forces to be dispersed throughout the region without
overwhelming any one host nation. Moreover, the reloca-
tions should save money m the long run and contribute to
reducing the budget deficit. Indeed, a briefing on the possi-
ble DOD reductions in the Pacific theater, which include
troop reduction in Korea and relocation of the forces in the
Philippines by FY 1994, estimated a savings of $3.6 bil-
lion.64 As former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Admiral William Crowe noted in 1988, 'It's not going to be
the end of the world" if the US military loses access to
Subic Bay Naval Base and Clark Air Base. It is important
for military planners to "face fiscal realities.#65 It is equally
important to plan creatively to reduce future uncertainties.
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APPENDIX: US FACILITIES IN THE PHILIPPINES

SUBIC BAY COMPLEX-Deep natural harbor with three major wharves
and mooring pier for aircraft carriers (one Seventh Fleet cruiser home
ported)

Ship Repair Facility
* Includes four floating drydocks
• Performs major repairs on hulls and on mechanical, electrical, and

combat systems
* Accomplishes approximately 60 percent of Seventh Fleet ship

repairs

Naval Supply Depot
* Supplies needs of every ship and aircraft in Seventh Fleet
• Includes 180,000 items under 1.75 million square feet of storage

space; transfers 1 million barrels of oil per month

Naval Magazine

"• Receives, stores, repairs, and distributes Seventh Fleet ammuni-
tion

"* Accommodates 46,000 tons of ammunition in 200 magazines

Naval Air Station Cubi Point-9,00-foot instrument runway
• rrimary base for Seventh Fleet's carrier striking force
* Supports P-3 maritime patrol and antisubmarine warfare

* Hub for all Pacific naval aviation major repair work
* Transits 3,500 passengers and 800 tons of air cargo monthly
• Hosts helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft for carrier on-board de-

livery, target towing, and search and rescue

SAN MIGUEL AND CAPAS-TARLAC NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS
STATIONS-Provide radio, teletype, microwave, and satellite connec-
tivity to Seventh Fleet and higher headquarters

CLARK AIR BASE-10,500-foot instrument runway

Headquarters, 13th Air Force-Responsible for air defense of
Western Pacific Air Defense Region

3rd Tactical Fighter Wing-Two 24-aircraft F-4 Phantom tactical
fighter squadrons

6200th Tactical Fighter Training Group
"* Hosts COPE THUNDER air combat exercise program sponsored

by Headquarters, Pacific Air Forces

"* Conducts COMBAT SAGE air-to-air missile test program
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* Mans Crow Valley bombing and electronic warfare range

353rd Special Operations Wing-Three MC-130s and five H-3
helicopters for USAF Pacific special operations

Support Facilities

"* Shuttles approximately two-thirds of Diego Garcia's material sup-
port; can support up to 3,500 tons of air cargo daily

"* Stores up to 11,000 tons of munitions in 45 magazines

"* Can store 25 million gallons of fuel and 100,00 supply items

"* 1961st Communications Group provides teletype, radio, and sat-
ellite connectivity

"* Regional medical center for all US Western Pacific forces; 370-bed
capacity

WALLACE AIR STATION-Primary air defense radar for Philippine Air
Defense System; supports air traffic control and target drop and tracking
facilities for COMBAT SAGE missile firings
CAMP JOHN HAY-US military rest and recreation center operated by

US Air Force

BASE ECONOMICS

"* Directly employ 79,000 Filipinos with an annual input of $531
million (second in country only to Philippine government)

"• Revenues from direct transactions equal about $1 billion of Phil-
ippine $38 billion GNP, generating 300,000 jobs
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CONCEPTS OF MAN
AND PUBLIC POLICY:

THE UNITED STATES, CHINA, AND FRANCE

JAN DE WILDE

THIS ESSAY EXAMINES THE PROPOSITION THAT DIFFERENT CON-

cepts of man in different countries provide a useful per-
spective from which to understand their public policies. It
does not assume, nor try to demonstrate, that this perspec-
tive is predictive, nor even that it is a dominant determi-
nant of how nations act. It simply examines, in brief, im-
pressionistic form, the basic concept of man in the United
States, China, and France, and speculates about how each
nation's concept seems related to the national style of pub-
lic policy, both internally and externally. The illustrations
chosen are eclectic and suggestive of the relationship the
essay explores, but are not, I hope, tendentious.

The 'concept of man' can cover immense ground. I
have looked particularly at how three countries, or rather
their cultures, conceive of man's nature in terms of being
good or evil, perfectible or not. How does each view man's
tendency on this scale? Is he irremediably sunk in sin and
driven to evil? Is he prone to do good and is he perfectible
by his own efforts? Or is he somewhere in between and in

Jan de Wilde wrote this essay while studying at the National War Col-
lege. For this work, he received the Diplomatic and Consular Officers
Retired (DACOR) award for excellence in writing.
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need of some kind and degree of state encouragement to
improve himself?

Cultural assumptions about these questions, however
complicated, help define what the state can and cannot do
in the realm of public policy. An assumption that man is
prone to good and perfectible through his own efforts
would, it seems, argue for limited state action and greater
latitude in the "private" sphere. The assumption of an in-
veterately evil nature might be reflected in a perceived
need for strict state control, without which civil society
would be thought impossible. An assumption that man is
essentially malleable, capable of good or evil depending on
his education, would assign the molding role to some orga-
nization, be it the state or private entities, and see the need
for somewhat less severity of state control over the individ-
ual.

This essay assumes that what people think affects how
they act. The cases of the United States, China, and France
offer opportunitips to explore the concept of man-public
policy relationship in an old Western culture, a newer,
hybrid Western culture, and an ancient, central Oriental
one. There is, to be sure, a basic similarity among the three
countries and cultures, as there is among all men. But there
is also a sense, hard to define but persistent enough to be
important, in which Chinese, French, and Americans are
different. And because it is the differences, particularly
those rooted in assumptions about the nature of man and
society, which are most likely to cause misunderstanding
and conflict, they deserve to be examined from wha 'ever
angles seem to offer illumination.

THE UNITED STATES

The US concept of man derived from European thought
and practice. The early Puritan colonists in New England
defined it most clearly and extremely: man was naturally
prone to evil, and this original sin required a temporal
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framework to keep it in check. This ancient Christian doc-
trine was nothing new to European political thought, but
from the very beginning of the Christian era it had to relate
to preexisting political institutions. Compromise with tem-
poral interests was widespread even before the fragmenta-
tion of the Christian Church. This tendency prompted the
Reformation and reinforced the idea that man required a
better set of organizing principles to control his sin and
cultivate his goodness.

The New World offered a fresh start to those who
wanted to escape the oppression and compromises of the
old, and a chance to create societies that corresponded
more closely to various visions of the good life. In New
England, this effort was generally intolerant and exclusive.
The colonial Puritans had left behind doubt and specula-
tive theology and were determined to apply what they
already knew to be right. They wanted to build Zion as
they saw it without compromising with those who did not
share their vision and beliefs. In their colony, they estab-
lished laws governing virtually all aspects of public and
private life, accepting those who would submit to them and
the concept of man they were based on, rigorously exclud-
ing those with different points of view, to the extent of
severely persecuting those members of other relimiously
based colonies, such as Rhode Island, who might come to
proselytize among them.1

Such a system of thought and government made no
universalistic claims on others who did not subscribe to it.
Particularistic and exclusive, it aimed at the establishment
of a new Zion that looked inward and attempted to keep
the rest of the world, and the scope it gave for sin, clearly
on the outside. As Isaac Norris, a Philadelphia Quaker,
wrote in 1700,

Your New England ministers, so called, seem to have much
zeal for religion, but have a peculiar talent in the application
and practice; and by looking no farther than their own nar-
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row limits, do not consider the universality of God's love to
the creation.

2

It was not an ideology at all suited to expansion of any
sort-political, geographic, or intellectual.

The political implication of the Puritan sense of origi-
nal sin did not fit well with the expansionist tendency of
the colonial situation. Colonial charters gave their western
territorial boundaries as the Pacific Ocean, even though no
one knew where the ocean was. 3 Similarly, the human
urge to move on and away from problems of debt, poor
land, love, and business cculd, by virtue of the frontier, be
indulged in a way unknown in Europe. All this challenged
the concept of a self-contained theocracy designed to cope
with original sin.

What began to occur was a modification of the idea of
original sin and its political implications, which permitted
the triumph of a universalistic American ideology. The
Quaker idea that man was essentially good seemed more in
keeping with the evidence of the New World's potential
and its inhabitants' ability to organize themselves into
communities before the establishment of political institu-
tions. 4 The Quakers insisted so strongly on their doctrine,
however, that they had to abandon to others the business
of actually governing Pennsylvania because of the need to
coerce some people into civil behavior. The Quakers' em-
phasis on man's essential goodness permitted a political
structure less regulating of human behavior-and more
universally applicable-because it trusted it more.

Despite tl e existence of an established Anglican
church and at least a formal commitment to the doctrine of
original sin, in Virginia theology was tolerant enough to
incorporate a wide variety of thought and practice, and
encourage a government that depended less on regulating
sin than on encouraging goodness through the wholesome
physical surroundings of yeoman farming. In addition to
these more latitudinarian approaches to the problem of
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man's nature, the inability of the religious establishments
to adjust to rapid and diffuse westward expansion en-
couraged the development of a more laissez-faire system.

It is hard to overestimate how the potential for expan-
sion invigorated life in the American colonies and in the
young United States. In 1776, William Drayton wrote, 'The
Almighty . . . has made choice of the present genera tion
to erect the American Empire . . . by the blessing of God,
to be the most glorious of any upon Record." 5 As early as
1783 (four years before the constitution), Washington de-
scribed the United States as a "rising empire."6 In an 1801
letter to Monroe, Jefferson said,

However our present interests may restrain us within our
limits, it is impossible not to look forward to distant times,
when our rapid multiplication will expand it beyond those
limits, cover the whole northern if not southern continent,
with people speaking the same language, governed in simi-
lar forms, and by similar laws.7

If the Puritan notion of the need for a tightly regulated
theocracy was beginning to break down in the face of the
expansionist lure of an empty continent, the US Constitu-
tion was still

the work of men who believed in original sin and were
resolved to leave open for transgressors no door which they
could pussibly shut. . . The aim of the constitution seems
to be not so much to attain great common ends by securing
a good government as to avert the evils which will grow not
merely from a bad government but from any government
strong enough to threaten the preexisting communities and
individual citizens.8

Madison's famous analysis of factions in the Federalist
Papers may have been inspired by a study of Calvin's Insti-
tutes, which recommends that government be in the hands
of many in order to assure "mutual admonition' of men's
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"vice or imperfection."9 The constitutional system adopted
by the United States in 1787 thus assumes enough original
sin to require that it be checked and balanced by a division
of power, but not enough that the government be obliged
to intervene positively in order to control man's penchant
for evil in the way Puritan theocracy did.

Although not forgotten, the concept of man as essen-
tially evil was giving way to one in which evil was recog-
nized, but held to be ameliorable through education and
changes in the external environment. In 1827, John Quincy
Adams, himself a product of New England Puritanism,
complained of a sermon that

dwelt largely and earnestly upon the universal depravity of
mankind. It is a matter of curious speculation to me how
men of good understanding and reasoning faculties can be
drilled into the sincere belief of these absurdities. The scrip-
ture says that the heart is deceitful and desperately wicked.
This is certainly true, and is a profound observation upon
human character. But the language is figurative. By the heart
is meant in this passage the selfish passions of man. But
there is also in man a spirit, and the inspiration of the
Almighty giveth him understanding. It is the duty of man to
discover the vicious propensities and deceits of his heart
and to control them. This, with the grace of God, a large
portion of the human race in Christian lands do accom-
plish. 10

In addition to being an impressive president, Adams
was inarguably our greatest secretary of state. In reflecting
and advancing the idea that man is perfectible, he was part
of a trend that cleared the way for the territorial expansion
of the United States-an expansion that would have taken
a very different form, if it had occurred at all, under the
original Puritan concept of man.

Adams' view of human nature, which was similar to
the views of his great contemporaries Jefferson and Madi-
son, was sufficiently benign to allow that liberty would
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produce a desirable state of affairs. On 1 October 1822,
Adams wrote, "individual liberty is individual power, and
as the power of a community is a mass compounded of
individual powers, the nation which enjoys the most free-
dom rmust necessarily be in proportion to its numbers the
most powerful."11 Two months later, Adams' president,
James Monroe, announced the doctrine that claimed the
directing role in the Western Hemisphere for the United
States. It was a natural expression of the widespread belief
that the United States had a mission to advance democracy
as the form of government best desig• .d to maximize indi-
vidual freedom.

The nature of man having been seen as perfectible
through democracy, and the United States seeing itself as
the primary exponent of democracy, the way was cleared
for rapid territorial and political expansion, not only contig-
uously across the continent but also into Latin America. In
1848, Secretary of State James Buchanan said of Cuba,
"under our government it would speedily be Americanized,
as Louisiana has been. . . . Cuba, just appreciating the
advantages of annexation, is now ready to rush into our
arms."12 Being Americanized, Cuba would realiz, its great-
est potential, becoming so like the United States that any of
the traditional forms of control would be superfluous.

After the Mexican War and the acquisition of the
Southwest and California, US ambition-at least rhetori-
cally-became global. Senator William Seward (who, as
secretary of state, bought Alaska and reset the United
States on its expansionist course), after the check of the
Civil War, said,

The world contains no seat of empire as magnificent as this.
. . . The Atlantic States, through their commercial, social,
and political affinities and sympathies, are steadily renovat-
ing the governments and social constitutions of Europe and
Africa; the Pacific States must necessarily perform the same
sublime and beneficent functions in Asia. If, then, the
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American people shall remain an undivided nation, the rip-
ening civilization of the West . . . will in its circuit of the
world, meet again and mingle with the declining civilization
of th- East on our own free soil, and a new and more perfect
civilization will arise to bless the earth, under the sway of
our own cherished and beneficent democratic institutions. 13

Democracy, and the individual liberty it produced,
thus came to be seen as the antidote to original sin. The
view of sin as ineradicable gave way to a view of man as
beset by sin, but essendally perfectible through his own
devices. The feeling that there were no natural limits to
what man could achieve through free cultivation of his
talents became endemic to US society. According to this
liberal dogma,

men are excessively selfish because they lack the intelli-
gence to consider interests other than their own. But this
higher intelligence can be supplied, of course, by education.
Or they are betrayed into selfishness by unfavorable social
and political environment. This can be remedied by the
growth of scientifically perfected social institutions. 14

Domestically, this optimism took the form of a distrust
of government, and the widespread feeling that political
control should be limited. Not government but education
and private institutions, freely formed, freely joined, and
freely abandoned, were the means of perfectibility. Lec-
tures flourished throughout the land. Institutions of
"higher learning' were established in the most improbable
locations. The opportunities for self-improvement afforded
by this system seemed so indisputably superior that contig-
uous Indian entities were annihilated without a second
thought.

Nineteenth-century expansion encountered no resis-
tance to its momentum; nothing caused any real reconsid-
eration of its assumptions nor its methods. Objections to
statehood for Louisiana, to annexing of Hawaii, and to
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annexing of the Philippines in 1899 on the grounds that
"the constitution could not be stretched across the Pacific
without snapping,"15 gave way before the overwhelming
conviction that what we were doing was right for us, and
right for those we incorporated. Protected by oceans and
by the balance of power in Europe, the United States was
left in peace to grow strong by digesting and fortifying
relatively unresisting morsels of contiguous territory.

As a result, any sense of self-doubt weakened signifi-
cantly as US successes seemed to argue that the nation's
actions were good, and that any tendency to evil was slight
enough to be ignored. The idea that base and noble ten-
dencies exist within the same individual-an idea that
would brake actions prompted by an undiluted sense of
self-righteousness and "manifest destiny"-vanished. Dur-
ing the late nineteenth century, evil was effectively ex-
pelled from the individual as social critics and novelists

began externalizing the evil which Hawthorne and Melville
had internalized. Many naturalists and realists emphasized
a sordid environment, not "bad humors," to explain man's
evil works. Howells neatly summarized this view of external
evil in the preface to Main-Travelled Roads when he re-
marked about Garland's characters, "They felt that some-
thing is wrong, and they know that the wrong is not
theirs."16

This increasing ability to see evil as largely external
made possible the United States' first real entry into world
affairs in the form of a crusade for liberty-that antidote to
evil-in World War I. The United States remained
staunchly neutral until events permitted a view of the con-
flict as one with a moral claim on the nation. The use of
unrestricted submarine warfare and Britain's artful disclo-
sure of the Zimmermann telegram allowed President Wil-
son to ask Congress for a declaration of war against a
country that had suddenly become the "natural foe to lib-
erty" against which the United States was willing to "spend
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the whole force of the Nation . . . to fight thus for the
ultimate peace of the world and for the liberation of its
peoples, and the German peoples included."17 It was, as
the liberal New Republic proclaimed, not 'for the purpose
of crushing Germany, but in order to encourage the forces
of democracy against the forces of reaction." 18 Wilson's
conservative secretary of state, Robert Lansing, similarly
remarked that it was "the duty of this and every other
democratic nation to suppress an autocratic government
like the German."19

Ironically, it was Wilson, the most intellectually Cal-
vinist of US presidents, whose thought contained

an implicit if never an outright repudiation of the classical
Presbyterian emphasis on original sin, and a strong strain of
nineteenth-century Christian optimism and Social Darwin-
ism. To be sure, he never completely lost sight of man's
capacity for evil, but he seems often to have forgotten it, so
strong was his faith in man's inherent goodness and in the
possibility of progress. 20

Like Theodore Roosevelt, Wilson believed that
through education and hard experience all people were
capable of self-government and self-perfection. No one
was so beyond the pale, so 'barbarian," as to be incapable
of this. The New Republic said on 7 April 1917 that the war
would 'dissolve into democratic revolution the world
over."21 In his valiant attempt to establish the League of
Nations as a part of the peace settlement, Wilson in effect
claimed that US values were universalistic, applicable to
the world at large.

Although the League was rejected by the very country
whose moral pretensions spawned it, those pretensions
were strengthened by World War II, during which the
sense that the United States was leading a crusade of the
righteous against evil incarnate solidified the concept of
man and government that had been developing since the
colonial period It was only after the war, when the United
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States began its most sustained period of activity in the
nation-state system, that the frustrations of limited wars
and the evidence of fallibility they produced caused a re-
surgence of self-doubt of the kind originally associated
with a concept of sinful individuals acting in an imperfect,
perhaps not perfectible world. As we near the end of the
twentieth century, the 'Evil Empire' that has occupied US
attention for nearly half a century seems no longer to exist.
The United States might now find it harder to externalize
evil and easier to view problems at home and abroad as
complex combinations of characteristics that question the
applicability of 'universal" values.

CHINA

The concept of man in China has been explicitly and inex-
tricably linked with politics for at least 2,500 years. Confu-
cius (sixth century B.C.) and Mencius (fourth century B.C.)
developed a philosophy that posited a moral order to na-
ture, and saw man as disposed to put himself in tune with
it. The state existed as a theocratic organization headed by
the Emperor, whose responsibility was to be the link be-
tween the natural 'heaven' and the world of men, and to
encourage the development of their natural tendency to-
ward goodness.

A competing philosophy, called Legalism, grew up at
roughly the same time. It emphasized that man was so
disposed to evil that a harsh government of strictly cali-
brated rewards and punishments was necessary for civil
society. Although diametrically opposed in their assump-
tions about man's nature and the implications for govern-
ment, the two philosophies merged over time so that class-
ical Confucianism became State Confucianism-an ideol-
ogy that relied on many Legalist measures to govern. This
combination created a moral tension within the educated
class that could be managed only by appeal to political
authority. Without superior authority, the individual
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lacked the autonomy-and alternative sources of legiti-
macy-to believe in his own ability to perfect himself, and
to act upon such a belief. The risk of failure was too great,
given the fear of chaos constant in Chinese history-a fear
justified by the grisly results of frequent breakdowns of
state authority.

Confucianism
Confucius (and his great disciple, Mencius) stated clearly
and coherently a political philosophy based on the essen-
tial goodness of man. This had not been the dominant view
in the earlier centuries of Chinese history. The Book of
Documents quotes an early Shang (approximately
1766-1122 B.C.) minister: "Heaven has produced mankind
with various inclinations, if there be none to govern them,
they fall into confusion.' 22 But this confusion is not a state
of evil established by man's nature. China's "fall from
grace' myths are few and sketchy, and evil is accepted not
as punishment for some cosmic disobedience, but as the
"inexorable concomitant of the rise of human civiliza-
tion."23 In other words, the very force that allows man to
strive for perfection also gives expression to evil.

Confucius' philosophy of man's perfectibility is sur-
prising given the chaotic political conditions of his time-
the constant warfare and the daily reminders of human
cruelty. Elaborating on the myths of ancient Emperors Yao
and Shun, Confucius argued that virtue was the source of
the only humane and effective way to govern men, and
that a moral force of the universe would encourage men's
natural tendency toward goodness. He said,

Govern the people by regulation, keep order among them
by chastisements, and they will flee from you, and lose all
self-respect. Govern them by moral force, keep order among
them by ritual, and they will keep their self-respect and
come to you of their own accord.24
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Such moral force is not as fantastic nor as hard to
attain as it might seem. 'If we really wanted Goodness, we
should find that it was at our very side."25 For Confucius,
finding goodness and acting upon it are things man is
disposed to want, but he needs help on both accounts.
Despite a longing for goodness, and a capacity to be good,
the greed and envy of human nature stand in the way-
and, as the master said, he had 'never yet seen any one
whose desire to build up his moral power was as strong as
sexual desire."26

Perhaps because the effects of political turmoil were
all around him, Confucius saw man's search for goodness
as dependent on the state. Not for him was the even older
Taoist tradition of man's innate goodness that would
bloom best in political anarchy. 27 Confucius saw the state
as a necessary, if not sufficient, contributor to the nurture
of goodness. At the top of the state was the emperor, who
connected the human order with the natural order, and, by
ordering the one to reflect the other, provided the ideal
environment in which men could develop their goodness.
The importance of environment is central to Confucianism.
As a first century A.D. commentary put it,

Water amongst men is dirty and muddy; in the open coun-
try it is clear and limpid. It is all the same water and it flows
from the confines of heaven; its dirtiness and limpidity are
the effects of environment.28

It was the responsibility of the state to cultivate offi-
cials who could rule by the power of their good example, to
create an environment that cultivated man's virtue in ways
appropriate to his position in society.

Legalism
Two centuries after Confucius, Mencius elaborated his doc-
trine in frontal opposition to the doctrine of Legalism, a
widely popular philosophy at the time, which held that
man only sought to satisfy his appetites for food and sex.
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Mencius, like Confucius, recognized that these appetites
were part but not all of man's nature, since man also
wanted to develop moral qualities. Confucius and Mencius
saw man as perfectible through his own ability and, nur-
tured by his political environment, able to understand nat-
ural harmony and conduct himself in accord with it. Legal-
ists saw men as egoistic and prone to the worst kinds of
evil unless severely regulated by the state. The source of
goodness, for them, was not beyond the state in some
naturally moral order that the state tried to reflect, but in
the state itself.

Legalism, as expressed by Hsun Tzu and Han Fei-tzu,
was openly scornful of Confucian idealism. In a celebrated
debate, the Legalist exponent listed the failures of Con-
fucianý scholars in statecraft: "If we judge by these exam-
ples, it seems that the Confucianist way of bringing peace
to a country and honor to its ruler has as yet never proved
to be very effective." 29

The Confucian spokesman replied with a plaintive ac-
knowledgment that this accusation was true, but attributed
the failure to the Confucian officials' lack of real power.

An Uneasy Marriage
These two opposing concepts of man and government
merged to create an effective philosophy that governed
China until the end of the Ch'ing, and still exerts remarka-
ble, if informal, influence today. The fall of the first ruler of
a unified China, Ch'in Shih Huang Ti (220-210 B.C.) ap-
peared to demonstrate that the severe Legalist methods he
employed could not govern successfully for long. The suc-
ceeding and long-lived Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220)
created a syncretic ideology incorporating much of Con-
fucianism ideology. As Buddhism made its way to China
during the first millennium, the dominant Ch'an sect's con-
cept of man as perfectible reinforced the similar Confucian
view.
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By the seventh century, when Europe was in the Dark Ages,
the Chinese central government had created the examina-
tion system: applicants for official life indoctrinated them-
selves by mastering the [Confucian] classics and proving
loyalty to the principles of imperial Confucianism. Mean-
while, they learned how to have the population control
itself through 'Legalist" systems of mutual responsibility
and therefore mutual surveillance.30

By the time the T'ang Dynasty (A.D. 618-906) ended,
the long-popular Legalist philosophy, particularly as ex-
pressed by Hsun Tzu, had given way-at least in theory if
not always in practice-to Mencian-Confucianism. The
idea of man as inherently good and perfectible had tri-
umphed over Legalism, and even over newer revolutionary
ideologies, such as the religion of the late Han Yellow
Turband revolt, which explicitly preached an idea of sin
and confession.

31

But the fact that "Confucian statecraft had, through the
centuries, absorbed certain methods of Legalism, although
not necessarily its aims,"32 created an ideological tension
that tended to immobilize Chinese statecraft. On the sur-
face, the triumphant State Confucianism emphasized the
perfectibility of man through education, and organized the
state to reward education. Underneath, however, Con-
fucianism's failure to deliver as promised (or to hold out
the hope of delivery in another world) created a crisis of
faith: "If Godlike power was available by tapping the force
of the cosmos, the failure to tap it resulted in an impotent
life of 'fear and anxiety." 33 In fact, the Confucian discipline
failed to account for the continued prevalence of chaos and
evil, against which only the coercive power of the state,
rather than the example of government's virtue, seemed to
be sure proof.

Mencius said, "the trouble with man is surely not his
lack of sufficient strength, but his refusal to make the ef-
fort."34 The idea, that if government could not successfully
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rule by the example of virtue, it was because of the insuffi-
cient human effort of members of the ruling class to set
that example, was a heavy burden to bear. Man and the
world were viewed "as constituting the central features of a
spontaneously self-generating cosmos having no creator,
god, ultimate cause, or will external to itself.' 35 If things
fell apart, it was man's fault. Small wonder that Confucian
officials judged by themselves and others for their ability to
generate the cosmos in earthly form were torn between
their own apparent inadequacy to rule by virtue, and the
expedient of making up for that inadequacy by resort to
force. Confucians believed, "the individual can and should
summon a godlike flow of moral power within himself, but
this belief was paradoxically combined with a fearful real-
ization that [they] would be unable to do so, trapped in a
fundamental predicament." 36 "The idea of existing at a per-
ilous moral intersection, was, therefore, extremely wide-
spread."

37

To escape from this predicament, as Metzger terms it,
Confucian officials were forced to rely on the state. Even
when their education and tradition called on them to criti-
cize it, and even if exiled or put to death for their criticism,
they continued to see the state as the sole source of legiti-
mate order. Thus,

the Western concept of disputing a power holder's policies
while remaining loyal to his institutional status is not intelli-
gible to the Chinese. Critics are seen as enemies, for they
discredit those in power and tear down the prestige by
which their power is partially maintained. 38

Chinese officials, and all who ascribed and aspired to
the reigning Confucian doctrine, came to rely on others to
get them out of their predicament. In pre-Ch'ing China,
these others were almost always those superiors who
spoke with the authority of the state. There were no other
independent organizations that could even begin to pro-
vide alternative sources of legitimacy through which indi-
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viduals could be less interdependent and more autono-
mous.

This reliance upon the state as the means of resolving
the moral dilemma created a situation in which there was a
powerful disposition to accept the state uncritically-to see
it, in fact, as good and blameless. The previous dynasty
was always cast by its successor as having lost the mandate
of heaven. Each new dynasty painted a black picture of its
predecessor and a bright one of itself in order to justify a
change in the mandate of heaven. The moral system failed
to prompt enough criticism to encourage critical reform.

This tendency to see things in extreme terms, as black
or white, and to blame problems or factors outside the
system for failures within became particularly acite and
evident as China came into increasing contact with the
West. Attempts, first, to use Western technology to defend
traditional China and, later, to develop Western institu-
tions to 'self-strengthen" China failed. Dominant trends
were either a rigid defense of tradition or advocacy of a
wholesale Westernization that saw nothing worth preserv-
ing in China's ancient culture.

Marxism-Leninism, which came to China in the 1920s,
provided an explanation of Chinese weakness vis-a-vis the
West that responded to the tendency to blame outsiders.
"The fault lay with the capitalist imperialism of the foreign
powers who invaded China, secured special privileges
under unequal treaties, exploited Chinese markets and re-
sources, and suppressed the stirrings of Chinese capital-
ism." 39 There was no need to look within.

With Mao's triumph in 1949, this ideology became
state dogma. Maoism itself, with its contention that man,
suitably educated, could overcome all kinds of physical
limitations, was a fitting complement to Confucian ideol-
ogy. It was evident in the hubris of the Great Leap Forward
and in recurrent campaigns of thought reform that there
was a need to purify the populace through constant indoc-
trination and self-examination. 40
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Recent campaigns against bourgeois liberalization,
spiritual pollution, and fear of the domestic implications of
foreign events (the shock at developments in Eastern Eu-
rope in late 1989-particularly the fall of the Romanian
regime-echoed the reaction to the Hungarian uprising of
1956) kept the combined party-state from looking critically
at itself. The lack of non-state legitimizing organizations,
together with a fear of chaos, ensure that criticism is inef-
fective.

China continues to maintain an ambiguous and equiv-
ocal attitude toward the foreign world, particularly the
West. Historically, China had been content to assert its
superiority over other nations and cultures, but rarely to
impose it. China met foreigners as trioutaries or as con-
querors and usually absorbed them on its own terms. With
the advent of contacts with the West, the Chinese gradu-
ally perceived that they faced a new kind of force, which
challenged the basis of their civilization. They realized
from the beginning that Western civilization could not be
digested whole without transforming China, so the Chi-
nese tried to use selectively those aspects-mainly science
and technology-that they hoped might strengthen their
traditional system without requiring the fundamental polit-
ical and cultural changes that rdoption of Christianity and
democracy would entail.

The Chinese government today, as was the case in the
nineteenth century during the Self-Strengthening Move-
ment, wants foreign technology without the polluting as-
pects of liberalism. Technology is embraced, but its most
modern forms are largely confined to the coastal provinces
where foreign influence in general has historically been
strongest.

As a result of China's concept of man being wed to the
agency of the state, the state has been unable to tolerate
significant criticism to this day. Blame for China's back-
wardness is not seen to lie with the party or government,
but is attributed to foreign repiession. Critics are "counter-
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revolutionaries' provoked by foreign ideas. Since the
crackdown on nationwide demonstrations in June 1989
caused many foreign countries to cool their relations with
Beijing, China has insisted that it was an internal affair,
and that it is up to foreign governments, not China, to
improve relations. The government continues to believe
that it must be free to choose which influences it will ac-
cept and even welcome, and which are anathema. Whether
it can ever accept a foreign model, especially one that insti-
tutionalizes criticism of the state as a means to perfect its
own citizenry, remains to be seen.

FRANCE

Laurence Wylie, a particularly perceptive student of
France, remarks,

It is surprising that a people so bent on analyzing and clari-
fying the phenomena of human experience as the French
has not successfully analyzed and described its value sys-
tem, [perhaps because] the French emphasize the variety of
values within the social system rather than the unity of
these values. 41

Despite the implications of the statement, it is possible,
precisely because the French have insisted on the reality of
art, whether cultural or political, as a means of ordering
life, to infer the French concept of man and to see how this
concept has influenced French public policy.

Voltaire wrote, 'Descartes made a philosophy the way
a good novel is made. Everything was plausible but noth-
ing was true.?4 2 This type of thought created two worlds:
one that was true, and one that was plausible-or true
enough. The result, for the French, was a dual sort of
reality. One is hidden, and not knowable through rational
faculties but only imperfectly through the aesthetic dimen-
sions of art and religion. The other reality is a more practi-
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cal, directly apprehensible one that is designed to meet the
needs of practical life. "It is the world of law, of rules, of
practical social restraints, a world the French see as full of
injustice to the individual.143

Man's relationship with the perceptible reality, the re-
ality that can be manipulated and made comprehensible by
art, is, in normal times, the only thing to worry about.
Montaigne believed,

In general, habituation or learning can have two effects
upon man's senses, desires, bodily movements, and opin-
ion; it can stupefy or root out, or it can intensify or develop.
In either case, men do not actually need the pure truth in
order to believe or act as they do; all they need is appropri-
ate habits. Habitation exerts so great a force upon us that it
requires no foundation deeper than itself.44

Man, then, is not tainted with an ineradicable original
sin. He is capable, through learning, through the establish-
ment of habit, of living together in tolerable comfort and
security. His intelligence and creativity allow him to fash-
ion a society in this world on the practicable side of a dual
reality; this power of self-improvement and ability to create
an environment that gives a feeling of belonging and of
being human in an appropriate way, gives him a sense of
control over life. However, this is a limited control, because
"all individuals are on the whole malicious and since soci-
ety never tames the deeper self, every individual is moti-
vated by hidden forces which are probably hostile."45

Rousseau, when he said that man is naturally good,

meant only to deny original sin and to suggest that, if civi-
lized man is now feeble, anxious, and unhappy, it is not
because of any evil inherent in him, but because his social
environment is not suited to his nature. Man is born neither
good nor Sad, but with certain potentialities which he
strives to realize; and if he is thwarted, he acquires ambi-
tions and needs which cannot satisfy him, either because
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they are in themselves insatiable or because they bring him
into conflict with other men.46

Although Montaigne and Rousseau had wide influ-
ence in Europe, their thrust that man was perfectible, at
least to a certain degree, found a particularly French ex-
pression in its juxtaposition with a society of pervasive
mistrust. Society was both the agent of improvement and
the embodiment of conflict and corruption. There have
been times in the past when the state and its inhabitants
were more virtuous and life more perfect. This past sug-
gests that life can be lived better, and the historical mem-
ory of this possibility is essential to any successful contem-
porary effort at improvement.

Access to this golden age-in effect, the other real-
ity-is provided, when history requires it, by a heroic
leader whose prowess permits him to bring the ordered
virtue of the other reality to bear on the reality of this
world. Roland, Joan of Arc, Henri IV, Napoleon, and de
Gaulle all had this ability. All were killed, defeated, or
repudiated; none can be said to have achieved their goal.
But all, in one way or another, restored a sense of unity,
pride, and identity to France that had been acutely lacking
before their arrival on the scene. Such leaders fulfill the
French concept of "measure'-of society arranged such
that everyone is in his proper place, performing his proper
function, all in accord with the natural order. This had, in
turn, permitted better general respect of the mutually rec-
ognized rights and responsibilities of the various groups
that make up French society.

Such leaders usually come from outside the establish-
ment of their day; they almost need to. Without them,
French society is a complex balance of carefully defined
and vested interests. Individuals act carefully on the basis
of a pervasive suspicion that imbues French society. That
suspicion-that man is malicious-is overcome in the for-
mation of interest groups that exist to preserve the vested
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interests of their members by representing them in the
state. This system of interest groups produces what has
been referred to by many scholars as a "stalemated," 'im-
mobilized," or "blocked" society. It reflects the widespread
French view that no one can really be trusted not to im-
prove his lot at your expense, particularly if he is not a
member of your interest group. As an example, French
sociologist Crozier

has denounced a "will of separation" in French intellectual
fashions, which preserves the distance between the intelli-
gentsia and the rest of society and thus partakes of the
characteristically French determination to preserve one's
vested rights. 47

How does such a society, based on such a negative
view of man, survive, let alone flourish, as France obvi-
ously has? The virtually unanimous answer, given by
French and foreigners alike, is, its language and culture.
Culture is what redeems France from the otherwise
Hobbesian state of its society. These are the products of the
positive side of its concept of man, the sense that "mankind
is great because from chaos it has fashioned society and
even art"48 that gives people a solidarity and identity be-
yond their mutual suspicion.

The concept of this language and culture is that it is in
itself an art, which has been elaborated with great success
not only within France but also abroad. The French

believed with almost equal fervor the universality of France
and civilization, [and] thought, with Durkheim, that French
culture A as the culture of civilized man everywhere and
that France's conception of patriotism reconciled the nation
with mankind.49

There was, and is, a strong belief that other people can
become French by speaking the language and participating
in the culture. The attractiveness of both was sufficient to
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make them known, practiced, and appreciated by elites all
over Europe beginning in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. French alone was identified as the language of
human civilization, and French culture was not merely na-
tional but universal.

It is remarkable enough that French culture managed
to get itself accepted as such throughout the Western,
white, Christian world. It is even more a testament to its
power that Africans, Arab and black, found in it a second
home, and a way of communicating with the rest of hu-
manity, as a result of the second great wave of French
colonization in the nineteenth century. While British and
other colonizations also served as bridges to the outside
world, they did not admit, nor emphasize, the ability of the
colonized to achieve cultural equality in a universalistic
culture.

For the purposes of this essay, though, we need to
investigate the political manifestation of the French cul-
tural character. How does the French concept of man affect
French public policy? On the one hand, the French assume
human behavior will be mean, self-promoting, and calcu-
lating. Man can, however, be at least partially perfected
through the education and habits encouraged by society
and its political organization. Exalted by language and cul-
ture, he can even tap a source-the 'other reality," the
golden age-that will improve him significantly. This po-
tential is the positive side of man, the side which connects
with others, even with others who do not share his goals
and concerns.

The remarkable aspect of the French case is that while
the suspicious, negative view of man has served to turn
France into an often "stalemated" society, the concept of
man as educable, as capable of creativity through language
and culture, has enabled this closed and fragmented soci-
ety to make a fair claim that its language and culture is a
medium, if not the medium, of a universal civilization.
There is almost an inverse relationship between the state of
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France, with its society continually at war with its state,
and its projection of a universal claim on human civiliza-
tion. It was after France began to decline as a nation after
the Franco-Prussian War, and particularly after the turn of
the century, that there were 'new drives into utopias, in an
attempt to regain lost universality.°50

Illuminating examples of the negative concept of man
can be found on the domestic side in the organization of
politics, particularly in the Vichy period and in de Gaulle's
attempt to renew France as a great power. The period of
Vichy collaboration with Germany, and the way in which
it was remembered and interpreted after the liberation of
France, casts in stark relief the political implications of the
French concept of man.

Basically, the Vichy regime justified its collaboration
as a means to avoid "Polandization." It saw itself as the
"shield protecting the French body politic while London
and the Resistance forged the sword."51 In fact, the collabo-
ration went far beyond the need to "shield" France, because
the various interests that comprise French politics saw in
the collaboration a means to advance their own domestic
aims.5 2 Along with the heroism of the Resistance, we see
the undeniable fact that a majority of Frenchmen found, in
their own eyes, a convenient and often profitable rationali-
zation for collaboration in the notion that everyone was out
for himself. The always tenuous idea of an overarching
common interest uniting all Frenchmen was lost, and with
it went the glue that held French politics together.

It took de Gaulle to reestablish the bond. He found the
French preoccupied with the selfishness and cupidity of
man, unable to reach beyond narrow group interests. He
succeeded, at least to a degree, in appealing to a larger idea
of French grandeur, using this appeal as a means to adapt
France to a changed world without losing the national
identity. The process was not without pain, especially as
the French tried to come to terms with their behavior under
the Vichy leadership. "If other nations tended to project
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their troubles on their neighbors and had to be forced to
look at themselves, the French made the mistake of locking
themselves in a cage and tearing themselves apart in it."53

To the extent de Gaulle succeeded, he did so by reach-
ing beyond the contentious present and into Wylie's sec-
ond reality. He did this by first withdrawing from politics
until 1958, when he judged the political situation suffi-
ciently paralyzed to be receptive to his appeal to grandeur
above vested interests. As de Gaulle viewed the French
situation,

In order that the State should be, as it must be, the instru-
ment of French unity, of the higher interests of the country,
of continuity in national policy, I considered it necessary for
the government to derive not from parliament, in other
words the parties, but, over and above them, from a leader
directly mandated by the nation as a whole and empowered
to choose, to decide and to act.54

To actually overcome political paralysis and restore
unity borders on the miraculous. Commenting on France's
perilous financial state by 1958, de Gaulle said, "All in all,
it was a choice between a miracle or bankruptcy. But might
not the psychological transformation produced by my re-
turn to power make a miracle possible?"55 The question
seemed, at least to the man who posed it, rhetorical.

Hoffman points out how similar de Gaulle's concept of
leadership was to Rousseau's. Both believed that once the
best kind of leader had shown the people their higher
interest, they would follow naturally and of their own ac-
cord. 56 This process did not involve much compromise of
the vision. De Gaulle saw the twelve years between his
resignation as president of the provincial government in
1946 and his return to power in 1958 as a "shameful spec-
tacle of 'governments' formed on the basis of compromise,
attacked from all sides as soon as they were installed, split
asunder by internal discord and dissent, overthrown before
long."

57
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Ironically, and perhaps predictably, such uncompro-
mising leaders do not last long. After breaking the paraly-
sis, vested interest groups soon reestablish themselves, and
the leader who has given people a brief glimpse of how
much better (or at least different) they might be is repudi-
ated-sold to the enemy, like Joan of Arc; assassinated,
like Henri IV; defeated, like Napoleon; or voted down, like
de Gaulle. It is almost as if the French cannot bear this sort
of leadership for longer than they have to. Nor are the
French much interested in seeing the reasons for failure in
themselves. The ambiguous view of man has created a
feeling as pervasive during normal politics as under an
heroic leader, that the French are "too immature or too
fickle to face themselves without lapsing into demoraliza-
tion or chaos." 58

"Man," said de Gaulle to Andre Malraux, "was not
made to be guilty, sin is not interesting; the only ethics are
those which lead man toward the greater things he carries
in himself."59 When things go wrong, man himself is to
blame; in the case of France, usually not oneself, but some
other Frenchman. De Gaulle blamed Vichy for the failure
of France from 1940 to 1944, and those after de Gaulle
have blamed him for France's contemporary failures.

If domestic politics are most affected by the concept
that man is malicious and needs constant checking to the
point of political paralysis, the concept of man as creative
and capable of establishing a universal ethic that perfects
him is most evident in French colonial policy. Although
there was an approach that promoted respect for native
institutions and indirect rule (as was the case in British
colonial policy), the dominant policy was one of assimila-
tion.60 The effect, from the early colonial experience on-
ward, was deep. Although the British occupied French Se-
negal three times, when the last period came to an end
with the settlement of the Napoleonic wars, the French
found the population's attachment to French language and
culture was not significantly weakened. 61
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The insistence that acquisition of French language and
culture conferred universal equality was evidenced by the
fact that only France, among twentieth-century colonial
powers, let colonial natives elect deputies, some of whom
served as ministers, to the metropolitan parliament on an
equal basis with their colonial masters.62 Race and original
culture were no impediment, at least ideally, to self-im-
provement through French language and culture.

The central importance of language and culture is seen
in the way France disposed of its empire. The first spasm of
decolonization, in Indochina, was a bloody one in which
France sought to maintain political dominion and gave it
up only in defeat. In the late 1950s, only a rebel part of the
French establishment tried to keep power over Algeria. De
Gaulle, who came to power the second time with the Alge-
rian crisis, realized that political control was no longer pos-
sible, and perhaps not even important. His policy of grant-
ing independence while maintaining close cultural links
and cooperation between independent states was frus-
trated by the large number of French colonists in Algeria,
but ultimately prevailed. Looking back, de Gaulle wrote,

Did this mean that, in allowing them henceforth to govern
themselves, we should "sell out," leave them in the lurch,
dismiss them from our sight and from our hearts? Clearly
not. Because of their long connection with us and the mag-
netic attraction exercised by the angels and demons of
France upon them as upon all who come into contact with
her, they were disposed to maintain close links with us. 63

After Algerian independence, the decolonization of
the rest of the empire-mostly in black Africa-went
smoothly, with the French overlords giving up their formal
titles of dominion in favor of informal ones. Colonial offi-
cials became "technical counsellors," and military, finan-
cial, commercial, and cultural links continued to give
France the means of influence that easily survived the tran-
sition to independence. 64
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In the French concept, man is able to perfect himself
outside the political system-perhaps only there. Through-
out their history, the French have excelled at establishing a
cultural sphere of action in which whatever perfection man
is capable of can take place. Often it takes place despite, or
even because of, failure in the political realm. Caesar's
defeat of Vercingetorix at Alesia has been metamorphosed
by the French into a Gallic victory.65 When Charles V
bested Francois I in a contest for the title of Holy Roman
Emperor, Francois said, "All is lost save honor. The body
conquered, the heart remains the victor." 66

The French conception of man and how he can be
good does not depend on the state in any positive way.
The state is necessary to prevent man's selfish and mali-
cious instincts from plunging society into chaos, but the
state does not contribute much to man's actual improve-
ment. Improvement comes from culture. Regimes and po-
litical philosophies come and go, but cultural identity is
strong enough to underpin ard outlast all political permu-
tations. The heroic political leaders who are called forth
from time to time to rescue the state from its paralysis are
themselves disdainful of politics. They draw their strength
from, and stake their fame on, a sense of being French, and
the opportunities for all who learn the French language
and culture to perfect themselves.

POSSIBLE GENERALIZATIONS

Whatever conclusions might be drawn from the above will
necessarily be speculative and impressionistic. Relating
certain actions to certain thoughts is difficult, and to gener-
alize on the basis of nationality might seem to be beyond
reason. Yet something curiously "common-sensical" about
such impressions makes them hard to overlook. Without
any fully formed reasons, we often say that something is
".so French" or "so American" (or "so Chinese')-though
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we cannot accurately articulate why, we intuitively know
there is some real truth to these characterizations.

Let me suggest how the concept of man in the three
countries surveyed affects public policy in ways that are
identifiably Chinese, French, or American. In general, all
three nations believe that man is malleable and can be
made better. The degree to which this improvement is
believed possible, and by what means, differs from country
to country, and affects public policies in different ways.

In China, the ancient debate between Confucianism,
with its notion of man's natural tendency to be good, and
Legalism, with its Hobbesian assumption of man's basic
bestiality, was resolved in favor of Confucianism. Con-
fucianism became so ingrained as the official state ideology
for Imperial China that it continues to exercise an impor-
tant, perhaps even dominant, influence today. At the same
time, pessimistic Legalist assumptions continued to serve
as the unacknowledged basis of much greater state control
than would have been justified by pure classical Con-
fucianism. As a result, a constant tension existed between
the ideal of good government by virtuous example, and the
reality that it was difficult to mobilize, let alone exploit
people without coercion. The fact that man was supposed
to be much better than he appeared to be, and that govern-
ment was supposed to be more liberating and uplifting
than it seemed to be, was a constant reproach to the literati
governing class.

This tension could not be resolved; it persists today. In
Imperial China, the virtuous (and hence effortless) govern-
ment of the mythical Emperors Yao and Shun was the
standard by which the governing class measured all rulers.
When rulers fell egregiously short of this standard, Con-
fucianism called on officials to criticize them. In communist
China, campaigns to emulate virtuous individuals and or-
ganizations are frequent; and just as frequently, the emula-
tion fails and punishment results.
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In both cases, it is the party-state that steps in to
square the circle: man should be good, but cannot be good,
and the state makes good the difference by forcing a social
order that would otherwise be impossible. The realization
that the state is not only essential to the improvement of
man's condition, but even essential to prevent nihilistic
chaos, has made it at once the underwriter of Chinese
civilization and a constant reminder of its failure to achieve
the goals of a good society that Confucianism maintained
were within the individual's power to reach.

The result has been a political paralysis that has pre-
vented reform and adaptation in Chinese public policy.
The continuity of Chinese civilization that this fostered,
and which struck the first Western visitors, was indeed
impressive. The West had evolved and changed; China had
not. Its failure to adapt was not important as long as its
foreign contacts (and domestic opponents) were not threat-
ening in any fundamental way to the unitary system of
society and government that organized China. But contact
with the West was threatening in this way, largely because
Western countries, through a system of differentiated inter-
est groups with independent claims to legitimacy (guilds,
churches, universities, classes) had produced organiza-
tional and technological competence that allowed the West
to impose its will more than vice versa.

The Chinese system had not been strengthened by
competing institutions with competing claims on men's al-
legiance. The possibilities for human improvement were
linked to the state to a much greater degree than in the
West. Man was perfectible, but only with the assistance of
the state, without which chaos reigned. There were no
other institutions that could provide order and orientation.
The family itself was viewed as a miniature state, over
which the patriarch ruled as emperor, and as such was a
unit that reinforced rather than opposed the state. To risk
reforms was to risk everything.
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The French share a belief in the perfectibility of man,
which might even be stronger than that of the Chinese
because it lacks the equivalent of the dark underside of
man's nature that Legalism provides in the Chinese tradi-
tion (and which Puritanism does in the United States).
Perhaps because of this lack of a "dark" balancing feature,
the French have not viewed the existence of groups sepa-
rate from the state, but within the state, as a threat to
fundamental order. French society has, in fact, spawned a
variety of interest groups reflecting the pervasive mutual
suspicion of those who do not share each other's interests.
These groups have often been as responsible-or more
responsible-for man's improvement as the state itself.
Thus, perfectibility has not been as dependent on the state
as it is in China, and public policy has been freer to adapt,
to evolve, and to cope more effectively with challenges.

These same interest groups, and the mutual suspicion
upon which they are based, have often been accused of
creating a kind of gridlock, or "immobilism," in French
society, paralyzing public policy. That France has retained
a relatively greater measure of political adaptability than
China is not because its society is susceptible to this kind of
paralysis, but because there is a "second reality," a tran-
scendent idea of French grandeur to which leaders can
refer, and from which, if they are successful, the necessary
power to break the gridlock can be drawn.

In China, there is no possibility of appeal to a common
ideal distinct from the state when the state becomes scle-
rotic. Individuals may feel encouraged by the Confucian
tradition to criticize the state, but there is no sense of China
above and beyond the government in which they can take
refuge. Either the authority accepts and acts upon their
criticism (in which case the critic's standing is confi-med),
or the criticism is rejected (in which case the critic's stand-
ing is totally denied).

French critics can and did fin'4 refuge, and a legitimate
platform, through the church, the university, the law, or in
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exile as representatives of the true France. Alternative
sources of legitimacy are available to Frenchmen, and pro-
vide a variety of fulcrums from which to move French
society when it is paralyzed by its interest groups.

The existence of this 'second reality" for the Trench
allowed them to appeal successfully to non-French peoples
who can become 'French' through participation in a tran-
scending French culture. Man is perfectible, not only
through his membership in various interest groups in the
country and society of France, but also by plugging into the
second reality of French culture-its rayonnement, or radi-
ance. Through this alternative source of "Frenchness,"
France has founded and perpetuated an infiuence in other
countries that has not been possible for the Chinese. The
idea of a black African minister or representative in China
is inconceivable, but it happened in France.

The sense of Chinese culture did not exclude admira-
tion by foreigners, but it allowed only the kind of hierarchi-
cal admiration inherent in the concept of lesser cultures
paying tribute to Chinese culture. One could become
sinicized, to be sure, but not to the extent nor the (>5ree
one could become "Frenchified.' China's claim to a u,... er-
salistic culture extends not far beyond the maximum extent
of the historical Chinese borders; France's claim is world-
wide, and admits not only ex-colonials but even Americans
to the Academie Francaise.

The United States began, in New England, with a tra-
dition of government based on a pessimistic view of man's
nature and a desire to improve this nature as far as hu-
manly possible within a particular theocratic framework,
which members were free to accept or reject-but with
rejection entailing exclusion from the theocracy. As in
China, man's ability to improve himself was dependent on
the state. Without it, he would give way before the bestial
part of his nature. There were no independently legitimate
organizations aside from the church-state (like the party-
state). Consequently, public policy was an essential part of
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private progress, but both were bound to a particular time
and place, and made no pretense to universality in the
sense of being an organizing and civilizing framework for
everyone.

The latter claim was increasingly made by the United
States, but only after a more optimistic view of man as
perfectible without the aid of the state had prevailed over
the view of the Puritan theocracy. The more optimistic
view permitted a public policy of great adaptability as the
country expanded, with settlement usually preceding gov-
ernment, and with private institutions in the form of clubs,
churches, and schools springing up to encourage what was
believed to be man's natural propensity to perfect himself.
With the idea of man as tending toward evil, and needful
of strong government to be good, relegated to backstage, if
not completely dismissed, public policy was free to concen-
trate on providing a commonly accepted framework of the
lowest common denominator within which private organi-
zations were given great freedom to pursue their own no-
tions of the good life. Their system seemed to work so well
that it was propagated as applicable throughout the world.
There was no need to subscribe to a particular culture, as in
the French version of universality, but only to a set of
"democratic principles' under which different cultures
could presumably flourish as they had in the United States.

Like the French, the US concept of man emphasized
his perfectibility through interest groups independent of
the state, serving as important checks upon it. But the
relative lack of mutual suspicion in the United States kept
such groups from paralyzing gridlock, thus obviating the
need to have recourse to a transcendent culture (a second
reality) that, tapped by a hero sprung from difficult times,
could provide renewed momentum to the society. Thus,
France's greatest leaders are cast in a more heroic mold
than the greatest US leaders: not that they are more heroic,
but that they are perceived in the classical heroic mode of
having made a quest on the part of the nation and returned
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with a vision sufficient to save the nation and enlarge its
grandeur.

In France, in the final analysis, the heroic leader shows
Frenchmen how good they can be; in the United States, the
leader and the state are barely necessary for individual
improvement. Fulfilling one's potential to be good is ulti-
mately something the individual can and should do by
himself; public policy is not concerned with this education
beyond a basic level, and has eschewed the inculcation of
any particular values except the civic ones necessary for the
continuity of the system. In France, the individual and
culture are legitimate objects of public policy, and the state
is expected to go much further, not so much in molding
character, as in acting as an arbiter to prevent interest
groups from falling into an immobilizing morass of mutual
suspicion and recrimination.

In summation, it could be said that all three countries
have a tradition of the perfectibility of man, even though
earlier views emphasizing man's tendency to evil existed,
particularly in China and the United States, and called for a
severe and all-controlling government. The more benign
view that prevailed in all three countries called for different
degrees of state or other institutional involvement.

In China, perhaps because of the Legalist legacy,
man's perfectibility was inextricably linked to the state,
which was, paradoxically, necessary to encourage what
was supposed to be, according to the classical Confucian
tradition, a natural tendency toward goodness. The state
was confirmed over time as the only independently legiti-
mate organization and the sole agency capable of improv-
ing man. As a consequence, public policy acquired a virtu-
ally unlimited role, while the lack of competition from
alternative sources of legitimacy and perfectibility made it
difficult to adapt to changing circumstances, or to project
itself as a universally applicable system.

In France, man's perfectibility was possible up to a
limited point within the context of his interest group. But
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this potential only went so far before being stopped by
paralyzing pressure from other mutually mistrustful inte-
est groups. Further progress depended on a galvanizing
vision of French culture and its grandeur as presented by a
heroic leader. The public policy of the state was essentially
negative and time-serving: it could preserve, but not ad-
vance, man's progress, and could go through dramatic
changes-from monar-hy to empire to commune to repub-
lic-and not affect the unifying element of French culture
and the independent legitimacy it gave the constituent
groups of French society. By its universal claims, that cul-
ture permitted a public policy that was adaptable and ap-
plicable to a wide range of human conditions, even when
the system that produced the policy changed because of
this transcendent culture and the independent legitimacy it
conferred on competing groups.

In the United States, man's nature came very early to
be seen as so capable of progress and perfection that it
needed no state or public policy beyond one that assured a
maximum of individual freedom. The assumption that such
a laissez-faire system would not result in rampant evil and
anarchy was apparently justified, in a rather circular man-
ner, by the speed and ease with which it spread over Indi-
ans and Latin Americans. Finally, during and after World
War I, it became a universal system whose application
would bring the greatest progress to those who embraced
it. As in France, the system in the United States encouraged
a variety of independently legitimate groups, but these ex-
pressed a much lower degree of mutual mistrust and conse-
quently were capable of greater growth and adaptability.

The state was not generally required to act as the arbi-
ter among US interest groups, but merely to set out and
inculcate a set of ground rules by which all played. With
the rules well established and perpetuated, there was no
need to appeal to a transcendent culture, either as a unifier
or as an encouragement to fulfill one's potential. That im-
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petus was found in sufficient quantity within the individual
working alone or through a group.

The idea of being an American never had anywhere
near the cultural component being French had. The cul-
tural component was less and less important as the United
States developed, to the point that today there is no com-
mon culture in the country, only a universal acceptance of
a set of political ground rules. These ground rules are vig-
orously exported, and their adoption-particularly in coun-
tries with no common culture, like Australia or Canada-
assures that they are as "American" as can be without the
necessity of actually being part of the United States. By
insisting on man's individual perfectibility, by his own ef-
forts, with only a minimal set of rules to put a floor under
society, perhaps the United States has evolved the most
exportable system in the history of the world. No one can
really become Chinese. To become French involves ac-
cepting a culture with a pretense of universality. To be-
come American involves nothing more-or less-than ac-
cepting a set of political rules.

The differing concepts of man and what it takes to
fulfill his potential for good have influenced and been in-
fluenced by different kinds and degrees of political organi-
zation in the United States, France, and China. These con-
cepts have also been associated with different degrees of
adaptability and universal pretension. As concepts of man
change-and they are the product of history-the kind of
public policy that a country will choose will also change.
The speed and efficiency with which public policy changes
to adapt to new circumstances seems related to the number
of independently legitimate organizations that the history
and philosophy of a particular country have sanctioned
(with the United States having the most, China the least),
and to the extent to which culture is identified with the
state (with China having the strongest identification, the
United States the weakest). Together, non-state groups and
culture seem to provide alternative platforms that, if they
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play a role in man's perfectibility, also permit the easiest
adaptation to change.
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